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Abstract

Composites research conducted at the Langley Research Center during the period from 1975 to 1986 is described, and an annotated bibliography of over 600 documents (with their abstracts) is presented. The research includes Langley basic technology and the composite primary structures element of the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program. The basic technology documents cited in the bibliography are grouped according to the research activity such as design and analysis, fatigue and fracture, and damage tolerance. The ACEE documents cover development of composite structures for transport aircraft.

Introduction

A crossroads event in the history of composites research at the Langley Research Center occurred in 1975. Over a span of years prior to 1975, the development of composites had proceeded in an orderly manner from laboratory-scale experiments to limited applications. As described in reference 1, the Langley research was focused in accordance with a 1972 Air Force–NASA Long-Range Planning Study for Composites (RECAST). The event that would cause a fundamental change was the formation of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program.

From 1976 until its termination in 1985, the ACEE Program was the central element in NASA composites research. The rationale, planning, and implementation of the program are discussed in references 2 and 3. Composite structures were one element of a comprehensive plan for developing aeronautical fuel-conservation technology. The goal of the Composite Primary Structures element of the ACEE Program was to accelerate the application of composites to primary structures in new civil transport aircraft by (1) development of design and manufacturing techniques for composite empennage, wing, and fuselage structures, (2) dissemination of technology throughout the transport industry, and (3) extensive flight service evaluations. ACEE composites research was performed under contracts with the transport builders and managed by a small project staff at Langley.

During the ACEE era, Langley personnel provided expert assistance to the ACEE Project Office but primarily conducted a program of traditional, or base, research. This research was performed at Langley or under numerous grants and contracts with Langley and covered the aerospace spectrum from helicopters to airplanes to spacecraft. Together the ACEE and Langley base research programs produced results of major significance to composites technology in the United States.

This report briefly summarizes the ACEE and base programs in composite materials and structures and presents an annotated bibliography of the many reports and documents on the subject produced during the 11-year period from 1975 to 1986. The bibliography of over 600 publications (with their abstracts) is organized into subsections according to research disciplines or aircraft structural components. An author index to these documents is also provided. This report deals only with resin-matrix composite materials and with research conducted under the auspices of the Langley Research Center. A similar summary including a bibliography covering ACEE aerodynamics research is presented in reference 4.

ACEE Composites Program

Composite primary structures became an element in the ACEE Program because composites offered a means to conserve fuel use by transport aircraft. Studies such as that reported in reference 2 indicated that extensive use of composites in major structural components could reduce aircraft structural weight by 25 percent or more and, as a consequence, save 10 to 15 percent in fuel usage. The planned application of composites would require the development of revolutionary technology in aircraft structures. Moreover, extensive use of composites would require the following barriers to be overcome:

1. Experience with composites resided with research groups rather than with designers and manufacturers.
2. Uncertainties in the development and production costs of composites made it difficult for them to compete with established aluminum technology.
3. Long duration performance and maintenance requirements of composites were unknown, so that users were reluctant to accept this new material.

A systematic building block approach was selected to achieve the ultimate goal of composite wings and fuselage on transport aircraft. Development began with lightly loaded secondary structural components, proceeded to medium primary structural components, and was planned to conclude with wings and fuselage. Although the ACEE composites program was terminated before completion of wing and fuselage development, important results were obtained. This section summarizes the component developments and technology research accomplished during the ACEE era. Details are contained in the reports.
(a) Secondary components.

(b) Medium primary components.

Figure 1. Composite transport structural components developed under ACEE Program.
Figure 2. Elements of typical component development contract cited in the annotated bibliography under “ACEE Composites Program” and “Conference Documents.”

Transport Structures Development

Under the ACEE Program, Boeing Commercial Airplane Co., Douglas Aircraft Co., and Lockheed Corp. contracted to develop the secondary and empennage (medium primary) components shown in figure 1. The weight savings indicated for each component is based on the weight of the original aluminum alloy component. Although different in detail, each contract encompassed the elements shown in figure 2 and each incorporated cost-sharing provisions. In addition to achieving technical goals, each development was to acquire those cost data required for the builders to make production commitments. A common element in the components was the use of Narmco T300/5208 (graphite-epoxy), a graphite-fiber-reinforced thermoset matrix material cured at 350°F. Each contractor elected to use company funds to acquire the design allowables data required for Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification. Only the Lockheed data (ref. 5) were published.

Douglas DC-10 upper aft rudder. Development of the upper aft rudder, a secondary component, on the DC-10 began in 1974 under the Langley base program and was completed under the ACEE Program. Structural arrangement of the rudder is shown in figure 3, and details of the design, testing, and qualification are given in reference 6. Two noteworthy features of the rudder development (ref. 7) were the postbuckled (tension field) design and the “trapped rubber” manufacturing process. Twenty composite rudders were manufactured for flight service, which began in June 1976. Except for isolated damage incidents, primarily due to lightning strikes, flight service of the rudders has been uneventful. Flight service data are reported with similar data from other components in Langley reports. (See the section in the bibliography under the base program on “Environmental Effects and Flight Service.”)

Boeing B-727 elevator. The structural arrangement of the composite elevator on the B-727 is shown in figure 4; additional details are available in reference 8. Boeing selected a design featuring a honeycomb-stiffened skin and a conventional manufacturing process in which individual elements were autoclave cured and then mechanically assembled. Five shipsets (10 elevators) were manufactured for flight service, which began in March 1980. As for the DC-10 rudder, service data are reported in Langley reports listed under “Environmental Effects and Flight Service” in the bibliography. Boeing credits successful development of the elevator with providing the confidence and experience needed to use composite components on the B-757 and B-767 transports.

Lockheed L-1011 inboard aileron. The aileron structure is located behind the wing engines on the L-1011 and has the structural arrangement shown in figure 5. Details of the composite aileron design, manufacture, and testing are given in
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Figure 5. Graphite-epoxy inboard aileron on L-1011.

Figure 6. Graphite-epoxy vertical fin on L-1011.

reference 9. Aileron manufacture and assembly were performed by AVCO Corporation under subcontract to Lockheed. This contractual arrangement was similar to that for the L-1011 metal wing structure. The composite aileron features innovative sandwich cover panels with cores constructed of epoxy syntactic foam. Five shipsets of ailerons were manufactured for flight service, which began in March 1982. Annual flight service summaries are published as NASA Contractor Reports, while cumulative data appear in Langley compilations.

Lockheed L-1011 vertical fin. The L-1011 vertical fin was the first medium primary composite structure developed; the contract was awarded in 1975. Work began under auspices of the Langley base technology program and was later transferred to the ACEE Program. The development was a joint effort by Lockheed's California and Georgia Companies.

The fin, shown in figure 6, is a conventional two-spar structure with interspar ribs and stiffened-skin panels. The composite design incorporated hat-stiffened skin panels and C-section spars. Mechanical fasteners were used extensively in assembly of subelements. Reference 10 summarizes the design, manufacture, and testing of the composite fin. In addition to extensive development tests, Lockheed conducted a study called Production Readiness Verification Tests. This study, reported in reference 11, provides valuable information on strength variations in composite elements (shown in fig. 7) before and after exposure to simulated flight environments.

After a lengthy and problem-plagued development, the fin program concluded with full-scale tests. The composite fin experienced a failure at less than design ultimate load during static testing, the failure resulting from unanticipated secondary loading effects. The failure and corrective action are discussed in reference 12, which also discusses failure events experienced by the Boeing and Douglas empennage components. Static and fatigue tests were successfully completed on a second test article. The full-scale tests were performed, documented, and witnessed in accordance with FAA certification requirements, but flight testing was not performed.

Boeing B-737 horizontal stabilizer. Boeing's entry in medium primary structure development was the horizontal stabilizer on the B-737, the smallest airplane of their transport family. The stabilizer, shown in figure 8, is the two-spar torque box structure widely used in transport aircraft. The stabilizer is connected to carry-through structure by pin joints at the side of the fuselage. This design feature was particularly fortuitous because it allowed the composite stabilizer to be designed as a straightforward replacement item for the standard aluminum alloy stabilizer. Boeing pursued a conservative approach by fabricating cover panels, spars, and ribs as subassemblies and joining them with mechanical fasteners. The design, development, testing, and fabrication are summarized in reference 13.

The composite stabilizer experienced a structural failure during fail-safe tests required for FAA
Figure 8. Graphite-epoxy horizontal stabilizer on B-737.

Figure 9. Advanced composite horizontal stabilizer installed on B-737 for airline service.

certification (see ref. 12). After deficiencies were corrected, the stabilizer was certificated for flight service. Full-scale test results and production data from the five shipsets manufactured for commercial service are given in reference 14.

Figure 9 depicts a major milestone in the ACEE Program, the date when the composite stabilizers entered airline service. After years of effort, composite primary structures were a practical reality!

**Douglas DC-10 vertical stabilizer.** The vertical stabilizer on the DC-10 was the only Douglas structure that met technical and cost considerations for ACEE development, but the component afforded considerably less than optimum opportunities to demonstrate the advantages of composite materials. The metal stabilizer is a four-spar design with minimum gage skin panels. As a retrofit structure, the composite stabilizer was constrained to existing substructure and attachment interfaces. In addition, Douglas opted for a nonbuckling composite structure. With these constraints, achieving significant weight savings was a formidable challenge that led to the complex design shown in figure 10 and described in reference 15. The stabilizer spars and ribs were joined in a complicated secondary bonding operation to avoid the weight of metal fasteners. The honeycomb skin panels were bolted to the spar-rib substructure.

Development of the DC-10 composite stabilizer took considerably more time than expected. Fabrication problems and a test failure (see ref. 12) occurred. Nevertheless, the major goals have been achieved, and the development was successfully accomplished. The stabilizer received FAA certification in 1986 and entered commercial flight service in January 1987.

**Wing and Fuselage Technology**

From the outset, the goal of the ACEE Program was to develop and validate composite wing and fuselage structures. Figure 11 shows that these structures comprise about three-fourths of the aircraft structural weight, and thus weight savings in these components could significantly reduce fuel
The high relative cost of the metal fuselage dictated a strategy of using composites to reduce manufacturing cost. For the wing, the relative cost of metal would be hard to better, but the potential weight savings from composites could offset a higher relative cost and, thus, make composites economically viable.

When the ACEE Program began, development of a full-scale composite wing was expected to be underway by 1980, and development of a composite fuselage shortly thereafter. Events did not unfold as planned. The unanticipated issue of carbon fiber risk to electrical systems (ref. 16) required time and money to resolve. (See section entitled “Carbon Fiber Risk Assessment.”) Also, experience with the medium primary components indicated that improvements were needed in design and analysis of composite structures and in the composite materials themselves. The latter issue triggered an intensive development of new toughened composite materials by industry and government. Under ACEE auspices, standard tests (ref. 17) and a specification (ref. 18) were established for toughened composite materials. The Langley Research Center instituted focused research (ref. 19) on tough composite materials.

Despite setbacks, NASA development of composites technology for transport wing and fuselage structures began in 1981. However, the approach differed from that followed for secondary and medium primary structures. Instead of designing and manufacturing full-size components as direct replacements for metal, the program focused on smaller but full-scale segments as shown in figure 12. Thus, technology validation would be achieved by short-span wing boxes and fuselage barrel sections.

For a composite wing, preparations began in 1978 with design trade-off studies by Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed (see bibliography for reports). The first step in the actual development was to address long-lead-time key technology issues. Figure 13 depicts the investigations performed, which achieved considerable success. Douglas devised joint designs for heavily loaded wing structures and developed appropriate analysis methods. In demonstration tests, the joints achieved a strain to failure of 0.005, a significant improvement over existing designs. Lockheed addressed the system requirements for “wet wing” such as fuel containment and lightning protection. Methods to prevent fuel leakage and lightning effects degradation were demonstrated. Boeing devised wing panels that achieved post-impact compression stresses of 50,000 psi at strains of 0.006. These panels incorporated innovative damage limiting features in the skin and stiffeners. Also, a repair investigation was performed. New toughened resin composite materials were used and evaluated by the contractors. Data on these materials are included in contractor reports listed in the bibliography.

Having achieved success in the wing key technology contracts, NASA proceeded with the second phase: the development and demonstration of large-scale components. Major programs to design, fabricate, and test wing box components were begun with Lockheed and Douglas in 1984. One such component is shown in figure 14. References 20 and 21 describe the two programs. However, in early 1985, NASA deleted future contract funds and thereby terminated composite wing development under the ACEE Program.

Concurrent with the wing technology work, NASA began to develop technology for composite fuselage applications. Studies completed in 1984 identified major technology voids and areas of concern. Following these studies, contract work began to address the specific design issues of damage tolerance (Boeing), impact dynamics and acoustic transmission (Lockheed), and large cutouts (Douglas). The Boeing contract included a second phase which was to involve design, fabrication, and testing of full-scale fuselage panels. However, with ACEE Program funds deleted, fuselage development was discontinued. Work completed by Boeing, Lockheed, and Douglas is reported in references 22, 23, and 24.

**Langley Base Technology Program**

For decades the Langley Research Center has engaged in materials and structures research. Analysis methods and designs developed at Langley for metal structures are widely used in the aerospace industry. Likewise, Langley has played a leading role in the development of composite materials and their application to aerospace structures. In contrast to the major component developments pursued under the ACEE Program, the Langley Program is focused on basic or generic technology development. The multi-disciplinary nature of this base program is depicted in...
Critical joints.

(a) Critical joints.

(b) Fuel containment and damage tolerance.

(c) Durability and damage tolerance.

Figure 13. Key technology issues in development of composite wing structures.

Figure 14. Advanced composite inboard wing component for ground testing.

The results of this research are presented in a large number of reports covering a range of subjects. These reports are presented in the annotated bibliography under "Langley Base Technology." The reports are grouped into subsections such as design and analysis or fatigue and fracture. It is impractical to present results in this paper from such a large and diverse data source. Therefore, the following paragraphs present brief summaries of the scope and direction of Langley research. The intent is to provide a reference as to what was done, who did it, and where results are published.

Structural Design, Analysis, and Evaluation

Design, test, and analysis of elements, particularly panels, are fundamental activities in structures research. Composite panels have, therefore, been the focus for Langley research, and the test data (fig. 16) have been compared with metal panel data acquired over many years. The figure of merit in such comparisons is weight saved. Reference 25 is typical of the many reports available on composite element evaluation.

Design synthesis (ref. 26) and analysis (ref. 27) involving computer codes are important features of the Langley research. Structural optimization codes developed at Langley, such as PASCO, are available for composite design. Computer codes have been applied to the design of curved stiffened panels (fig. 17) which have application to fuselage structure. In these designs, the skin between adjacent stiffeners is permitted to buckle under normal operating loads.

Damage Tolerance

In contrast to metals, carbon fiber composites are essentially brittle materials; that is, they do not yield
Figure 15. Multidisciplinary basic composites research programs at Langley.

Figure 16. Comparison of composite panels with metal panels.
at local regions of high stress concentration which occurs around notches and cutouts or at impact damage sites. With the application of composites to heavily loaded primary structures, damage tolerance became a critical issue. Structures which have suffered either invisible or barely visible damage must be designed to be adequately strong. Methods to contain damage (ref. 28) and to minimize its effects (ref. 29) have been investigated at Langley and elsewhere. Also, the damage tolerance issue spurred efforts to develop new composite materials with improved toughness (see fig. 18).

Environmental Effects and Flight Service

Environmental durability was recognized early in the Langley program as a key issue in the future application of composite materials. The aircraft industry had experienced material durability problems (such as corrosion and stress corrosion) and would, therefore, be conservative in adopting yet another new material. To provide data to resolve the issue, extensive investigations were begun to determine how composite materials reacted to various fluids, sunlight, and ground and flight environments.

The investigations have involved specimens ranging from small coupons (fig. 20) to full-scale aircraft and helicopter components (fig. 21). Specimen and component exposures have been conducted on a world-wide basis. Analytical methods have been developed to predict material response to moisture with and without sunlight. Environmental effects data (ref. 33) and compilations of flight service experience (ref. 34) are reported periodically.

The flight service data now total millions of flight hours. (See table 1 for the latest compilation.) These data have been instrumental in establishing confidence in the application of composites to aircraft and helicopter structures.

Material Processing, Properties, and Test Methods

The material processing research performed in the Langley base program includes processing science and fundamental studies of resins and fibers. The processing science involves process chemistry, rheology, and cure mechanics (ref. 35). Novel material forms and fabrication methods (ref. 36) have been developed in laboratory-scale studies and experiments. Full-scale manufacturing tools and methods are not developed in the Langley program; information on such activities is available in ACEE documents or from Department of Defense (DOD) contracts.

The compilation of material properties or the development of design data is not a major element of the Langley base program. The Langley approach has been to develop technology rather than extensive data bases. Nonetheless, about 19 documents containing material property data are cited in the bibliography. Also, NASA has provided funds for the DOD/NASA Advanced Composites Design Guide (ref. 37). ACEE component data are included in the DOD/NASA Structural Composites Fabrication Guide (ref. 38).

Test methods have been developed as necessary adjuncts to experimental research in materials and structures. Over 40 documents dealing with test methods are cited in the bibliography. Tests
Figure 18. Program to improve toughness of composite materials.

Figure 19. Fatigue analysis of composites.
Figure 20. Environmental exposure of composite components used in flight service evaluations.

Figure 21. Flight service evaluation of composite structural components.
developed by NASA for evaluating composite materials are shown in figure 22 and described in reference 17.

Joints and Cutouts

Research on joints and cutouts has ranged from sophisticated finite element analyses (ref. 39) to simple strength tests (ref. 40). Data have been obtained for both bolted and bonded joints and for various materials: graphite-epoxy, graphite-polyimide, and Du Pont Kevlar-epoxy. Specialized test machines (see fig. 23) have been used to obtain long-term durability data on wing-skin splices subjected to outdoor exposure under load.

Impact Dynamics and Acoustics

Experimental and analytical efforts are underway at Langley to investigate the response of composite structures under crash loading conditions. Among the areas being addressed are energy absorption, tearing of skin panels, friction and abrasion of composite materials, and dynamic response of structural elements. A discussion of the research underway is presented in reference 41, while the results of some fundamental research in energy absorption are given in reference 42.

Acoustic effects are anticipated to be a major issue in the application of composites to fuselage structures. Research (ref. 43) is underway to characterize the materials and to determine the response of typical structures. Figure 24 shows a filament-wound composite cylinder produced under the ACEE Program (ref. 23) undergoing acoustic testing at Langley.

Graphite-Polyimide and Polymer Development

In addition to research involving epoxy-matrix composites, Langley has worked for years on high-temperature polymer-matrix materials. These materials include polyimides, thermoplastics, and other novel polymers that are processed at higher temperatures than the 350°F maximum typical of structural epoxies. Initial impetus to this research was provided by a project called Composites for Advanced Space Transportation Systems (CASTS) described in reference 44. This work, which began in 1975, was to develop graphite-polyimide structures with 600°F operational capability for application to vehicles such as the Space Shuttle.

More recently the high-temperature polymer research has focused on advanced polymer synthesis (fig. 25) and characterization methodology to develop novel polymeric materials. The new materials are for applications such as matrices for composites, adhesives, and films for spacecraft (refs. 45 and 46).

Materials and Structures for Helicopters

The helicopter composites program at Langley is a joint effort by NASA and the U.S. Army Aerostuctures Directorate. The research is focused on basic technology rather than on major hardware development, which the Army pursues elsewhere. The
Figure 25. Tailoring of polymer structures to control polymer properties.

Figure 26. Composite components for flight service evaluation on 206L helicopter.
Langley program has developed components for flight service evaluation (fig. 26) and selected structural elements.

**General Aviation Research**

Although the technology development in the ACEE and Langley base programs is applicable to general aviation aircraft, there are few instances of composites research specifically directed to general aviation aircraft. Plans were generated periodically for an increased focus on research in structures and materials for general aviation, but these plans were never implemented.

**Repair Methods**

The Langley base program has not emphasized all areas of composites research. Repair methods have been limited to generic investigations cited in the bibliography. However, research on bonding and adhesives cited under “Materials Development and Processing” (see ref. 36) has direct application to repair of composites. A recent investigation of repaired laminates after outdoor exposure under load is reported in reference 47. These laminates were exposed in the specialized machines shown in figure 23.

**Space Applications**

Composite materials have desirable attributes for use in space. Low mass is obviously important. In addition, composites possess thermal and dimensional stability. Langley has extensively investigated Space Station truss members fabricated from graphite fiber composites. Figure 27 shows a composite truss assembled for ground testing. Considerable research has been conducted on the effect of space radiation on resin-matrix composites (see ref. 48).

**Carbon Fiber Risk Assessment**

The potential risk to electrical systems posed by the accidental release of carbon fibers became an issue in the late 1970’s. NASA, one of several agencies involved in a risk assessment, was responsible for the aviation aspects of the potential problem. The Langley Research Center directed an intense and comprehensive analytical and experimental investigation which showed conclusively (ref. 16) that the risk was insignificant.

**Concluding Remarks**

The period from 1975 to 1986 was the golden age of composites research in the United States. Exciting, almost revolutionary, developments were achieved in composite materials and structures. Military aircraft now routinely employ composite structures and expanded applications on new aircraft are certain. In commercial transports, applications are not as aggressive, but secondary structures are in production for airplanes such as the Boeing B-757 and B-767 and the Douglas MD-80.

During this period, the development and exploitation of composites technology became a national effort involving scientists and engineers in government, industry, and universities. The ACEE Program served as a strategic center of gravity providing the national effort with coherence and clear objectives. Other major elements in the total effort, such as Langley’s base research, drew upon the ACEE Program for funding or focus.

The ACEE Program was terminated prior to accomplishment of its major goals. No commitment has yet been made to use composite primary structures in transport aircraft, either military or commercial. The benefits listed in figure 28 that accrue for a
composite transport appear feasible, but the critical issues of affordable technology remain unanswered. The Langley base program continues to provide significant technology, but a base program alone will never resolve all the issues.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
May 22, 1987
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Table 1. NASA Composite Structures Flight Service Summary

[Summary as of March 1987]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft component</th>
<th>Total no. of components (a)</th>
<th>Start of flight service</th>
<th>Highest time on one aircraft</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L-1011 fairing panels</td>
<td>18 (15)</td>
<td>January 1973</td>
<td>39 210</td>
<td>599 240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-737 spoiler</td>
<td>108 (47)</td>
<td>July 1973</td>
<td>38 560</td>
<td>2 380 550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-130 center wing box</td>
<td>2 (2)</td>
<td>October 1974</td>
<td>8 340</td>
<td>16 430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 aft pylon skin</td>
<td>3 (2)</td>
<td>August 1975</td>
<td>33 240</td>
<td>83 440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 upper aft rudder</td>
<td>15 (12)</td>
<td>April 1976</td>
<td>39 400</td>
<td>350 210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-727 elevator</td>
<td>10 (8)</td>
<td>March 1980</td>
<td>21 980</td>
<td>184 940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-1011 aileron</td>
<td>8 (8)</td>
<td>March 1982</td>
<td>16 890</td>
<td>128 060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-737 horizontal stabilizer</td>
<td>10 (10)</td>
<td>March 1984</td>
<td>8 850</td>
<td>79 040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-10 vertical stabilizer</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>January 1987</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-76 tail rotors and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horizontal stabilizer</td>
<td>14 (3)</td>
<td>February 1979</td>
<td>5 800</td>
<td>52 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>206L fairing, doors, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical fin</td>
<td>160 (84)</td>
<td>March 1981</td>
<td>7 300</td>
<td>330 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH-53 cargo ramp skin</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>May 1981</td>
<td>1 600</td>
<td>1 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>350 (193)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4 205 610</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Numbers in parentheses indicate number of components still in service.

(b) Five more rudders to be installed.
Appendix

Bibliography of Composites Reports

The technical publications listed herein (with their abstracts) were generated in conjunction with the ACEE Program and the Langley Research Center base composites technology program. Within these two main categories, the documents are grouped into subsections according to subject matter and listed alphabetically by author. The subsection titles, given in the “Contents,” parallel the subject areas discussed in the text. An index by author is provided to increase the usefulness of this compilation.

The publications listed deal only with resin-matrix fibrous composite materials and with aerospace applications. Metal-matrix and boron-epoxy materials are excluded.

The abstracts used are from the NASA Scientific and Technical Information System. License was taken to modify or shorten abstracts. Accession numbers, report numbers, and other identifying information are included in the citations to facilitate filling of requests for specific documents.

Availability sources of the different types of materials are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accession number</th>
<th>Type of material</th>
<th>Where obtained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00A00000</td>
<td>AIAA paper and published literature available from</td>
<td>American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIAA or in journals, conferences, etc., as indicated</td>
<td>Technical Information Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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ACEE Composites Program

ACEE overviews and summaries


The initial ground test of each component resulted in structural failure at less than ultimate design loads. While such failures represent major program delays, the investigation and analysis of each failure revealed significant lessons for effective utilization of composites in primary structure. Foremost among these are secondary loads that produce through-the-thickness forces which may lead to serious weaknesses in an otherwise sound structural design.


NASA has undertaken development and test programs in order to remove existing barriers to the use of composite material primary structures and to assess their advantages in terms of both acquisition cost and mission performance. These programs are expected to reach design technology readiness for wing and fuselage structures by 1988.


The economic factors that resulted in the implementation of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program (ACEE) are reviewed and airframe technology elements including content, progress, applications, and future direction are discussed. The program includes the development of laminar flow systems, advanced aerodynamics, active controls, and composite structures.


NASA's Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program, which began in 1976, has mounted a development effort in four major transport aircraft technology fields: laminar flow systems, advanced aerodynamics, flight controls, and composite structures. Composite structures yield lighter airframes that in turn call for smaller wing and empennage areas, reducing induced drag for a given payload. In combination, all four areas of development are expected to yield a fuel consumption reduction of 40 percent.


In its Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program, NASA has expended approximately 200 million dollars toward development and application of advanced airframe technologies to United States commercial transports. United States manufacturers have already been given a significant boost toward early application of advanced composite materials to control surface and empennage structures and toward selected applications of active controls and advanced aerodynamic concepts. In addition, significant progress in definition and development of innovative but realistic systems for transports has already been made.


Carbon composite materials are beginning to be used in commercial transports, general aviation aircraft, military fighter aircraft, and helicopters due to demonstrated weight savings and potential manufacturing cost savings. Attention is given to current production applications of carbon composites which range from the secondary structures of new commercial transports to wing primary structures of fighters. Current development efforts are discussed that will lead to their future application to fuselages, as well as whole airframes. Finally, laminate constructions, which vary widely, and may be relevant to avionics system design, are examined.

NASA has initiated a comprehensive Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program which is concerned with the development of approaches for reducing fuel consumption in new aircraft of the 1980–2000 time period. A review is presented of the airframe technologies selected for emphasis in the NASA program, taking into account an evaluation of their potential for reducing transport direct operating costs through fuel efficiency. Attention is given to the importance of fuel efficiency, the impact of advanced technology, advanced composite structures, the NASA composite primary structures program, advanced aerodynamics and active controls, supercritical wing geometry, active load and flutter control, and aspects of laminar flow control.


The first part of the paper discusses the Energy Efficient Transport Program of the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program, giving attention to the development of active aerodynamics and active controls. The second part of the paper deals with two other portions of the ACEE Program: Composite Primary Structures and Laminar Flow Control.


Changes in future aircraft technology which conserve energy are studied, along with the effect of these changes on economic performance. Among the new technologies considered are laminar-flow control, composite materials with and without laminar-flow control, and advanced airfoils. Aircraft design features studied include high-aspect-ratio wings, thickness ratio, and range. Engine technology is held constant at the JT9D level. It is concluded that wing aspect ratios of future aircraft are likely to significantly increase as a result of new technology and the push of higher fuel prices. Whereas current airplanes have been designed for AR = 7, supercritical technology and much higher fuel prices will drive aspect ratio to the AR = 9–10 range. Composite materials may raise aspect ratio to about 11–12 and practical laminar-flow-control systems may further increase aspect ratio to 14 or more. Advanced technology provides significant reductions in aircraft take-off gross weight, energy consumption, and direct operating cost.


A status report is provided on current thinking concerning potential improvements in fuel efficiency and possible alternate fuels. Topics reviewed are (1) historical trends in airplane efficiency; (2) technological opportunities including supercritical aerodynamics, (3) vortex diffusers, (4) composite materials, (5) propulsion systems, (6) active controls, and terminal-area operations; (7) unconventional design concepts; and (8) hydrogen-fueled airplanes.


A description is provided of a NASA-industry program which will lead to a more extensive use of advanced composites. The approach being taken is to develop, for existing aircraft, components which have potential for significant weight savings. The design of each of the considered components is described, taking into account a graphite-epoxy rudder, an inboard aileron, a graphite-epoxy elevator, a vertical tail, a horizontal tail, and a vertical stabilizer.


The development of graphite-epoxy composite structures for use on commercial transport aircraft is considered. Six components, three secondary structures, and three primary structures, are presently under development. The six components are described along with some of the key features of the composite designs and their projected weight savings.

In late 1975, the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program was initiated by NASA in order to accelerate the development of selected technologies which showed promise for substantial improvements in the fuel efficiency of commercial transport aircraft. A description is presented of the status of the composite structure development programs which form one of the six sections of the ACEE Program. Six aircraft components are currently being developed under NASA contract by three major transport manufacturers. The components include the upper aft rudder of the Douglas DC-10, the inboard ailerons of the Lockheed L-1011, the elevators of the Boeing 727, the vertical stabilizers for the Lockheed L-1011 and Douglas DC-10, and the horizontal stabilizers of the Boeing 737.

An assessment is made of the development status of technology, applicable to future civil air transport design, which is currently undergoing conceptual study or testing at NASA facilities. The NASA civil air transport effort emphasizes advance aerodynamic computational capabilities, fuel-efficient engines, advanced turboprops, composite primary structure materials, advanced aerodynamic concepts in boundary layer laminarization and aircraft configuration, refined control, guidance and flight management systems, and the integration of all these design elements into optimal systems. Attention is given to such novel transport aircraft design concepts as forward swept wings, twin fuselages, sandwich composite structures, and swept blade propfans.

**ACEE transport structures development**


The development, testing, production activities, and associated costs that were required to produce 5 1/2 advanced-composite stabilizer shipsets for Boeing 737 aircraft are defined and discussed.


The horizontal stabilizer of the 737 transport was redesigned. Five shipsets were fabricated using composite materials. Weight reduction greater than the 20% goal was achieved. Parts and assemblies were readily produced on production-type tooling. Quality assurance methods were demonstrated. Repair methods were developed and demonstrated. Strength and stiffness analytical methods were substantiated by comparison with test results. Cost data were accumulated in a semiproduction environment. FAA certification was obtained.


85N13912#

The full scale ground test, ground vibration test, and flight tests conducted to demonstrate a composite structure stabilizer for the Boeing 737 aircraft and obtain FAA certification are described. Detail tools, assembly tools, and overall production are discussed. Cost analyses aspects covered include production costs, composite material usage factors, and cost comparisons.


78N23080#

The empennage component selected for this program is the vertical fin box of the L-1011 aircraft. The box structure extends from the fuselage production joint to the tip rib and includes the front and rear spars. Various design options were evaluated to arrive at a configuration which would offer the highest potential for satisfying program objectives. The preferred configuration selected consists of a hat-stiffened cover with molded integrally stiffened spars, aluminum trussed composite ribs, and composite sandwich web ribs with integrally molded caps. Material screening tests were performed to select an advanced composite material system for the Advanced Composite Vertical Fin (ACVF) that would meet the program requirements from the standpoint of quality, reproducibility, and cost.


84N27722#

The design, development, analysis, and testing activities and results that were required to produce five and one-half shipsets of advanced composite elevators for Boeing 727 aircraft are summarized. During the preliminary design period, alternative concepts were developed. After selection of the best design, detail design and basic configuration improvements were evaluated. All program goals (except competitive cost demonstration) were accomplished when our design met or exceeded all requirements, criteria, and objectives.


83N16330#

Preliminary development efforts consisted of evaluating and selecting material, identifying ancillary structural development test requirements, and defining full scale ground and flight test requirements necessary to obtain Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) certification. After selection of the optimum elevator configuration, detail design was begun and included basic configuration design improvements resulting from manufacturing verification hardware, the ancillary test program, weight analysis, and structural analysis. Detail and assembly tools were designed and fabricated to support a full-scope production program, rather than a limited run.


81N27077#

The design, manufacture, and ground test activities during development of production methods for an advanced composite rudder for the DC-10 transport aircraft are described. The advanced composite aft rudder is satisfactory for airline service and a cost saving in a full production manufacturing mode is anticipated.


83A29780#

This paper recounts the significant events which took place during the structural verification testing of two graphite/epoxy material, full-size vertical stabilizers. The ground test articles were tested to a high bending dynamic lateral gust condition. The first
unit failed during static testing at 98 percent design ultimate load. Failure began within the front spar cap. A detailed review of the failure was performed to identify all possible modes. This review resulted in a “production line” type fix being designed for incorporation in the second ground test article prior to installation in the test fixture. The modified second unit sustained 106 percent of design ultimate load without incident.


The fabrication activities of the Advanced Composite Aileron program are discussed. These activities included detail fabrication, manufacturing development, assembly, repair, and quality assurance. Five shipsets of ailerons were manufactured.


This paper summarizes the design development of an advanced composite inboard aileron for the L-1011 commercial transport aircraft. Design details of the composite aileron are reported. Results of tests which substantiate the structural integrity of the design are also presented. The composite aileron is a multi-rib assembly with graphite/epoxy tape-syntactic core sandwich covers, a graphite/epoxy tape front spar, and graphite/epoxy fabric ribs. This structure is a direct replacement for the current metal aileron with a weight savings of 28.7 percent (40.3 lb.). Engineering cost estimates indicate that the composite structure will be cost competitive with the metal aileron. Significant improvements in structural efficiency can be achieved by the utilization of advanced composites for construction of aircraft secondary structures. Careful evaluation of alternate designs and materials for the L-1011 advanced composite inboard aileron has led to the selection of several unique material combinations and easily manufactured structural configurations. The advanced composite aileron is a direct replacement for the metal aileron with a weight savings of 23 percent.


The aileron design is a multi-rib configuration with single piece upper and lower covers mechanically fastened to the substructure. Covers, front spar, and ribs are fabricated with graphite/epoxy tape or fabric composite material. The design has a weight savings of 23 percent compared to the aluminum aileron. The composite aileron has 50 percent fewer fasteners and parts than the metal aileron and is predicted to be cost competitive. Structural integrity of the composite aileron was verified by structural analysis and an extensive test program.


A composite aileron and a metal aileron were subjected to a series of comparative stiffness and vibration tests. These tests showed that the stiffness and vibration characteristics of the composite aileron are similar to the metal aileron. The first composite ground test article was statically tested to failure which occurred at 139 percent of design ultimate load. The second composite ground test article was tested to verify damage tolerance and fail-safe characteristics.


Significant improvements in structural efficiency can be achieved by the utilization of advanced composites for construction of aircraft secondary structures. Careful evaluation of alternate designs and materials for the L-1011 advanced composite inboard aileron has led to the selection of several unique material combinations and easily manufactured structural configurations. The advanced composite aileron is a direct replacement for the metal aileron with a weight savings of 23 percent.


Structural design and maintainability criteria were established and used as a guideline for evaluating a variety of configurations and materials for each of the major subcomponents. From this array of subcomponent designs, several aileron assemblies were formulated and analyzed. The selected design is a multi-rib configuration with sheet skin covers mechanically fastened to channel-section ribs and spars. Thornel 300/5208 unidirectional tape was selected for the front spar and covers, and Thornel 300 fabric/5208 was chosen for the ribs.

The composite fin design consists of two one-piece cocured covers, two one-piece cocured spars, and eleven ribs. The lower ribs are truss ribs with graphite/epoxy caps and aluminum truss members. The upper three ribs are a sandwich design with graphite/epoxy face sheets and a syntactic epoxy core. The design achieves a 27% weight savings compared to the metal box. The fastener count has been reduced from over 40,000 to less than 7000. The structural integrity of the composite fin was verified by analysis and test. The static, fail-safe, and flutter analyses were completed. An extensive test program has established the material behavior under a range of conditions and critical subcomponents were tested to verify the structural concepts.


The ground tests conducted on the advanced composite vertical fin (ACVF) are described. The design and fabrication of the test fixture and the transition structure, static test of Ground Test Article (GTA) No. 1, rework of GTA No. 2, and static, damage tolerance, fail-safe, and residual strength tests of GTA No. 2 are described.


The structural box of the L-1011 vertical fin was redesigned using advanced composite materials. The box was fabricated and ground tested to verify the structural integrity. The complete program starting with the design and analysis and proceeding through the process development, ancillary test program, production readiness verification testing, fabrication of the full-scale fin boxes, and the full-scale ground testing is summarized. The program showed that advanced composites can economically and effectively be used in the design and fabrication of medium primary structures for commercial aircraft.

Static strength variability was demonstrated to be comparable to metal structures, and the long term durability of advanced composite components was demonstrated.


The Production Readiness Verification Tests (PRVT) were designed to provide information to answer the following questions: • What is the range of production qualities that can be expected for components manufactured under conditions similar to those expected in production, and how realistic and effective are proposed quality levels and quality control procedures? • What variability in static strength can be expected for production quality components, and are the margins sufficient to account for this variability? • Will production quality components survive extended time laboratory fatigue tests involving both load and environment simulation of sufficient duration and severity to provide confidence in in-service durability?

To provide data, 22 components of each of two key structural elements of the ACVF were fabricated for test. One element represented the front spar/fuselage attachment area, and the other element represented the cover/fuselage joint area. Ten of each element were static strength tested. The remainder were durability tested for up to the equivalent of 20 years of service. Reproducibility was demonstrated and the quality control procedures verified.

Static strength variability has been demonstrated to be comparable to metallic structures. The range of production qualities has been established. The long-term durability of advanced composite components has been demonstrated.


A Production Readiness Verification Testing (PRVT) program has been established to determine if structures fabricated from advanced composites
can be committed on a production basis to commercial airline service. The program utilizes subcomponents which reflect the variabilities in structure that can realistically be expected from current production and quality control technology to estimate the production qualities, variation in static strength, and durability of advanced composite structures. The results of the static tests and a durability assessment after one year of continuous load/environment testing of twenty-two duplicates of each of two structural components (a segment of the front spar and cover of a vertical stabilizer box structure) are discussed.


Design synthesis, tooling and process development, manufacturing, and ground testing of a graphite epoxy rudder for the DC-10 commercial transport are discussed. The composite structure was fabricated using a unique processing method in which the thermal expansion characteristics of rubber tooling mandrels were used to generate curing pressures during an oven cure cycle. The ground test program resulted in certification of the rudder for passenger-carrying flights. Results of the structural and environmental tests are interpreted and detailed development of the rubber tooling and manufacturing process is described.


Trapped rubber processing is a molding technique for composites in which precast silicone rubber is placed within a closed cavity where it thermally expands against the composite's surface supported by the vessel walls. The method has been applied by the Douglas Aircraft Company, under contract to NASA Langley, to the design and fabrication of 10 DC-10 graphite/epoxy upper aft rudder assemblies. A three-bay development tool form mold die has been designed and manufactured, and tooling parameters have been established. Fabrication procedures include graphite layup, assembly of details in the tool, and a cure cycle. The technique has made it possible for the cocured fabrication of complex primary box structures otherwise impracticable via standard composite material processes.


A review of the structural configuration and ground test program is presented. Particular emphasis is placed on the testing of a full-scale stub box test subcomponent and full-span ground test unit. The stub box subcomponent was tested in an environmental chamber under ambient, cold/wet, and hot/wet conditions. The test program included design limit static loads, fatigue spectrum loading to approximately two service lifetimes (with and without damage), design limit damage tolerance tests, and a final residual strength test to a structural failure. The first full-scale ground test unit was tested under ambient conditions. The test unit was to have undergone static, fatigue, and damage tolerance tests but a premature structural failure occurred at design limit load during the third limit load test. A failure theory was developed which explains the similarity in types of failure and the large load discrepancy at failure between the two test articles. The theory attributes both failures to high stress concentrations at the edge of the lower rear spar access opening. A second full-scale ground test unit has been modified to incorporate the various changes resulting from the premature failure. The article has been assembled and is active in the test program.


The sonic fatigue test program to verify the design of the composite inboard aileron for the L-1011 airplane is described. The program covers the development of random fatigue data by means of coupon testing and modal studies on a representative section of the composite aileron, culminating in the accelerated sonic fatigue proof test. The composite aileron sustained nonlinear panel vibration during the proof test without failure. Viscous damping coefficients as low as 0.4% were measured on the panels. The effects of moisture conditioning and elevated temperature on the random fatigue life of both undamaged and impact damaged coupons were investigated. The combination of impact damage, moisture, and a 180°F temperature could reduce the random fatigue life by 50%.

The structural design configuration for the composite vertical stabilizer is described and the structural design, analysis, and weight activities are presented. The status of fabrication and test activities for the development test portion of the program is described. Test results are presented for the skin panels, spar web, spar cap to cover, and laminate property specimens. Engineering drawings of verification test panels and root fittings, rudder support specimens, titanium fittings, and rear spar specimen analysis models are included.

ACEE wing and fuselage technology


A program was conducted to develop the technology for critical structural joints for composite wing structure that meets all the design requirements of a 1990 commercial transport aircraft. Results are given for a comprehensive ancillary test program consisting of single-bolt composite joint specimens tested in a variety of configurations. These tests were conducted to characterize the strength and load deflection properties that are required for multirow joint analysis.


A program was conducted to develop the technology for critical structural joints in composite wing structure that meets all the design requirements of a 1990 commercial transport aircraft. The analysis methodology development, structural test program, and correlation between test results and analytical strength predictions are reviewed.


A prime objective of the program was to demonstrate the ability to reliably predict the strength of large bolted composite joints. Load sharing between bolts in multirow joints was computed by a nonlinear analysis program (A4EJ) which was used both to assess the efficiency of different joint design concepts and to predict the strengths of large test articles representing a section from a wing root chordwise splice. In most cases, the predictions were accurate to within a few percent of the test results. A highlight of these tests was the consistent ability to achieve gross-section failure strains on the order of 0.005 which represents a considerable improvement over the state of the art. The improvement was attained largely as the result of the better understanding of the load sharing in multirow joints provided by the analysis. The typical load intensity on the structural joints was about 40 to 45 thousand pounds per inch.


The damage-tolerance characteristics of high strain-to-failure graphite fibers and toughened resins were evaluated. Test results show that conventional fuel tank sealing techniques are applicable to composite structures. Techniques were developed to prevent fuel leaks due to low-energy impact damage. For wing panels subjected to swept stroke lightning strikes, a surface protection of graphite/aluminum wire fabric and a fastener treatment proved effective in eliminating internal sparking and reducing structural damage. The technology features developed
were incorporated and demonstrated in a test panel designed to meet the strength, stiffness, and damage-tolerance requirements of a large commercial transport aircraft. The panel test results exceeded design requirements for all test conditions.


Technical problems related to fuel containment and damage tolerance of composite material wings for transport aircraft were investigated. The major tasks were the following: (1) the preliminary design of damage tolerant wing surface using composite materials; (2) the evaluation of fuel sealing and lighting protection methods for a composite material wing; and (3) an experimental investigation of the damage tolerance characteristics of toughened resin graphite/epoxy materials.


The study objective was to develop a plan to define the effort needed to support a production commitment for the extensive use of composite materials in wings of new generation aircraft that will enter service in the 1985-1990 time period. Identification and analysis of what was needed to meet the above plan requirements resulted in a program plan consisting of three key development areas: (1) technology development; (2) production capability development; and (3) integration and validation by designing, building, and testing major development hardware.


The effort necessary to achieve a state of production readiness for the design and manufacturing of advanced composite wing structure is outlined. Technical assessment and program options are also reviewed for the wing study results.


The effort required by the transport aircraft manufacturers to support the introduction of advanced composite materials into the fuselage structure of future commercial and military transport aircraft is investigated. Technology issues, potential benefits to military life cycle costs and commercial operating costs, and development plans are examined. The most urgent technology issues defined are impact dynamics, acoustic transmission, pressure containment and damage tolerance, post-buckling, cutouts, and joints and splices. A technology demonstration program is defined.


The potential for utilizing advanced composites in fuselage structures of large transports was studied. Six fuselage design concepts were selected and evaluated in terms of structural performance, weight, and manufacturing development and costs. Two concepts were selected that merit further consideration for composite fuselage application. These concepts are (1) a full-depth honeycomb design with no stringers, and (2) an I-section stringer stiffened laminate skin design. Weight reductions due to applying composites to the fuselages of commercial and military transports were calculated. The benefits of applying composites to a fleet of military transports were determined. Significant technology issues pertinent to composite fuselage structures were identified and evaluated.


Analysis and testing that addressed the key technology areas of durability and damage tolerance were completed for wing surface panels. The wing of a fuel-efficient, 200-passenger commercial transport airplane for 1990 delivery was sized using graphite-epoxy materials. Coupons of various layups used in the wing sizing were tested in tension, compression, and spectrum fatigue with typical fastener penetrations. The compression strength after barely visible impact damage was determined from coupon and structural element tests. The results of the coupon and element tests were used to design three distinctly different compression panels meeting the strength,
stiffness, and damage-tolerance requirements of the upper wing panels. These three concepts were tested with various amounts of damage ranging from barely visible impact to through-penetration.


A program was conducted at Douglas Aircraft Company under NASA-Langley Contract NAS1-16857 to develop the technology for critical structural joints of composite wing structure that meets design requirements for a 1990 commercial transport aircraft. The prime objective of the program was to demonstrate the ability to reliably predict the strength of large bolted composite joints. Ancillary testing of 180 specimens generated data on strength and load deflection characteristics which provided input to the joint analysis. Load-sharing between fasteners in multirow bolted joints was computed by the nonlinear analysis program A4EJ. This program was used to predict strengths of 20 additional large subcomponents representing strips from a wing root chordwise splice. In most cases, the predictions were accurate to within a few percent of the test results. In some cases, the observed mode of failure was different than anticipated. The highlight of subcomponent testing was the consistent ability to achieve gross-section failure strains close to 0.005.


A plan is defined for a composite wing development effort which will assist commercial transport manufacturers in reaching a level of technology readiness where the utilization of composite wing structure is a cost competitive option for a new aircraft. The recommended development effort consists of two programs: a joint government/industry material development program and a wing structure development program. Both programs are described in detail.


The effort required by commercial transport manufacturers to accomplish the transition from current construction materials and practices to extensive use of composites in aircraft wings was investigated. A conceptual design of an advanced technology reduced energy aircraft provided the framework for identifying and investigating unique design aspects. A plan defines the essential technology needs and formulates approaches for effecting the required wing development. The wing development program plans, resource needs, and recommendations are summarized.


Technical issues associated with fuel containment and damage tolerance of composite material wings for transport aircraft were investigated. A test series was conducted on graphite/epoxy box beams simulating a wing cover to spar cap joint configuration of a pressurized fuel tank. These tests evaluated the effectiveness of sealing methods with various fastener types and spacings under fatigue loading and with pressurized fuel. Another test series evaluated the ability of selected coatings, films, and materials to prevent fuel leakage through 32-ply AS4/2220-1 laminates at various impact energy levels. Compression tests were also performed on panels subjected to Zone 2 lightning strikes. All of these data were integrated into a demonstration article representing a moderately loaded area of a transport wing.


Technical problems associated with fuel containment and damage tolerance of composite wing structures for transport aircraft were identified. The major tasks are the following: (1) the preliminary design of damage tolerant wing surface using composite materials; (2) the evaluation of fuel sealing and lightning protection methods of a composite material wing; and (3) an experimental investigation of the damage tolerance characteristics of toughened resin graphite/epoxy materials. The test results, the test techniques, and the test data are presented.
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Commercial aircraft advanced composite wing surface panels were tested for durability and damage tolerance. The wing of a fuel-efficient, 200-passenger airplane for 1990 delivery was sized using graphite-epoxy materials. The damage tolerance program was structured to allow a systematic progression from material evaluations to the optimized large panel verification tests. The program included coupon testing to evaluate toughened material systems, static and fatigue tests of compression coupons with varying amounts of impact damage, and element tests of three-stiffener panels to evaluate upper wing panel design concepts. The wing structure damage environment was studied. A series of technology demonstration tests of large compression panels were performed. A repair investigation was included in the final large panel test.


A conceptual composite fuselage was designed, retaining the basic MD-100 structural arrangement for doors, windows, wing, wheel wells, cockpit enclosure, major bulkheads, and interfaces with existing aircraft systems and cabin interior arrangements. A 32-percent weight savings from the existing MD-100 design was realized for this design.


A study was conducted to define the technology and data needed to support the introduction of advanced composite materials in the wing structure of future production aircraft.


The overall wing study objectives were to study and plan the effort by commercial transport aircraft manufacturers to accomplish the transition from current conventional materials and practices to extensive use of advanced composites in wings of aircraft that will enter service in the 1985–1990 time period. Specific wing study objectives were to define the technology and data needed to support an aircraft manufacturer's commitment to utilize composite primary wing structures in future production aircraft and to develop plans for a composite wing technology program which will provide the needed technology and data.

**Langley Basic Technology**

**Design and analysis**


Minimum-mass designs were obtained for insulated structural panels loaded by a general set of inplane forces and a time dependent temperature. Temperature and stress histories in the structure are given by closed-form solutions, and optimization of the insulation and structural thicknesses is performed by nonlinear mathematical programming techniques. Design calculations are described to evaluate the structural efficiency of eight materials under combined heating and mechanical loads: graphite/polyimide, graphite/epoxy, boron/aluminum, titanium, aluminum, Rene 41, carbon/carbon, and Lockalloy. The effects on design mass of intensity and duration of heating were assessed. Results indicate that an optimum structure may have a temperature response well below the recommended allowable temperature for the material.


Optimum hat-stiffened compression panel designs are determined by a structural synthesis technique. The effects of simplifying assumptions made in the buckling analysis for the optimization program are investigated by a linked plate element program. Optimization results for hat-stiffened graphite-epoxy panels show a 50-percent weight savings over optimized aluminum panels. Composite panels are shown to possess a variety of proportions at nearly constant weight.
A computer code denoted PASCO is described for analyzing and sizing uniaxially stiffened composite panels. Buckling and vibration analyses are carried out with a linked plate analysis computer code denoted VIPASA, which is included in PASCO. Sizing is based on nonlinear mathematical programming techniques and employs a computer code denoted CONMIN, also included in PASCO. Design requirements considered are initial buckling, material strength, stiffness, and vibration frequency. A user's manual for PASCO is presented.

A computer code for obtaining the dimensions of optimum (least mass) stiffened composite structural panels is described. The procedure, which is based on nonlinear mathematical programming and a rigorous buckling analysis, is applicable to general cross sections under general loading conditions causing buckling. A simplified method of accounting for bow-type imperfections is also included. Design studies in the form of structural efficiency charts for axial compression loading are made with the code for blade and hat stiffened panels. The effects on panel mass of imperfections, material strength limitations, and panel stiffness requirements are also examined. Comparisons with previously published experimental data show that accounting for imperfections improves correlation between theory and experiment.

The research presented herein concerns the development of a theoretical approach for the prediction of ultimate strength of composite curved frame members. The theoretical derivation includes important physically observable characteristics of composites not usually included in conventional elasticity theories, such as effects of transverse shear, nonlinear geometry, and nonlinear material behavior. The formulation utilizes an energy approach based on the Reissner variational principle in which both displacement and stress are taken to be variationally unknown.

In many applications, it is useful to have information regarding the effect of the perturbations of the design problem constants (parameters) on the optimum solution of the problem. The present investigation is concerned with an example of optimum sensitivity analysis involving a composite panel. The case was selected in connection with the nonlinearity of the constraints and the tendency for a set of active constraints to change when the parameters are disturbed.

The accuracy of the finite difference method in the solution of linear elasticity problems that involve either a stress discontinuity or a stress singularity is considered. Solutions to three elasticity problems are discussed in detail: a semi-infinite plane subjected to a uniform load over a portion of its boundary; a bimetallic plate under uniform tensile stress; and a long, midplane symmetric, fiber reinforced laminate subjected to uniform axial strain. Finite difference solutions to the three problems are compared with finite element solutions to corresponding problems. For the first problem a comparison with the exact solution is also made.

The computer program POSTOP, developed to serve as an aid in the analysis and sizing of stiffened composite panels that may be loaded in the postbuckling regime, is intended for the preliminary design of metal or composite panels with open-section stiffeners, subjected to multiple combined biaxial compression (or tension), shear, and normal pressure load cases. Longitudinal compression, however, is
assumed to be the dominant loading. Temperature, initial bow eccentricity, and load eccentricity effects are included.


The structural response of internally pressurized composite cylindrical panels, representative of a transport aircraft's fuselage skins, is predicted by means of a one-dimensional, geometrically nonlinear analysis. An analytical study is conducted for the response of 4-, 8-, and 16-ply graphite/epoxy skins.
von Karman large deflection assumptions. In the time integration, the Newmark constant acceleration method in conjunction with an efficient and accurate iteration scheme is used. Numerical results for deflections and bending moments for isotropic and laminated plates are obtained.


An integrated computer program entitled Field Analysis of Shells of Revolution (FASOR) currently under development for NASA is described. When completed, this code will treat prebuckling, buckling, initial postbuckling, and vibrations under axisymmetric static loads as well as linear response and bifurcation under asymmetric static loads. Although these modes of response are treated by existing programs, FASOR extends the class of problems treated to include general anisotropy and transverse shear deformations of stiffened laminated shells.


Equations are derived for the transverse shear stiffness of laminated anisotropic shells. The equations are based on Taylor series expansions about a generic point for stress resultants and couples, identically satisfying plate equilibrium equations. These equations are used to find statically correct expressions for in-surface stresses, transverse shear stresses, and the area density of transverse shear strain energy, in terms of transverse shear stress resultants and redundants.


The design and analysis of a stiffened composite panel that is representative of the fuselage structure of existing wide bodied aircraft are discussed. The panel is a minimum weight design, based on the current level of technology and realistic loads and criteria. Several different stiffener configurations were investigated in the optimization process. The final configuration is an all graphite/epoxy J-stiffened design in which the skin between adjacent stiffeners is permitted to buckle under design loads. Fail safe concepts typically employed in metallic fuselage structure have been incorporated in the design. A conservative approach has been used with regard to structural details such as skin/frame and stringer/frame attachments and other areas where sufficient design data were not available.


The computer program POSTOP was developed to serve as an aid in the analysis and sizing of stiffened composite panels that are loaded in the postbuckling regime. A comprehensive set of analysis routines was coupled to a widely used optimization program to produce this sizing code. POSTOP is intended for the preliminary design of metal or composite panels with open-section stiffeners, subjected to multiple combined biaxial compression (or tension), shear, and normal pressure load cases. Longitudinal compression, however, is assumed to be the dominant loading. Temperature, initial bow eccentricity, and load eccentricity effects are included.


The design and analysis of a stiffened composite panel that is representative of the fuselage structure of existing wide bodied aircraft are discussed. The panel is a minimum weight design, based on the current level of technology and realistic loads and criteria. Several different stiffener configurations were investigated in the optimization process. The final configuration is an all graphite/epoxy J-stiffened design in which the skin between adjacent stiffeners is permitted to buckle under design loads. Fail safe concepts typically employed in metallic fuselage structure have been incorporated in the design. A conservative approach has been used with regard to structural details such as skin/frame and stringer/frame attachments and other areas where sufficient design data were not available.

Research in the area of finite element analysis is summarized. Topics discussed include finite element analysis of a picture frame shear test, BANSAP (a bandwidth reduction program for SAP IV), FEMESH (a finite element mesh generation program based on isoparametric zones), and finite element analysis of a composite bolted joint specimen.


Experiences in using composite skin material on an aeroelastic research wing used in flight flutter testing are described. Significant variations in skin shear modulus due to stress and temperature were encountered with the original fiberglass laminate skin designed to minimize wing torsional stiffness. These variations along with the sensitivity of wing torsional stiffness to the skin-to-frame attachment method complicated the structural model vibration mode predictions. A wing skin redesign with different fiber orientation and a reduction in the amount of skin-to-frame bonding resulted in more predictable modal characteristics without sacrificing design objectives. Design and modeling considerations for future applications are discussed.


An exact solution for the stress field within a rectangular slab of orthotropic material is found using a two dimensional Fourier series formulation. The material is required to be in plane stress, with general stress boundary conditions, and the principal axes of the material must be parallel to the sides of the rectangle. Two load cases similar to those encountered in materials testing are investigated using the solution. The solution method has potential uses in stress analysis of composite structures.


User documentation is provided for computer programs developed for use in conjunction with SPAR. These programs plot digital data, simplify input for composite material section properties, and compute lamina stresses and strains. Sample problems are presented including execution procedures, program input, and graphical output.


An elastic orthotropic half-plane subjected to sinusoidal normal loading along an entire straight edge is analyzed. Stresses are calculated for material property combinations which are representative of some fiber reinforced composites. Plots of the stresses as functions of the distance from the loaded boundary show that they can differ greatly from their counterparts in the isotropic half-plane under the same loading. How the results impact the question of the applicability of St. Venant’s principle to orthotropic materials is briefly discussed.


Approximation concepts and dual method algorithms are combined to create a method for minimum weight design of structural systems. Approximation concepts convert the basic mathematical programming statement of the structural synthesis problem into a sequence of explicit primal problems of separable form. These problems are solved by constructing explicit dual functions, which are maximized subject to nonnegativity constraints on the dual variables.


An analytical method is presented for determining large-deflection static bending, large-amplitude free and forced vibrations, and large-amplitude random response of a clamped, symmetrically laminated, rectangular, thin plate subjected to a uniformly distributed transverse loading. Both movable and immovable inplane boundary conditions are
considered. Numerical results for bending deflections and strains, frequency ratios, mean-square center deflections, and mean-square maximum strains are presented showing the parametric effects of plate length-to-width ratio, orientation of layers, and intensities of applied force for both the linear and nonlinear cases. The analytical results for large-deflection random response are verified through comparison with experimental data.


8IN11114#

Formulations of the inelastic response of laminated composites to thermal and mechanical loading are used as the basis for development of the NALCOM (Nonlinear Analysis of Laminated Composites) computer program which uses a fully three dimensional isoparametric finite element with 24 nodes and 72 degrees of freedom. Elastic and elastic-plastic responses of boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy are analyzed.


85A41129

An automated procedure for designing minimum-weight composite panels subject to a local damage constraint under tensile loading was developed. A finite element program based on linear elastic fracture mechanics for calculating stress intensity factors (SIF) was incorporated in the design cycle. Panel fracture toughness was obtained by using a strain based criterion. A general purpose mathematical optimization algorithm was used for the weight minimization. Analytical sensitivity derivatives of the SIF employing the adjoint variable technique were used to enhance the computational efficiency of the procedure. Design results for both unstiffened and stiffened plates are presented.


83A49188

The paper describes recent developments in the United States in the application of structural optimization techniques to problems of design under aeroelastic constraints. The material is divided into sections on (1) conventional strength design using aeroelastically calculated loads; (2) aeroelastic tailoring for improved performance; (3) design under flutter and static aeroelastic constraints; and (4) miscellaneous applications. Because of the high cost of applying formal optimization techniques to practical design problems, there have been very few applications of structural optimizations to actual aircraft. The paper is focused on trends that may eventually reverse this situation.


85A30275#

A structural optimization procedure is used to tailor the cross-sectional stiffness distribution of compression-loaded composite plates with holes. The plate interior region contains the hole and is designed from a softer material system with a higher failure strain than the plate exterior region. All-graphite-epoxy plates and hybrid graphite/glass-epoxy plates were studied. The results show that cross-sectional stiffness tailoring can increase the compressive strength and decrease the mass of compression-loaded laminated plates with holes.


85A17743

A simple analysis using two-dimensional lamina- tion theory combined with the appropriate three-dimensional anisotropic constitutive equation is presented to show some rather surprising results for the range of values of the through-the-thickness effective Poisson’s ratio for angle ply laminates. Results for graphite-epoxy show that the through-the-thickness effective Poisson’s ratio can range from a high of 0.49 to a low of −0.21.

Structural laminates which comprise wing-cover skins for forward swept winged aircraft are examined. The laminates are themselves composed of lamina arranged in a symmetrical and unbalanced fashion. The fibers are oriented so that no fiber has a counterpart in the same ply which is at an exact anti-angle to itself. The laminate orientation creates a wash-out in a forward swept wing and alleviates aeroelastic loading. Further discussion is devoted to center-of-pressure movement, flutter behavior, aeroelasticity and aeroelastic divergence, and wind tunnel testing of aerodynamically tailored wings. It is found that rotating the laminate to increase the divergence dynamic pressure decreases strain under aerodynamic loading. Flight tests with three models are reported, and it is concluded that divergence can be avoided by the use of an efficient composite structure.


A computer program is presented which was developed for the combined compression and shear of stiffened variable thickness orthotropic composite panels on discrete springs: boundary conditions are general and include elastic boundary restraints. Buckling solutions are obtained by using a newly developed trigonometric finite difference procedure which improves the solution convergence rate over conventional finite difference methods. The classical general shear buckling results, which exist only for simply supported panels over a limited range of orthotropic properties, were extended to the complete range of these properties for simply supported panels and, in addition, to the complete range of orthotropic properties for clamped panels. The program was also applied to parametric studies which examine the effect of filament orientation upon the buckling of graphite-epoxy panels. These studies included an examination of the filament orientations which yield maximum shear or compressive buckling strength for panels having all four edges simply supported or clamped over a wide range of aspect ratios.


The effects of a uniform temperature change on the stresses and deformations of composite tubes are investigated. The accuracy of an approximate solution based on the principle of complementary virtual work is determined. Interest centers on tube response away from the ends and so a planar elasticity approach is used. For the approximate solution, a piecewise linear variation of stresses with the radial coordinate is assumed. The results from the approximate solution are compared with the elasticity solution. The stress predictions agree well, particularly peak interlaminar stresses. Surprisingly, the axial deformations also agree well despite the fact that the deformations predicted by the approximate solution do not satisfy the interface displacement continuity conditions required by the elasticity solution.


Elasticity solutions for the residual stress state in cross-ply graphite-epoxy tubes subjected to a spatially uniform temperature below the cure temperature are derived. The solutions are valid away from the ends of the tube. Numerical results are presented for three tubes. It is seen that stacking arrangement can affect the residual stresses and that the radial stresses are smaller than the other stress components. The results show that classical lamination theory is in considerable error when the tube radius to wall thickness ratio is less than 20.


Classical lamination theory predicts the room-temperature shape of all unsymmetrically laminated, elevated-temperature cure composites to be a saddle shape. Experimental observation indicates, however, that in many cases the room-temperature shape is cylindrical. In addition, a second cylindrical shape can often be obtained from the first by a simple snap-through action. It is the elastic couplings between inplane and out-of-plane deformations which are inherent in unsymmetric laminates that are responsible for the room-temperature shape. However, the
The couplings are so strong that geometrically nonlinear effects are produced. These effects are not accounted for in the classical theory. This paper reviews a theory developed to explain the effects of the coupling on laminate shape.


Classical lamination theory predicts that the room-temperature shapes of all elevated-temperature cure, unsymmetrically laminated composites are saddles. However, experimental observation indicates that the shapes are often cylindrical. In addition, a second cylindrical shape can sometimes be obtained from the first by a simple snap-through action. A geometrically nonlinear extension to classical lamination theory is used to explain this behavior. Approximate solutions to the nonlinear extension are obtained by using a Rayleigh-Ritz minimization of the laminate's total potential energy. A stability analysis explains the dual cylindrical shapes.


The inplane residual strains of unsymmetric laminates which have cooled from curing into a cylindrical room-temperature shape are examined numerically. Results show that the residual strains are compressive and practically independent of spatial location on the laminate. In addition, the room-temperature shapes of the four-layer unsymmetric cross-ply laminates are predicted, and it is shown that the temperature shapes are a strong function of their size and their stacking arrangement. It is demonstrated that, depending on the parameters selected, the room-temperature shape of a four-layer cross-ply unsymmetric laminate can be a unique saddle shape, a unique cylindrical shape, or a cylindrical shape that can be snapped through to another cylindrical shape.


The buckling loads of laminated plates are predicted using a new theory which takes into account transverse shearing effects. This new theory assumes trigonometric terms through-the-thickness in the displacements to take into account transverse shearing effects in thick plates. Buckling loads predicted by the new theory and by traditional theories are compared for isotropic and laminated plates. The effect of ply orientation on the buckling loads predicted by each theory is demonstrated.


A nonlinear, plane-stress, laminate analysis program, NOLIN, was developed which accounts for laminate nonlinearity under inplane shear and transverse extensional stress. The program determines the nonlinear stress-strain behavior of symmetric laminates subjected to any combination of inplane shear and biaxial extensional loadings. The program has the ability to treat different stress-strain behavior in tension and compression, and predicts laminate failure using any or all of maximum stress, maximum strain, and quadratic interaction failure criteria. A brief description of the program is presented including discussion of the flow of information and details of the input required. Sample problems and a complete listing of the program are also provided.


Complex structures considered for the late 1980's and early 1990's include composite primary aircraft structures and the space station. These structures are much more difficult to analyze than today's structures and necessitate a major upgrade in computerized structural analysis technology. A major research activity in computational structural mechanics (CSM) was initiated. The objective of the CSM activity is to develop advanced structural analysis technology that will exploit modern and emerging computers such as computers with vector and/or parallel processing capabilities. The three main research activities underway in CSM include (1) structural analysis methods development; (2) a software testbed for evaluating the methods; and (3) numerical techniques for parallel processing computers. The motivation and objectives of the CSM activity are presented and CSM activity is described. The current
CSM research thrusts and near and long term CSM research thrusts are outlined.


The differential equation governing buckling of symmetrically laminated composite plates loaded in compression is presented in nondimensional form. From this equation, nondimensional material coefficients are obtained and a nondimensional parameter is presented that is used to assess when anisotropic bending stiffnesses can be neglected in a buckling analysis. Results obtained using finite element analyses are presented that show how boundary conditions, aspect ratio, fiber orientation, stacking sequence, and thickness affect the importance of the anisotropic bending stiffnesses.


Two aspects of the post-buckling analysis of composite plates are considered in this paper. The first pertains to identifying the different types of symmetry exhibited by the pre- and post-buckling responses of rectangular and skewed composite plates. A procedure is presented for exploiting these symmetries in finite-element and finite-difference analyses. The procedure can be used with existing programs having multipoint constraint capability. The second aspect pertains to the post-buckling response of biaxially loaded composite plates. Numerical results from finite-element analysis are presented which show the range of parameters for which shear deformation and/or anisotropy are important in buckling and post-buckling analysis.


Status and recent applications of computerized symbolic manipulation to structural mechanics problems are summarized. The applications discussed include (1) generation of characteristic arrays of finite elements; (2) evaluation of effective stiffness and mass coefficients of continuum models for repetitive lattice structures; and (3) application of Rayleigh-Ritz technique to free vibration analysis of laminated composite elliptic plates. The major advantages of using computerized symbolic manipulation in each of these applications are outlined.


Several finite-element models are applied to the linear static, stability, and vibration analysis of laminated composite plates and shells. The study is based on linear shallow-shell theory, with the effects of shear deformation, anisotropic material behavior, and bending-extensional coupling included. Both stiffness (displacement) and mixed finite-element models are considered. Discussion is focused on the effects of shear deformation and anisotropic material behavior on the accuracy and convergence of different finite-element models. Numerical studies are presented which show the effects of increasing the order of the approximating polynomials, adding internal degrees of freedom, and using derivatives of generalized displacements as nodal parameters.


A higher-order deformation theory is used to analyse laminated anisotropic composite plates for deflections, stresses, natural frequencies, and buckling loads. The theory accounts for parabolic distribution of the transverse shear stresses and requires no shear correction coefficients. A displacement finite element model of the theory is developed, and applications of the element to bending, vibration, and stability of laminated plates are discussed. The present solutions are compared with those obtained using the classical plate theory and the three-dimensional elasticity theory.
A methodology of modelling both nonlinear elastic and dissipative response of transversely isotropic fibrous composites is developed and illustrated with the aid of the observed response of graphite-polyimide off-axis coupons. The methodology is based on the internal variable formalism employed within the text of classical irreversible thermodynamics and entails extension of Valanis' endochronic theory to transversely isotropic media. Applicability of the theory to prediction of various response characteristics of fibrous composites is illustrated by accurately modelling such phenomena as: stiffening reversible behavior along fiber direction; dissipative response in shear and transverse tension characterized by power laws with different hardening exponents; permanent strain accumulation; nonlinear unloading and reloading; and stress-interaction effects.

An elastic potential is proposed that is capable of modeling the reversible portion of the observed nonlinear response of unidirectional graphite fiber composites. The model includes both the stiffening stress-strain behavior as well as the softening Poisson’s response for loading in the fiber direction. The model is compared with experimental results for Celion 6000/PMR-15 graphite-polyimide.

Experimental analyses were performed for determination of in-plane deformations and shear strains in unidirectional and quasi-isotropic graphite-epoxy beams. Forty-eight ply beams were subject to 5-point and 3-point flexures. Whole field measurements were recorded at load levels from about 20 percent to more than 90 percent of failure loads. Contour maps of $U$ and $W$ displacement fields were obtained by Moiré interferometry, using reference gratings of 2400 lines/mm. Clearly defined fringes with fringe orders exceeding 1000 were obtained. Whole field contour maps of shear strains were obtained by a method developed for these tests.

An analysis of the free vibration and transient response of laminates using a mixed shear flexible element is presented. The element is based on a refined theory that accounts for a mixed shear deformation plate theory to the existing shear deformation plate theory, the present refined theory gives more accurate results for frequencies, displacements, and stresses.

The present study is concerned with the development of a mixed shear flexible finite element with relaxed continuity for the geometrically linear and nonlinear analysis of laminated anisotropic plates. The formulation of the element is based on a refined higher-order theory. This theory satisfies the zero transverse shear stress boundary conditions on the top and bottom faces of the plate. Shear correction coefficients are not needed. The developed element consists of 11 degrees-of-freedom per node, taking into account three displacements, two rotations, and six moment resultants. An evaluation of the element is conducted with respect to the accuracy obtained in the bending of laminated anisotropic rectangular plates with different lamination schemes, loadings, and boundary conditions.

85A30274#

An analytical model for the realistic representation of a woven fabric reinforced composite is presented in this paper. The approach uses a variable cross-section geometric model in order to achieve geometric compatibility at the yarn cross-over regions. Admissible displacement and stress fields are used to determine bounds on the fabric elastic properties. The approach adopted enables the determination of the complete three-dimensional woven fabric composite properties. The in-plane fabric properties obtained through this approach have been compared with results obtained from other approaches existing in the literature. Also, comparisons made with available experimental data indicate good agreement.


85A35213

A higher-order shear deformation theory of elastic shells is developed for shells laminated of orthotropic layers. The theory is a modification of the Sanders' theory and accounts for parabolic distribution of the transverse shear strains through the thickness of the shell and tangential stress-free boundary conditions on the boundary surfaces of the shell. The Navier-type exact solutions for bending and natural vibration are presented for cylindrical and spherical shells under simply supported boundary conditions.


85A34755

A higher-order shear deformation theory is used to demonstrate the natural frequencies and buckling loads of elastic plates. The theory accounts for parabolic distribution of the transverse shear strains through the thickness of the plate and rotary inertia. Exact solutions of simply supported plates are obtained and the results are compared with the exact solutions of three-dimensional elasticity theory, the first-order shear deformation theory, and the classical plate theory. The present theory predicts the frequencies and buckling loads more accurately when compared to the first-order and classical plate theories.


85A17029#

A higher-order shear deformation theory of laminated composite plates is developed. The theory contains the same dependent unknowns as in the first-order shear deformation theory of Whitney and Pagano (1970), but accounts for parabolic distribution of the transverse shear strains through the thickness of the plate. Exact closed-form solutions of symmetric cross-ply laminates are obtained and the results are compared with three-dimensional elasticity solutions and first-order shear deformation theory solutions. The present theory predicts the deflections and stresses more accurately when compared to the first-order theory.


86N16608#

A refined, third-order plate theory that accounts for the transverse shear strains is presented. The Navier solutions are derived for certain simply supported cross-ply and antisymmetric angle-ply laminates, and finite-element models are developed for general laminates. The new theory does not require the shear correction factors of the first-order theory (i.e., the Reissner-Mindlin plate theory) because the transverse shear stresses are represented parabolically in the present theory. Numerical results are presented to show the accuracy of the present theory in predicting the transverse stresses. Numerical results are also presented for the nonlinear bending of plates, and the results compare well with the experimental results available in the literature.


78N28482#
A multilayered finite element with bending-extensional coupling is evaluated for (1) buckling of general laminated plates; (2) thermal stresses of laminated plates cured at elevated temperatures; (3) displacements of a bimetallic beam; and (4) displacement and stresses of a single-cell box beam with warped cover panels. Also, displacements and stresses for a single-cell box beam and stresses for flat and spherical orthotropic and anisotropic segments are compared with results from higher order plate and shell finite-element analyses.


A solution procedure was developed using linear small deflection theory for the flutter of simply supported laminated plates. For such plates, the bending and extensional governing equations are coupled and have cross-stiffness terms which do not appear in classical plate theory. An extended Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions to the governing equations, and the aerodynamic pressure loading used in the analysis is that given by linear piston theory with flow at arbitrary cross-flow angle. A limited parametric study was conducted for typical laminated composite plates. The calculations show that both the bending-extensional coupling and the cross-stiffness terms have a large destabilizing effect on flutter. Since classical plate theory does not consider bending-extensional coupling and cross-stiffness terms, it usually gives inaccurate and nonconservative flutter boundaries for laminated plates.


An anisotropic buckling and flutter analysis is developed with allowance for both bending-extensional coupling and bending-twisting coupling within the framework of linear small deflection theory for simply supported general laminated plates. The extended Galerkin method is used to obtain approximate solutions to the coupled governing equations. The effects of various anisotropic stiffness parameters on the static and dynamic stability of laminated plates are evaluated, with particular emphasis on assessing the range of applicability of classical orthotropic plate theory. It is shown that bending-extensional coupling and bending-twisting stiffness terms have a destabilizing effect on buckling and flutter, the effect being more pronounced for a small number of layers. For symmetric plates, the number of layers required for orthotropic plate theory to be applicable is generally less for the buckling problem than for flutter. For square plates, aligning the fibers with the direction of airflow over the plate surface results in the highest flutter dynamic pressure.


Approximation concepts and dual method algorithms are combined to create a new method for minimum weight design of structural systems. Approximation concepts convert the basic mathematical programming statement of the structural synthesis problem into a sequence of explicit primal problems of separable form. These problems are solved by constructing explicit dual functions, which are maximized subject to nonnegativity constraints. The dual method is successfully extended to deal with pure discrete and mixed continuous-discrete design variable problems. The power of the method presented is illustrated with numerical results for example problems, including a thin delta wing with fiber composite skins.


The multilevel approach to minimum weight structural design is extended to wing box structures with fiber-composite stiffened-panel components. Strength, deflection, and panel buckling constraints are treated at the system level with equivalent-thickness-type design variables. Local buckling and panel buckling constraints are guarded against at the component level, employing detailed component dimensions as design variables. A key feature of the method is selection of change in stiffness as the component level objective function to be minimized. Numerical results are given for wing box structures with sandwich and hat-stiffened fiber-composite panels.
The finite element method is used to investigate the static behavior of laminated composite flat plates and cylindrical shells. The analysis incorporates the effects of transverse shear deformation in each layer through the assumption that the normals to the undeformed layer midsurface remain straight but need not be normal to the midsurface after deformation. A digital computer program was developed to perform the required computations. The program includes a very efficient equation solution code which permits the analysis of large size problems. The method is applied to the problem of stretching and bending of a perforated curved plate.

An exact three-dimensional analysis of wave propagation in laminated orthotropic circular cylindrical shells is developed. Numerical results are presented for three-ply shells, and for various axial wave lengths, circumferential wave numbers, and thicknesses. Results from a thin shell theory and a refined approximate theory are compared with the exact results.

An unstiffened panel buckling constraint for balanced, symmetric laminated composites is included on the global design level in a mathematical programming structural optimization procedure for designing wing structures. Constraints are introduced by penalty functions, and Newton’s method based on approximate second derivatives of the penalty terms is used as the search algorithm to obtain minimum-mass designs. Constraint approximations used during the optimization process contribute to the computational efficiency of the procedure. A criterion is developed that identifies the appropriate conservative form of the constraint approximations that are used with the optimization procedure. Minimum-mass design results are obtained for a multispar high-aspect-ratio wing subjected to material strength, minimum-gage, displacement, panel buckling and twist constraints.
A procedure is presented that incorporates the influence of potential global damage conditions into the design process for minimum-mass wing-box structures. The procedure is based on mathematical-programming optimization techniques. Material-strength, minimum-gage, and panel-buckling constraints are introduced by penalty functions, and Newton's method with approximate second derivatives of the penalty terms is used as the search algorithm to obtain minimum-mass designs. A potential global damage condition is represented by a structural model with the damaged components removed. Example minimum-mass designs are obtained that simultaneously satisfy the constraints of the damaged and undamaged configurations of both graphite-epoxy and aluminum wing-box structural models.


Nonlinear strain displacement relations for three-dimensional elasticity are determined in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates. To develop a two-dimensional theory, the displacements are expressed by trigonometric series representation through-the-thickness. The nonlinear strain-displacement relations are expanded into series which contain all first and second degree terms. In the series for the displacements only the first few terms are retained. Insertion of the expansions into the three-dimensional virtual work expression leads to nonlinear equations of equilibrium for laminated and thick plates and shells that include the effects of transverse shearing. Equations of equilibrium and buckling equations are derived for flat plates and cylindrical shells. The shell equations reduce to conventional transverse shearing shell equations when the effects of the trigonometric terms are omitted and to classical shell equations when the trigonometric terms are omitted and the shell is assumed to be thin.


The displacements for cylindrical bending and stretching of laminated and thick plates are expressed through-the-thickness by a few algebraic terms and a complete set of trigonometric terms. Only a few terms of this series are needed to get sufficiently accurate results for laminated and thick plates. Equations of equilibrium based on a sufficient number of terms of this series for displacements are determined using variational theorems from three-dimensional elasticity. Several examples are worked out. The displacements and stresses are obtained for simply supported isotropic and layered beams with a rectangular cross section and a sinusoidal lateral load distribution. These results are compared to an exact elasticity solution.


The postbuckling behavior of simply supported, rectangular, isotropic and orthotropic composite plates under combined loading is determined analytically. Results are presented for a long plate loaded beyond its buckling load in either a combination of longitudinal and transverse compression or a combination of transverse compression and inplane shear. Results show that orthotropic plates may behave differently than isotropic plates for these loading conditions. Results also show that the postbuckling behavior of plates in shear with constrained edge displacements is markedly different than their behavior with stress free edges.


The minimum mass structural efficiency curve was determined for sandwich-blade stiffened composite compression panels subjected to buckling and strength constraints. High structural efficiencies are attainable for this type of construction. A method of analysis is presented for the buckling of panels of this configuration which shows that buckling of such panels is strongly dependent on the through-the-thickness transverse shearing of the stiffener. Experimental results are presented and compared with theory.

The nonlinear large-deflection partial differential equations of von Karman for orthotropic plates loaded in combined shear and compression are converted into a set of first-order nonlinear ordinary differential equations by assuming trigonometric functions in one direction. These equations are solved numerically using a two point boundary problem solver which makes use of Newton’s method. Results are obtained which determine the postbuckling behavior of rectangular plates with loading up to about three times the buckling load. Both isotropic and orthotropic composite plates are considered. Results show that orthotropic plates may behave quite differently than isotropic plates and that in-plane boundary conditions are important for plates loaded in shear.


The nonlinear large deflection equations of von Karman are written for “specially” orthotropic plates. The equations are then manipulated to determine the parameters required to establish postbuckling behavior. It is found that only two new parameters are needed beyond those required for buckling. By assuming trigonometric functions in one direction, the plate equations are converted into ordinary nonlinear differential equations which are solved numerically using a two point boundary problem solver that makes use of Newton’s method. The postbuckling behavior is obtained for simply supported and clamped, long, rectangular, orthotropic plates covering the complete range of dimensions and material properties.


Approximate solutions for three nonlinear orthotropic plate problems are presented: (1) a thick plate attached to a pad having nonlinear material properties which, in turn, is attached to a substructure which is then deformed; (2) a long plate loaded in inplane longitudinal compression beyond its buckling load; and (3) a long plate loaded in inplane shear beyond its buckling load. For all three problems, the two dimensional plate equations are reduced to one dimensional equations in the y-direction by using a one dimensional trigonometric approximation in the x-direction. Each problem uses different trigonometric terms. Solutions are obtained using an existing algorithm for simultaneous, first order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations subject to two point boundary conditions. Ordinary differential equations are derived to determine the variable coefficients of the trigonometric terms.


The stiffened composite structural panel analysis and sizing code designated “PASCO” encompasses both the generality required for the exploitation of composite materials’ design flexibility and an accurate buckling analysis for the detection of complex buckling modes. PASCO can accordingly design for buckling, frequency, material strength, and panel stiffness requirements. Attention is given to an additional thermal loading design capability. Design studies illustrate the importance of the multiple load condition capability when thermal loads are present.


Buckling analyses used in PASCO are summarized with emphasis placed on the shear buckling analyses. The PASCO buckling analyses included the basic VIPASA analysis, which is essentially exact for longitudinal and transverse loads, and a smeared stiffener solution, which treats a stiffened panel as an orthotropic plate. Buckling results are then presented for seven stiffened panels loaded by combinations of longitudinal compression and shear. The buckling results were obtained with the PASCO,
EAL, and STAGS computer programs. The EAL and STAGS solutions were obtained with a fine finite element mesh and are very accurate. These finite element solutions together with the PASCO results for pure longitudinal compression provide benchmark calculations to evaluate other analysis procedures.


Structural optimization is introduced and examples which illustrate potential problems associated with optimized structures are presented. Optimized structures may have very low load-carrying ability for an off design condition. They tend to have multiple modes of failure occurring simultaneously and can, therefore, be sensitive to imperfections. Because composite materials provide more design variables than do metals, they allow for more refined tailoring and more extensive optimization. As a result, optimized composite structures can be especially susceptible to these problems.


A computer code denoted PASCO which can be used for analyzing and sizing uniaxially-stiffened composite panels is described. Buckling and vibration analyses are carried out with a linked-plate analysis computer code denoted VIPASA, which is incorporated in PASCO. Sizing is based on nonlinear mathematical programming techniques and employs a computer code denoted CONMIN, also incorporated in PASCO. Design requirements considered are initial buckling, material strength, stiffness, and vibration frequency. The capability of the PASCO computer code and the approach used in the structural analysis and sizing are described.


Programs at the NASA Langley Research Center associated with the development of computerized structural sizing technology are reviewed. Particular attention is given to (1) lightweight columns for space structure applications, (2) stiffened composite panels for aerospace structures, (3) thermal structures for high-speed aircraft and space vehicles, (4) structural sizing methodology for finite-element models, and (5) the sizing of large complex structural systems in multidisciplinary environments. Improvements to computational efficiency are noted with reference to a reduced number of sizing variables, a reduced number of constraints, and improved sizing algorithms.


A structural synthesis computer code which accounts for first order effects of an initial bow and which can be used for sizing stiffened composite panels having an arbitrary cross section is used to study graphite-blade-stiffened panels. The effect of a small initial bow on both the load carrying ability of panels and on the mass of panels designed to carry a specified load is examined. Large reductions in the buckling load caused by a small initial bow emphasize the need for considering a bow when a panel is designed.


A procedure is presented for designing uniaxially stiffened panels made of composite material and subjected to combined inplane load. The procedure used a rigorous buckling analysis and nonlinear mathematical programming techniques. Design studies carried out with the procedure consider hat-stiffened and corrugated panels made of graphite-epoxy material. Combined longitudinal compression and shear and combined longitudinal and transverse compression are the loadings used in the studies. The capability to tailor the buckling response of a panel is also explored. Finally, the adequacy of another simpler analysis-design procedure is examined.

An analytical procedure is presented for designing hat stiffened and corrugated panels made of composite material and subjected to longitudinal (in the direction of the stiffeners) compression and shear loadings. The procedure is based on nonlinear mathematical programming techniques and a simplified set of buckling equations. Design requirements considered are buckling, strength, and extensional and shear stiffness. The effects of specified thickness, variation of cross-section dimensions, stiffness requirements, local buckling boundary conditions, and combined compression and shear loadings are shown.


A simple rectangular finite element was developed for two-dimensional analysis of laminated composite materials. The rectangular laminated composite element eliminates the need to add elements to a model simply to account for the material properties of various laminae. This is particularly advantageous for thick laminates with many laminae. Explicit integration in terms of generalized displacements minimizes the algebraic effort required to derive the element stiffness and the thermal load vector. A substitute shape function technique is used to improve the performance of the element in modeling bending type deformation. Results for several example problems are discussed.

Structural evaluation


The design and test are described for two large (36 in. x 47 in.) graphite/epoxy sandwich shear webs. One sandwich web was designed to exhibit strength failure of the facings at a shear load of 7638 lbs/in., which is a characteristic loading for the space shuttle orbiter main engine thrust beam structure. The second sandwich web was designed to exhibit general instability failure at a shear load of 5000 lbs/in., to identify problem areas of stability critical sandwich webs and to assess the adequacy of contemporary analysis techniques.

The local and general buckling behavior of graphite/polyimide sandwich panels simply supported along all four edges and loaded in uniaxial edgewise compression was investigated. Specimens 0.635 cm thick failed by overall buckling at loads close to the analytically predicted buckling load; other panels failed by face wrinkling. Results of the wrinkling tests indicated that several buckling formulas were unconservative and therefore not suitable for design purposes; a recommended wrinkling equation is presented.


80N18427

A graphite-epoxy shear panel with bonded on J stiffeners was investigated. Two finite element models were used to make a stress analysis of the panel. The shear load distributions in the panel from two commonly used boundary conditions, applied shear load and applied displacement, were compared with the results from one of the finite element models.


82N20567#

Flat corrugated graphite-epoxy panels were tested in compression to verify selected design details of a ring-stiffened cylinder that was designed to support an axial compressive load of 157.6 kN/m without buckling. Three different sizes of subcomponent panels, with the same basic corrugation geometry, were tested. The test results indicate that the modified shell-wall design, the longitudinal joint, the load-introduction method, and the stiffener-attachment method for the proposed cylinder have adequate strength to support the design load.


82N28665#

A 3-m-diameter by 3-m-long corrugated cylindrical shell with external stiffening rings was tested to failure by buckling. The test method was to mount the specimen as a cantilevered cylinder and apply a pure bending moment to the end. The cylinder test loading achieved was 101 percent of the design ultimate load.


86A13870

An experimental study was conducted to evaluate the effect of lateral slots on the buckling response, the postbuckling response, and the failure characteristics of flat rectangular graphite-epoxy plates loaded in compression. The slots did not significantly affect the prebuckling and buckling behavior of the plates. The slots caused local changes in the strain distribution and out-of-plane deformations near the slot. Failure loads and modes were strongly affected by slot location.


78N29503#

Comparisons between theory and experiment for buckling of laminated graphite-epoxy and boron-epoxy cylinders under combined compression and torsion are presented. The experimental results are compared to a theory by Wu. It is shown that there is excellent agreement between theory and experiment for pure torsional loading (positive and negative), experimental buckling loads for pure compression are well below the predicted values, and good correlation is exhibited between theory and experiment for buckling under combined loading when compared in the form of normalized buckling interaction diagrams in axial-torsional load space.


81A47816

Elastic buckling loads for laminated composite circular cylindrical shells under combined axial compression and torsion are plotted on a dimensionless load plane and determined experimentally from boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy specimens with symmetric and asymmetric layups. Good correlation is achieved between the theoretical and experimental interaction curves. The theoretical buckling loads
are obtained from Flugge's cylindrical shell equations and for pure torsion there is good correlation, but for the pure axial compression the correlation is rather poor.


Structural strength reproducibility of graphite-epoxy composite spoilers for the Boeing 737 aircraft was evaluated by statically loading fifteen spoilers to failure at conditions simulating aerodynamic loads. Spoiler strength and stiffness data were statistically modeled using a two parameter Weibull distribution function. Shape parameter values calculated for the composite spoiler strength and stiffness were within the range of corresponding shape parameter values calculated for material property data of composite laminates. This agreement showed that reproducibility of full scale component structural properties was within the reproducibility range of data from material property tests.

A procedure was developed for fabricating short-fiber HTS graphite and NR150B2 polyimide resin into an isogrid configuration. After fabrication, the panels were subjected to structural analysis and testing. The testing program is described.

The large displacement static response of shallow orthotropic panels subjected to lateral loading is examined both theoretically and experimentally. The panels are circular cylindrical open shells which are also thin and long. The straight edges are simply supported at a fixed distance apart, and the curved edges are free. The lateral load is a spatially uniform line load acting along the generator direction of the cylinder and is directed radially inward toward the center of curvature. The load induces a circumferential thrust, and the panel can, and does, snap-through to an inverted configuration at the buckling load. The effect of load position on the response is also examined. The test panels discussed in the paper are graphite-epoxy laminates. Nominal dimensions are a radius of 60 in., a thickness of 0.060 in., and an arc length of 12 in. Very good agreement between theory and experiment was achieved.

Results of an experimental and analytical study of the postbuckling behavior of selected curved stiffened graphite-epoxy panels loaded in axial compression are presented. The postbuckling response and failure characteristics of the panels are described. Each panel had four equally-spaced I-shaped stiffeners and
16-ply quasi-isotropic skins. Panels with three different stiffener spacings were tested. Failure of all panels initiated in a skin-stiffener interface region. Analytical results from a nonlinear general shell finite element analysis computer code correlate well with typical postbuckling test results up to failure. The analytical modeling detail necessary to predict accurately the response of the panel is described. Measured initial geometric imperfections were included in the postbuckling analysis.


The results of an experimental and analytical study of the effects of circular holes on the postbuckling behavior of graphite-epoxy cylindrical panels loaded in axial compression are presented. The STAGSC-1 general shell analysis computer code is used to determine the buckling and postbuckling response of the panels. The unstable equilibrium path of the postbuckling response is obtained analytically by using a method based on controlling an equilibrium-path-arc-length parameter instead of the traditional load parameter. The effects of hole diameter, panel radius, and panel thickness on postbuckling response are considered in the study. Experimental results are compared with the analytical results and the failure characteristics of the graphite-epoxy panels are described.


A structural test program was conducted on a Celion/LaRC-160 graphite/polyimide technology demonstration segment (TDS) to verify the technology. The 137 x 152 cm (54 x 60 in.) TDS simulates a full-scale section of the orbiter composite body flap design incorporating three ribs and extending from the forward cove back to the rear spar. The TDS was successfully subjected to mechanical loads and thermal environments (−170° to 316°C) simulating 100 shuttle orbiter missions. Successful completion of the test program verified the design, analysis, and fabrication methodology for bonded Gr/PI honeycomb sandwich structure and demonstrated that Gr/PI composite technology readiness is established.


Low strain damping in fiber reinforced composite materials is due to material loss factors in both fibers and matrix materials. The high modulus of the fibers makes up for the low damping factor. Strains high enough to cause transverse layer cracking in laminates with organic matrix materials cause a larger permanent increase in the damping factor. The increase is not due to the transverse cracks but rather to short microcracks in the high shear strain regions. Other damping mechanisms at high strains are also discussed.


An experimental and analytical study was conducted of the postbuckling response and failure characteristics of 8-, 16-, and 24-ply unstiffened graphite-epoxy plates under shear loading, including orthotropic, quasi-orthotropic, entirely ±45° ply, and (0/90)s-class plates. Postbuckling stiffness is noted to be influenced by the stacking sequence and the inplane boundary condition imposed on the test section by a picture-frame test fixture. The ratio of failure load to buckling load was higher for specimens that had higher width-to-thickness ratios. It is noted that high displacement gradients may induce transverse shear stresses and that delamination was the failure mechanism for many of the 8-ply specimens. An adhesive failure between the composite specimen and metal edge reinforcements initiated failure of the 16- and 24-ply specimens.


The effects of hole interaction and load introduction for laminates with holes were investigated. A hole interaction region was identified in some specimens, and this region was ineffective for carrying load. The membrane stiffness of a specimen with
a hole interaction region is less than the membrane stiffness of a similar specimen without a hole interaction region. A load introduction effect that occurs on the sublaminate level was also observed. This effect can cause a nonuniform load diffusion into the interior of the specimen.


The buckling and failure characteristics of unstiffened, blade-stiffened, and hat-stiffened graphite-polyimide shear panels are described. The picture frame shear test is used to obtain shear stress-strain data at room temperature and at 316°C. The experimental results are compared with a linear buckling analysis, and the specimen failure modes are described. The effects of the 316°C test temperature on panel behavior are discussed.


A study of interaction between wing bending and twist by graphite/epoxy anisotropic laminates used in aircraft wing skins is presented. The laminates were used as covers for subscale box beams supported as a cantilever and tested in tip shear and tip torque, measuring beam response with a reflected light technique. The results indicated that the in-plane stiffness properties of anisotropic laminates can be predicted if the layer properties of the composite materials are known; thus, the coupled bending/twist response of wing type structures made from these laminates can be determined provided the limits of the laminate linear behavior are not significantly exceeded.


Failure characteristics of compressively loaded graphite-epoxy components are described. Experimental results for both strength-critical laminates and structural components with postbuckling strength are presented. Effects of low-speed impact damage and circular holes on compressive strength are discussed. Delamination and shear crippling failure mechanisms that limit the performance of strength-critical laminates are described. Transverse shear and skin-stiffener separation failure mechanisms that limit the performance of components with postbuckling strength are also described. The influence of matrix properties on compressive strength improvements for impact damaged laminates is discussed. Experimental data and results from a failure analysis for strength-critical laminates with cutouts are discussed and compared with impact damage results. Typical postbuckling test results are compared with analytical predictions.


Results of an experimental study of the postbuckling response and failure characteristics of 16- and 24-ply quasi-isotropic and 24-ply orthotropic flat rectangular graphite-epoxy plates loaded in compression are examined. Some of the specimens had circular drilled holes or were subjected to low-speed impact damage. The ratio of failure load to buckling load was found to be higher for specimens with lower initial buckling strains than for specimens with higher initial buckling strains. Some specimens supported more than five times their initial buckling load before failing.


Results of an experimental study of the postbuckling behavior of selected flat stiffened graphite-epoxy panels loaded in compression are presented. The
postbuckling response and failure characteristics of undamaged panels and panels damaged by low-speed impact are described. Each panel had four equally-spaced I-section stiffeners and 16- or 24-ply quasi-isotropic skins. Panels with three different stiffener spacings were tested. Some undamaged specimens supported as much as three times their initial buckling load before failing. Failure of all panels was initiated in a skin-stiffener interface region. Analytical results obtained from a nonlinear general shell finite element analysis computer code correlate well with typical postbuckling test results up to failure.


Stiffened composite panels proposed for fuselage and wing design utilize a variety of stiffener-to-skin attachment concepts including mechanical fasteners. One potential failure mode for bolted panels occurs when the bolts pull through the stiffener attachment flange or skin. The resulting loss of support by the skin to the stiffener and by the stiffener to the skin can result in local buckling and subsequent panel collapse. The characteristic failure modes associated with bolt push-through failure are described and the results of a parametric study of the effects that different material systems, boundary conditions, and laminates have on the forces and displacements required to cause damage and bolt push-through failure are presented.


Several experiments with J- and blade-stiffened graphite/epoxy panels were conducted to obtain insight into how well experimental data could be correlated with analysis for the buckling behavior of open-section stiffened composite compression panels. Although some nonlinear behavior was observed during the experiment, adequate correlation with analysis was obtained to justify the use of linear, thin-plate buckling analysis in a minimum-weight design synthesis program for J- and blade-configurations.

Impact and damage tolerance.


A constrained-displacement finite-element approach for studying the influence of transverse cracks and delaminations on the thermal response of laminated composites is presented. Typical results are given in the form of percent-retention curves for the coefficient of thermal expansion as a function of crack density. Cross-ply and quasi-isotropic T300/5208 graphite-epoxy laminates are considered. It is shown that transverse cracks can have a significant influence on the coefficient of thermal expansion, but delaminations located symmetrically about the laminate midplane have no influence on thermal expansion.


An experimental investigation was conducted to study the effect of specimen size on the buckling strains of composite laminates subjected to low-velocity projectile impact. The specimens were fabricated from a T300/5208 graphite/epoxy material in 16- and 32-ply quasi-isotropic laminates.


Buffer strips greatly improve the damage tolerance of graphite/epoxy laminates loaded in tension. Graphite/polyimide buffer strip panels were made and tested to determine their residual strength at ambient and elevated (177°C) temperature. Each panel was cut in the center to represent damage. Panels were radiographed and crack-opening displacements were recorded to indicate fracture, fracture arrest, and the extent of damage in the buffer strip after arrest.

The composite material "buffer strip" concept is presently investigated at elevated temperatures for the case of graphite/polyimide buffer strip panels where the buffer strip material was 0-deg S-glass/polyimide. Each panel was loaded in tension until it failed, and radiographs and crack opening displacements were recorded during the tests to determine fracture onset, fracture arrest, and the extent of damage in the buffer strip after crack arrest.


The influence of three different resin systems on the damage tolerance of graphite/epoxy laminates was evaluated. Testing consisted of both static compression and cyclic compression evaluation of 10.2 by 15.2 by 0.5 cm (4 by 6 by 0.2 in.) laminates with circular holes, simulated delaminations, and low-velocity impact. Damage growth under steadily increasing compression and cyclic compression loading was monitored.


The dynamic response of buckled composite plates impacted by a hard object is studied. In order to evaluate the contact force, an experimentally established contact law which accounts for the permanent indentation is employed. The static postbuckling problem of laminated plates is first considered. The impact responses include contact force histories, dynamic deflections, and dynamic strains in the plate for various buckling conditions. In addition, free vibration of buckled laminated plates is also solved to determine the range of natural frequencies which are needed to choose a proper time increment for time integration in the impact analysis.


Impact responses of composite laminates with and without initial stresses are investigated using the finite element method. In the time integration, the Newmark constant acceleration algorithm is used in conjunction with successive iterations within each time step. Numerical results, including the contact force histories, deflections, and strains in the plate, are presented.


82N15125#

The effect of debonds on composite structures under compressive loads is investigated in this paper. Because of the inclusion of debonds, unsymmetric laminated rectangular plates are considered. The resulting bending-extension coupling is included and is shown to be quite significant for thin laminates typical of debonded regions. The solution technique is based on the theorem of minimum potential energy; and both simply supported and clamped boundaries are considered.


82N32420#

Impact resistance and the effect of impact on fiber reinforced composite materials was investigated. The visioplastic method for studying deformation modes and transient impact distribution is described and the basic equations used in the visioplastic method are presented. The subroutine for digitizing the input data and a computer program (STRESS) for calculating the strains and stresses of deforming projectiles are presented.


85N26924#

Impact tests were conducted on shear panels fabricated from 6061-T6 aluminum and from woven fabric prepreg of Du Pont Kevlar fiber/epoxy resin and graphite fiber/epoxy resin. Composite panels were impacted with a 1.27-cm (0.5-in) diameter aluminum sphere at low velocities of 46 m/sec (150 ft/sec) and 67 m/sec (220 ft/sec). Ballistic impact conditions consisted of a tumbled 50-caliber projectile impacting loaded composite and aluminum shear panels. The
results of these tests indicate that ballistic threshold load (the lowest load which will result in immediate failure upon penetration by the projectile) varied between 0.44 and 0.61 of the average failure load of undamaged panels.


The effects of composite stacking sequence, thickness, and percentage of zero-degree plies on the size, shape, and distribution of delamination through the laminate thickness and on residual compression strength following impact were studied. Graphite-epoxy laminates were impacted with an 0.5 inch diameter aluminum sphere at a specific low or high velocity. Impact damage was measured nondestructively by ultrasonic C-scans and X-radiography and destructively by the delpy technique, and compression strength tests were performed.


A structural design with global damage tolerance is defined as a design that can tolerate the destruction of one or more major structural components. The mass penalty associated with improving the global damage tolerance of optimized structures is evaluated herein for structures typically used in aircraft wing construction. It is shown that this mass penalty is strongly related to the degree of redundancy of the structure, being most severe for structures of low redundancy. For highly redundant wing-box structures made of composite materials, it is shown that significant improvement in global damage tolerance may be achieved without any mass penalty.


The effect of resin chemistry on basic impact energy absorbent mechanisms exhibited by graphite-epoxy composites was investigated. Impact fracture modes and microscopic resin deformation characteristics were examined for 26 NASA-impacted graphite-epoxy laminates with different resin chemistries. Discrete specimen fracture modes were identified through cross sectional examination after impact and subsequently compared with measured glass transition temperatures, cure cycles, and residual impact capabilities. Microscopic resin deformation mechanisms and their overall relationship to impact loading conditions, voids, and resin content were also characterized through scanning electron microscopic examination of separated fracture surfaces.


A computerized procedure was developed to model the response of a laminated composite plate subjected to low-velocity impact. The methodology incorporated transient dynamics finite element analysis coupled with composite layer and interlaminar stress predictions. Damage was predicted using a stress based failure criteria and incorporated into the solution as stiffness modifications. The force-displacement relation between the impactor and plate was modelled with a nonlinear contact spring similar to Hertzian contact. Analyses performed predicted ply damage early in the impact event when the displacement fields were characteristic of high frequency flexure response.

Eight-ply quasi-isotropic circular composite plates of Thornel 300 graphite in Narmco 5208 epoxy resin (T300/5208) were analyzed to obtain the large deformation behavior under low-velocity impact type point loads. A simple plate-membrane coupling model was developed. The impact type point loads were replaced by equivalent quasi-static point loads. The plate-membrane coupling model was used to obtain the large deformation shapes for the thin circular composite laminates. The analyses indicated that the large deformation shapes of the composite plates under point loads vary with the centerpoint displacements, and hence are different for different load levels. Quasi-isotropic plates were analyzed by replacing anisotropic bending stiffness components with the equivalent flexural stiffness for the isotropic plates. The plate-membrane coupling model was verified by conducting a series of tests on clamped circular quasi-isotropic laminates. Deflected shapes for the thin composite plates were experimentally obtained. These shapes agreed well with the analytically predicted shapes.

Graphite/epoxy laminates have a definite advantage with respect to the strength-to-weight relation over many standard engineering materials used in aerospace applications. However, this advantage is somewhat reduced by the sensitivity of these laminates to operational hazards, which include a low-velocity impact by foreign objects. Investigations conducted by Chai (1982) and Knauss et al. (1980) have been concerned with the growth of impact damage in compressively loaded laminates and the visualization of such an impact damage. The present study represents a condensation of parts of these investigations, taking into account a determination of the damage-growth mechanism via real-time recording of the impact event. The material considered, a T300/5208 graphite/epoxy laminate, is typical of the configuration proposed for future heavily loaded primary structures.

This report contains the study of low-velocity transverse impact damage of graphite/epoxy T300/5208 composite laminates. The specimens, 100-mm diameter clamped plates, were impact damaged by a cantilever-type instrumented 1-inch diameter steel ball. The study was limited to impact velocity of 6 m/sec. Rectangular strips, 50 mm \times 125 mm, were cut from the impact-damaged specimens so that the impact damage zone was in the center of the strips. These strips were tested in tension to obtain their residual strength. An energy dissipation model was developed to predict the residual strength from fracture mechanics concepts.

This work discusses the behavior of eight-ply, quasi-isotropic, graphite-epoxy laminates subjected to low-velocity transverse impact loading. Large deflection theory of plates was used to predict the load-deflection characteristics during the impact event. The impact model considered that the indentation, flexural, and shear stiffnesses could be represented by three equivalent springs in series. The analysis of static and dynamic impact loading test data concluded that the membrane parameter \( \beta \) used in the flexural stiffness relation was proportional to the square of the coefficient of restitution.

A simple model is presented for the low-velocity impact behavior of thin plates composed of T300/5208 graphite-epoxy. The model, which is constructed on the assumption that the plate is inextensible in the fiber direction and that the material is incompressible in the \( z \) direction, is able to predict the energy absorbed by the target during an impact event, or the "coefficient of restitution." The plate essentially deforms by shear, allowing the model to neglect bending deformations. The coefficient of restitution is predicted to increase with large
interlaminar shear strength and low transverse shear modulus of the laminate. Experimentally measured values agree with model-predicted values within a reasonable error.


This work discusses a model to correlate the coefficient of restitution of low-velocity transverse impacts of graphite-epoxy laminates with the residual deformation or central deflection at the end of the impact event. It is assumed that the energy absorbed by the target can be calibrated in terms of residual deflection, and thereby in terms of phase difference between the occurrence of impact force and central deflection to their maxima. Analysis was modeled on the basis of the experience from impact tests. Predictions are compared with the test results of impacted circular and flat plates. Experimentally measured values of coefficient of restitution and phase difference agreed well with the predicted relationship between them.


A three-dimensional finite element and dynamic analysis has been made for a layered fiber-reinforced composite laminate subjected to a given impact loading. The central difference method is employed in this analysis. The numerical results for the transient response of the laminate are presented.


A three-dimensional finite element analysis was performed for a biaxially loaded composite laminate (with a centered hole) consisting of several fiber-reinforced composite layers each with a specified fiber orientation. The detailed stress distribution around the hole was determined. Also, the locations of initial damage zones due to different failure mechanisms were indicated.


A three-dimensional finite-element computer program has been developed to analyze layered fiber-reinforced composite laminate. This program is capable of (1) calculating the detailed stress distribution, (2) identifying the damage zone and mode of failure, (3) analyzing the damage accumulation, and (4) determining the ultimate strength of the composite laminate.


The nonlinear vibration response of a double cantilevered beam subjected to pulse loading over a central sector is studied. The initial response is generated in detail to ascertain the energetics of the response. The total energy is used as a gauge of the stability and accuracy of the solution. It is shown that to obtain accurate and stable initial solutions an extremely high spatial and time resolution is required. This requirement was only evident through an examination of the energy of the system. It is proposed, therefore, to use the total energy of the system as a necessary stability and accuracy criterion for the nonlinear response of conservative systems. The results also demonstrate that even for moderate nonlinearities, the effects of membrane forces have a significant influence on the system.


The results of an experimental program are described which establishes the feasibility and guidelines for resin development. The objective was to identify the basic epoxy neat-resin properties that improve low-velocity impact resistance and toughness of graphite/epoxy laminates and at the same time maintain useful structural laminate mechanical properties. Materials tests from twenty-three toughened epoxy resin matrix systems are included.

During the past thirty years, a tremendous amount of research was done on the development of crazing in polymers. The phenomenon of crazing was recognized as an unusual deformation behavior associated with a process of molecular orientation in a solid to resist failure. The craze absorbs a fairly large amount of energy during the crazing process. When a craze does occur the surrounding bulk material is usually stretched to several hundred percent of its original dimension and creates a new phase. The total energy absorbed by a craze during the crazing process in creep was calculated analytically with the help of some experimental measurements. A comparison of the energy absorption by the new phase and that by the original bulk uncrazed medium is made.


Graphite (or carbon) fiber composite impact strength improvement was attempted by modifying the fiber surface. Elastomeric particles were made into lattices and deposited ionically on surface treated graphite fiber in an attempt to prepare a surface containing discrete rubber particles. With hard, nonelastomeric polystyrene, discrete particle coverage was achieved. All the elastomeric containing lattices resulted in elastomer flow and filament agglomeration during drying.


Graphite/epoxy panels with buffer strips were tested in tension to measure their residual strength with crack-like damage. The buffer strips arrested the cracks and increased the residual strengths significantly over those of plain laminates without buffer strips. A shear-lag type stress analysis correctly predicted the effects of layup, buffer material, buffer strip width and spacing, and the number of plies of buffer material.


The residual strengths of impacted specimens are compared with fracture mechanics predictions based on a semi-elliptic surface cut of the same size as the impact damage.


The residual strength of composite sheets with bonded composite stringers loaded in tension was determined. The results are summarized. About 50 graphite/epoxy composite panels with crack-like slots were monotonically loaded in tension to failure. Both sheet layup and stringer configuration were varied. The composite panels have considerable damage tolerance. The stringers arrested cracks that ran from the crack-like slots, and the residual strengths were considerably greater than those of unstiffened composite sheets.


An experimental investigation was conducted to identify the failure mechanisms and to understand damage propagation in compression-loaded composite structures. The tests were conducted on several laminates of different ply orientation with thickness that ranged from 0.56 to 0.75 cm. The panels were damaged by 1.27-cm-diameter aluminum...
spheres propelled normal to the specimen surface at velocities ranging from 30 m/s to 140 m/s. Results indicate that there is significant internal laminate damage due to low-velocity impact with no surface damage. The internal damage consists of delamination and intraply cracking. Three damage propagation modes were identified as causing specimen failure, which are delamination, axial load-lateral deformation coupling, and local shear failure.


An experimental investigation was conducted to evaluate the effect of low-velocity impact damage on the compression strength of filamentary-composite hat-stiffened panels. Twenty-four specimens of three design configurations fabricated from graphite-epoxy and boron-epoxy materials were tested. All three design configurations met the design buckling requirements in the undamaged condition. The impact damage was caused by firing aluminum spheres at the panels to simulate impact on aircraft from runway stones. Test results suggest that impact damage may be more dependent on the matrix properties than on the fiber properties of the composite materials considered.


The effect of low-velocity impact on the strength of laminates fabricated from graphite/epoxy and Kevlar 49/epoxy composite materials was studied. The test laminates were loaded statically either in uniaxial tension or compression when impact occurred to evaluate the effect of loading on the initiation of damage and/or failure. Typical aircraft service conditions such as runway debris encountered during landing were simulated by impacting 1.27-cm-diameter projectiles normal to the plane of the test laminates at velocities between 5.2 and 48.8 m/s.


The results of an experimental evaluation of graphite-epoxy composite compression panel impact damage tolerance and damage propagation arrest concepts are reported. The tests were conducted on flat plate specimens and blade-stiffened structural panels such as those used in commercial aircraft wings, and the residual strength of damaged specimens and their sensitivity to damage while subjected to in-plane compression loading were determined. Results suggest that matrix materials that fail by delamination have the lowest damage tolerance, and it is concluded that alternative matrix materials with transverse reinforcement to suppress the delamination failure mode and yield the higher-strain value transverse shear crippling mode should be developed.


An experimental study conducted to evaluate the effect of laminate orthotropic properties and panel width on the compression strength of 48-ply graphite-epoxy laminates with drilled holes is described. The test results are evaluated on the basis of hole size and specimen width and are used in determining parameters necessary for predicting trends using the point stress failure criterion. Good agreement is obtained between experimental and predicted values of failure for panels fabricated from two quasi-isotropic laminates and one orthotropic laminate. The results suggest that panels of different widths having holes that are large in relation to the failure prediction parameter should be included in any test program conducted to develop prediction trends that may be used in design applications.


86A17146#
Finite element procedures are used in conjunction with a numerical algorithm to compute the impact response of a graphite-epoxy laminated beam subjected to tensile initial stresses. The effects of initial stresses on the contact duration, impact force, coefficient of restitution, and bending and shear stresses are discussed. The analytically computed contact force history and strain response are compared with some experimental results.


Impact damage in graphite/epoxy laminates was characterized and transient strain history during impact was correlated. The specimens were circular plates 12.7 cm (5 in.) in diameter and clamped along their circumference. The specimens were impacted with a 185 gm impactor, dropped from heights of 1.20 m and 1.65 m. An accelerometer was attached to the back surface of the specimen opposite the impact point and was used to trigger the recording instrumentation. The transient strain data were recorded with an eight channel waveform digitizer capable of sampling data at 0.5 μsec intervals. The data were stored, processed, and plotted by means of a microcomputer. Transient strain data were correlated with results from ultrasonic inspection of the specimens.


The effect of low-velocity projectile impact on the load-carrying ability of the composite sandwich structural components is investigated experimentally. The impact simulates the damage caused by runway debris and the accidental dropping of hand tools during servicing on secondary aircraft structures made with composites.


The effect of specimen size on the buckling strains of laminates subjected to low-velocity projectile impact was investigated. The fiber composite selected was the T300/5208 graphite/epoxy system. The quasi-isotropic laminates tested had 16 and 32 plies.

The results were compared with those of a 48- ply laminate. Specimens of three different lengths with length to width aspect ratios of 1, 1.5, and 2 were also studied. The results show that (1) the specimen length does not have any significant influence on the buckling strains at failure caused by the projectile impact, and (2) the influence of specimen thickness on the strains at failure decreases as the velocity of the impacting projectile increases.


An experimental investigation was conducted to study the effect of low-velocity projectile impact on graphite/epoxy and Kevlar 49/epoxy sandwich structural components. Testing was performed at moderately low and high temperatures to assess the strength degradation of composites as compared to room temperature values. Low energy projectile impact is considered to simulate the damage caused by runway debris such as small rocks, dropping of hand tools during servicing, etc., on secondary aircraft structures fabricated out of composites. The preload and impact energy necessary to cause catastrophic failure were determined. The residual strength of impact-damaged specimens was also measured.


An experimental investigation was conducted to evaluate the effect of low-velocity projectile impact on the strength carrying ability of secondary aerospace structural components fabricated with graphite/epoxy composite materials. The preload and the impact energy combinations necessary to cause catastrophic failure were determined. Those specimens that survived the projectile impact were evaluated for residual strength.

Two simple and improved models—energy-balance and spring-mass—were developed to calculate impact force and duration during low-velocity impact of circular composite plates. Both models include the contact deformation of the plate and the impactor as well as bending, transverse shear, and membrane deformations of the plate. The plate was transversely isotropic graphite/epoxy composite laminate and the impactor was a steel sphere. Calculated impact forces from the two analyses agreed with each other. The analyses were verified by comparing the results with reported test data.


A geometrically nonlinear finite-element analysis has been developed to calculate the strain energy released by delaminating plates during impact loading. Only the first mode of deformation, which is equivalent to static deflection, was treated. Both the impact loading and delamination in the plate were assumed to be axisymmetric. The strain energy release rates in peeling and shear sliding modes were calculated using the fracture mechanics crack closure technique. Energy release rates for various delamination sizes and locations for various plate configurations and materials were compared.


Clamped circular graphite/epoxy plates (25.4-, 38.1-, and 50.8-mm radii) with an 8-ply quasi-isotropic layup were analyzed for static-equivalent impact loads using the minimum-total-potential-energy method and the von Karman strain-displacement equations. A step-by-step incremental transverse displacement procedure was used to calculate plate load and ply stresses. The ply failure region was calculated using the Tsai-Wu criterion. The corresponding failure modes (splitting and fiber failure) were determined using the maximum stress criteria. The first failure mode was splitting and initiated in the bottom ply. The splitting-failure thresholds were relatively low and tended to be lower for large plates than for small plates. The splitting-damage region in each ply was elongated in its fiber direction; the bottom ply had the largest damage region. The calculated damage region for the 25.4-mm-radius plate agreed with limited static test results from the literature.


An investigation of the compression failure characteristics of ±45-deg-dominated laminates with a circular hole or impact damage was conducted. Graphite-epoxy laminates consisting of all ±45-deg plies and of ±45-deg and 90-deg plies were evaluated.


An experimental investigation has been conducted to determine the effect of low-velocity impact damage and unloaded circular holes on the compressive strength of a 48-ply orthotropic graphite/epoxy flat laminate. Specimens were impacted by a 1.27-cm-diameter aluminum sphere with speeds from 52 to 101 m/s to simulate momenta typical of low-velocity impact hazards that can occur in commercial aircraft service. It is shown that low-velocity impact damage can significantly degrade the static compressive strength of the laminate. Specimens that fail at axial strains above 0.008 in the undamaged condition can fail at strains as low as 0.0031 when impacted at 100 m/s. Circular holes also reduce the static compressive strength of the laminate. The failure strain decreases as the hole diameter increases.


86A17637
The impact response behavior of initially stressed composite laminates is investigated using the finite element method. An experimentally established contact law is incorporated into the finite element program. The Newmark time integration algorithm is used for solving the time dependent equations of the plate and the impactor. Numerical results, including the contact force history, deflection, and strain in the plate, are presented. Effects of impact velocity, initial stress, and the mass and size of the impactor are discussed.


The contact behavior between a smooth rigid cylinder and a simply supported orthotropic beam under uniaxial initial stresses is studied. The displacements are computed by superposing the Mindlin plate solution with the solution obtained from Biot's theory of incremental deformation. Finite Fourier transforms are used in solving the equations. A point matching technique is used to compute the contact stresses and the amount of indentation for a given contact length. The effects of orthotropy and initial stresses on the contact stress distribution are investigated. An indentation law is established from the numerical results.


A single epoxy system, NARMCO 5208, in both composite and cured neat-resin form was studied with a constant velocity impact test apparatus. The parameters investigated include resin cure temperature, fiber type, ply thickness and orientation, and impact velocity. The results from the study show that matrix chemistry, as obtained by cure temperature changes, has a significant effect upon the failure mode and energy absorption during impact.


Twenty-four different epoxy resin systems were evaluated by a variety of test techniques to identify materials that exhibited improved impact damage tolerance in graphite/epoxy composite laminates. Forty-eight-ply composite panels of five of the material systems were able to sustain 100 m/s impact by a 1.27-cm-diameter aluminum projectile while statically loaded to strains of 0.005. Of the five materials with the highest tolerance to impact, two had elastomeric additives, two had thermoplastic additives, and one had a vinyl modifier; all the five systems used bisphenol A as the base resin. An evaluation of test results shows that the laminate damage tolerance is largely determined by the resin tensile properties, and that improvements in laminate damage tolerance are not necessarily made at the expense of room-temperature mechanical properties. The results also suggest that a resin volume fraction of 40 percent or greater may be required to permit the plastic flow between fibers necessary for improved damage tolerance.


The structural technology of laminated filamentary-composite stiffened-panel structures under combined in-plane and lateral loadings is discussed. Emphasis is on analyzing the behavior of the structures under load, determining appropriate structural proportions for weight efficient configurations, and effects of impact damage and geometric imperfections on structural performance. Experimental data on buckling of panels under in-plane compression validate the analysis and sizing methods and illustrate structural performance and efficiency obtained from representative structures. It is shown that the strength of panels under in-plane compression can be degraded by low-velocity impact damage, and data are presented which indicate that the matrix is a significant factor influencing tolerance to impact damage.

Structural damage and design-based inclusions such as cutouts can reduce significantly the strength of graphite-epoxy laminates. One composite mechanics research activity at the Langley Research Center is to assess and improve the performance of composite structures. Reductions in strength are common to both tension and compression loaded laminates; however, the problem associated with compression performance is the most difficult to solve. Compression failure involves both shear crippling and delamination modes. Several graphite-epoxy material systems proposed for improved damage tolerance were studied. Material parameters included both tough resin formulations and high strain fibers.


Experimental results were obtained which show the effect of the interphase on composite performance. Various finish variants were formulated, based on different chemical and mechanical properties and applied to Celion 6000 carbon fiber. Bond strength and failure mechanisms were studied.

Fatigue and fracture


The fatigue response of a T300-5208 graphite-epoxy laminate with a drilled center hole subjected to fully reversed tension-compression \((R = -1)\) constant amplitude loading was investigated. Damage evaluation techniques such as stiffness monitoring, penetrant-enhanced X-ray radiography, C-scan, laminate deply, and residual strength were used to establish the mechanisms of damage development as well as the relations between this damage and the stiffness, strength, and life of the laminate.


The effects of fatigue loading on the behavior of graphite/epoxy panels with either S-Glass or Kevlar-49 buffer strips are studied. Buffer strip panels were fatigued and tested in tension to measure their residual strength with crack-like damage. The buffer strips were parallel to the loading direction and made by replacing narrow strips of the 0-degree graphite plies with strips of either 0-degree S-Glass/epoxy or Kevlar-49/epoxy on a one-for-one basis. The panels were subjected to a fatigue loading spectrum MINITWIST, the shortened version of the standardized load program for the wing lower surface of a transport aircraft.


The stress intensity factor is determined for a cracked orthotropic sheet adhesively bonded to an orthotropic stringer. Since the stringer is modeled as a semi-infinite sheet, the solution is most appropriate for a crack tip located near a stringer edge. Both adherends are treated as homogeneous, orthotropic media. It is assumed they are in plane stress and the adhesive is in pure shear.


Stress-intensity factors are determined for a cracked infinite sheet adhesively bonded to a stringer, and debonding of the adhesive layer is predicted. The stringer is modeled as a semi-infinite sheet. Adhesive nonlinearity is also included. Both the sheet and stringer are treated as homogeneous, orthotropic materials.

difficult to detect with conventional ultrasonic technology. Consequently, a new ultrasonic measurement technique called phase-insensitive tone-burst spectroscopy has been developed. The new technique eliminates problems associated with phase cancellation and pulse shape artifacts inherent to conventional broadband ultrasonic spectral measurement systems and produces clean spectral information irrespective of specimen inhomogeneity or irregularities in surface geometry.


Graphite/epoxy laminates (T300/5208) were tested under bolt-bearing loads for a range of bolt clampup torques and for several test conditions involving water. High clampup torque improved both the static strength and fatigue limit by about 100 percent compared to a simple pin-bearing case, which had no through-the-thickness constraint. The static strength improvement was explained in terms of failure modes.


A method of analysis capable of predicting accurately the fracture behavior of a unidirectional composite laminate containing symmetrically placed buffer strips is presented. As an example, for a damaged graphite/epoxy laminate, the results demonstrate the manner in which to select the most efficient combination of buffer strip properties necessary to inhibit crack growth.


A method for predicting the fracture behavior of hybrid buffer strip laminates is presented in which the classical shear-lag model is used to represent the shear stress distribution between adjacent fibers. The method is demonstrated by applying it to a notched graphite/epoxy laminate, and the results show clearly the manner in which the most efficient combination of buffer strip properties can be selected in order to arrest the crack.


Thin-walled, 2.54-cm diameter tubular specimens of graphite/epoxy were fatigue cycled in combinations of axial, torsional, and internal pressure loading. S-N curves were developed to characterize fatigue behavior under pure axial, torsional, or internal pressure loading, as well as combined loading fatigue.


The fracture behavior of a debonded zone of finite width with no longitudinal damage in the unidirectional ply is predicted and the solution is then extended to include longitudinal matrix yielding and splitting in the unidirectional ply at the crack tip. The shear-lag assumption is used to describe the shear transfer between fibers. The fracture behavior of the laminate is studied as a function of initial crack length, constraint ratio, and width of the debonded zone. Results indicate that debonding can reduce the maximum fiber stress at the crack tip on the order of ten percent.


The fracture behavior of hybrid (buffer strip) laminated composites is predicted by a novel method in terms of material properties, geometry, and internal damage. Attention is given to the cases of broken fibers in a uni-directional half-plane, adjoined half-planes having different fiber and matrix properties, and the solution of two half-planes bounding a third distinct region of finite width. The analysis is based on a materials modeling approach using the classical shear-lag assumption to represent the stress transfer between fibers.

A review of some approximate analytical models for damaged fiber reinforced composite materials is presented. Using the classical shear lag stress displacement assumption, solutions are presented for a unidirectional laminate containing a notch, a rectangular cut-out, and a circular hole. The models account for longitudinal matrix yielding and splitting as well as transverse matrix yielding and fiber breakage. The constraining influence of a cover sheet on the unidirectional laminate is also modeled.


The mechanical properties of some hybrid buffer strip laminates and the crack arrest potential of laminates containing buffer strips were determined. The hybrid laminates consisted of graphite with either S-glass, E-glass, or Kevlar. Unnotched tensile coupons and center-cracked fracture coupons were tested. Elastic properties, complete stress/strain curves, and critical stress intensity values are given. The measured elastic properties compare well with those calculated by classical lamination theory for laminates with linear stress/strain behavior.


An experimental study was conducted to determine the fracture behavior of center notched, unidirectional graphite/epoxy laminates when subjected to tensile loading. The actual behavior is compared to the behavior predicted by a mathematical model based on classical shear-lag assumptions.


This paper concerns the accuracy of three related mathematical models (developed by Hedgepeth, Eringen and Sendeckyj, and Jones) used in the stress analysis and in fracture studies of continuous-fiber composites. These models have particular applications in the investigation of fiber and matrix stresses in unidirectional composites in the region near a crack tip. The interest in such models is motivated by the desire to be able to simplify the equations of elasticity to the point that they can be solved in a relatively easy manner.


The six noded quarter point natural isoparametric triangular element is employed to obtain displacement and stress distributions in the vicinity of the crack tip in a center-cracked tensile coupon of unidirectional graphite epoxy. The material is considered to be homogeneous, elastic, and orthotropic. The finite element results are compared to the analytical solution of anisotropic elasticity.


The purpose of this study was to gain a better understanding of the parameters affecting crack growth direction in unidirectional composite materials. To achieve this, the effect of anisotropy and biaxial far field loading on the direction of crack growth in unidirectional off-axis composite materials was investigated.


Constant cycle tension-tension fatigue and related static tension data were generated on six single composite material/orientation combinations and twenty-one hybrid composite material/orientation combinations. The significance of these room temperature-dry data on the design allowables and weight of aerodynamic structures is discussed.

The procedures for assuring high reliability in aircraft structures are studied. Consideration is given to a statistical approach, airworthiness specifications, and their impact. Reliability of inspections and reliability in composite structures are outlined.


The behavior of tensile coupons with surface notches of various semielliptical shapes has been evaluated for specimens obtained from a thick filament wound graphite/epoxy cylinder. Specimens with very shallow notches were observed to be notch insensitive. Specimens with deeper notches were sensitive to notch depth and notch aspect ratio.


Notched and unnotched geometries at 16-, 32-, and 64-ply thicknesses of a 90/45/0/-45 (ns) laminate and a 45/0/-45/90 (ns) laminate were tested in compression-compression fatigue. The fatigue life and the initiation, type, and progression of damage were determined. Interlaminar stresses generated at straight, free edges of axially loaded laminates were used to interpret the test results. The fatigue lives of the notched specimens did not appear to be a strong function of laminate stacking sequence or specimen thickness.


The fracture strength of notched graphite/epoxy laminates was measured experimentally. Four replicate tests were conducted for a variety of laminate-stacking sequences, thicknesses, and notch lengths. Extensive notch-tip damage prior to fracture was characteristic of most laminates.


Critical fracture toughness was determined by two different techniques for graphite/epoxy laminates of three stacking sequences and several thicknesses. Critical fracture toughness was determined by a finite element stress analysis of a center-cracked tension specimen which yielded the stress intensity factor as a function of specimen thickness and applied load. As an alternative approach the critical strain energy release rate was determined from the compliance calibration technique. Test results from both procedures are compared and discussed.


The research concentrated on the measurement of fracture toughness utilizing the center-cracked tension, compact tension, and three point bend specimen configurations. The development of subcritical damage at the crack tip was studied nondestructively using enhanced X-ray radiography and destructively using the laminate deply technique. The test results showed fracture toughness to be a function of laminate thickness.


A finite element stress analysis which consists of a membrane and interlaminar shear spring analysis was developed. This approach was utilized in order to model physically realistic failure mechanisms while maintaining a high degree of computational economy. The accuracy of the stress analysis predictions is verified through comparisons with other solutions to the
composite laminate edge effect problem. The stress analysis model was incorporated into an existing fatigue analysis methodology and the entire procedure was computerized. A fatigue analysis is performed upon a square laminated composite plate with a circular central hole. A complete description and users guide for the computer code FLAC (Fatigue of Laminated Composites) is included as an appendix.


A series of tests has been performed to determine the effect of fatigue loading on the stiffness degradation of graphite/epoxy composite materials. Specimens were tested in tension-tension fatigue at a loading frequency of 10 Hz and a stress ratio of 0.1, for a wide range of stress levels. During this investigation, both static and dynamic stiffnesses were continually monitored for the range of stress levels tested, and the results are presented in tabular and graphical form.


The tensile fracture behavior of 15 center-notched hybrid laminates was studied. Three basic laminate groups were tested: (1) a baseline group with graphite/epoxy plies, (2) a group with the same stacking sequence but where the zero-deg plies were one or two plies of S-glass or Kevlar, and (3) a group with graphite plies but where the zero-deg plies were sandwiched between layers of perforated Mylar. Results of the tests showed that the hybrid laminates had higher fracture toughnesses than comparable all-graphite laminates. The higher fracture toughness was due primarily to the larger damage region at the ends of the slit; delamination and splitting lowered the stress concentration in the primary load-carrying plies.


A study was made of the stress-strain response of several hybrid laminates, and the damage was correlated with nonlinear stress-strain response and ultimate strength. The fibers used in the laminates were graphite, S-glass, and Kevlar. Some laminates with graphite fibers had perforated Mylar film between plies, which lowered the interlaminar bond strength. The laminate configurations were chosen to be like those of buffer strips in large panels and fracture coupons. Longitudinal and transverse specimens were loaded in tension to failure. Some specimens were radiographed to reveal damage due to edge effects. Stress-strain response is discussed in terms of damage shown by the radiographs. Ultimate strengths are compared with simple failure criteria, one of which accounts for damage.


Tests were performed to determine the damage states caused by cyclic tensile loading in quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy laminates with center holes. The influence of the stacking sequence on the initiation and interaction of damage modes and the relationship between damage, strength, stiffness, and life of the laminates were also studied.


An engineering approach is proposed for predicting unnotched/notched laminate fatigue behavior from basic lamina fatigue data. The fatigue analysis procedure was used to determine the laminate property (strength/stiffness) degradation as a function of fatigue cycles in uniaxial tension and in plane shear. These properties were then introduced into the failure model for a notched laminate to obtain
damage growth, residual strength, and failure mode. The approach is thus essentially a combination of the cumulative damage accumulation (akin to the Miner-Palmgren hypothesis and its derivatives) and the damage growth rate (similar to the fracture mechanics approach) philosophies. An analysis/experiment correlation appears to confirm the basic postulates of material wearout and the predictability of laminate fatigue properties from lamina fatigue data.


78N25133#

Flattened tubular specimens of graphite/epoxy, S-glass/epoxy, Kevlar-49/epoxy, and graphite/ S-glass/epoxy hybrid materials were evaluated under static and cyclic uniaxial tensile loading and compared directly with flat coupon data of the same materials generated under corresponding loading conditions. Statically tested graphite/epoxy, S-glass/epoxy, and Kevlar-49/epoxy flattened tube specimens exhibit somewhat higher average strengths than their corresponding flat coupons. Fatigue tested flattened tube specimens failed in parasitic modes resulting in lower fatigue strengths than the corresponding flat coupons.


76N27361#

Static and fatigue properties of three composite materials and hybrids were examined. The materials investigated were graphite/epoxy, S-glass/epoxy, PRD-49 (Kevlar 49)/epoxy, and hybrids in angle-ply configurations. A new type of edgeless cylindrical specimen was developed. It is a flattened tube with two flat sides connected by curved sections and it is handled much like the standard flat coupon. Special specimen fabrication, tabbing, and tab region reinforcing techniques were developed. Axial modulus, Poisson's ratio, strength, and ultimate strain were obtained under static loading from flattened tube specimens of nine laminate configurations.


82N12141#

The influence of biaxially applied loads on the strength of composite materials containing holes was analyzed. The analysis was performed through the development of a three-dimensional finite element computer program that is capable of evaluating fiber breakage, delamination, and matrix failure. Realistic failure criteria were established for each of the failure modes, and the influence of biaxial loading on damage accumulation under monotonically increasing loading was examined in detail. Both static and fatigue testing of specially designed biaxial specimens containing central holes were performed. Static tests were performed to obtain an understanding of the influence of biaxial loads on the fracture strength of composite materials and to provide correlation with the analytical predictions. The predicted distributions and types of damage are in reasonable agreement with the experimental results. A number of fatigue tests were performed to determine the influence of cyclic biaxial loads on the fatigue life and residual strength of several composite laminates.


83N22324#

The fracture criteria upon which most fracture mechanics are based involve an energy balance that is not appropriate for the fracture mechanics of viscoelastic materials such as polymer matrix composites. A more appropriate criterion based upon nonequilibrium thermodynamics and involving a power balance rather than an energy balance is proposed. This criterion is based upon a reformulation of the second law of thermodynamics which focuses attention on the total Legendre transform of energy expressed as a functional over time and space.


76N15274#

A description is given of a semi-empirical, deterministic analysis for prediction and correlation of fatigue crack growth, residual strength, and fatigue life time for fiber composite laminates containing notches (holes). The failure model used for the analysis is based upon composite heterogeneous behavior and experimentally observed failure modes under both static and fatigue loading. The analysis is consistent with the wearout philosophy. Axial cracking
and transverse cracking failure modes are treated together in the analysis.


The monitoring of modulus decay during fatigue testing as an indicator of damage accumulation and incipient failure has frequently been postulated. The present study was designed to generate tensile fatigue data under carefully controlled test conditions. A computerized data acquisition system was used to permit the measurement of dynamic modulus without interrupting the fatigue cycling. Two different 8-ply laminate configurations of a T300/5208 graphite/epoxy composite were tested.


Constant amplitude and transport wing spectrum compressive loading tests were used to explore the fatigue behavior of a notched, graphite/epoxy T300/5208 laminate specimen. Results indicate that (1) the amount of buckling near the notch allowed in the tests significantly affected fatigue life; (2) load spectrum truncation at either high or low ends produced lives greater than those obtained for the baseline complete-spectrum test, but with greater impact at the high-load end; and (3) the predictions of the Palmgren-Miner cumulative damage theory were found to be far longer than those obtained in the spectrum loading tests.


A general fracture toughness parameter $Q_c$ was derived and verified to be a material constant, independent of layup, for centrally cracked boron aluminum composite specimens. A limited amount of data indicated that the ratio $Q_c/\epsilon_{tu}$, where $\epsilon_{tu}$ is the ultimate tensile strain of the fibers, might be a constant for all composite laminates, regardless of material and layup. In that case, a single value $Q_c/\epsilon_{tu}$ could be used to predict the fracture toughness of all fibrous composite laminates from only the elastic constants and $\epsilon_{tu}$. Values of $Q_c/\epsilon_{tu}$ were calculated for centrally cracked specimens made from graphite/polyimide, graphite/epoxy, E glass/epoxy, boron/epoxy, and S glass graphite/epoxy materials with numerous layups. Within ordinary scatter, the data indicate that $Q_c/\epsilon_{tu}$ is a constant for all laminates that did not split extensively at the crack tips or have other deviate failure modes.


Sova (1980) has derived a general fracture toughness parameter $(Q_c)$, which is a material constant. It defines the critical level of strains in the principal load-carrying plies. The present investigation is concerned with the calculation of values for the ratio of $Q_c$ and the ultimate tensile strain of the fibers. The obtained data indicate that this ratio is reasonably constant for layups which fail largely by self-similar crack extension.


Laminates with various proportions of 0-deg, 45-deg, and 90-deg plies were fabricated from T300/5208 and T300/BP-907 graphite/epoxy prepreg tape material. The fracture toughness of each laminate orientation or layup was determined by testing center-cracked specimens, and it was also predicted with the general fracture-toughness parameter. The predictions were good except when crack-tip splitting was large, at which time the toughness and strengths tended to be underpredicted.


The effect of imbedded delaminations on the compression fatigue behavior of quasi-isotropic, T300/5208, graphite/epoxy laminates was investigated. Teflon imbedments were introduced during panel
layup to create delaminations. Static and constant amplitude \( (R = 0, \omega = 10 \text{ Hz}) \) fatigue tests were conducted. S-N data and half-life residual strength data were obtained.


The analytical and experimental study performed to expand the existing static and fatigue failure analysis is described. The analytical effort extended the analysis to include interlaminar effects, while the experimental effort developed methods to obtain basic experimental data required as input to the analysis. The static failure analysis for notched laminates was modified to include interlaminar effects near the notch. Three-dimensional elastic and two-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element analyses were performed for some notched laminates.


Three different stacking sequences of a 64-ply layup were tested in an experimental investigation of the effect of idealized imbedded delaminations on the compression fatigue behavior of quasi-isotropic T300/5208 graphite-epoxy laminates. Post-failure examination of specimen cross sections revealed the absence of any fiber microbuckling, suggesting that the predominant failure mode was the propagation of imbedded delaminations in the tab region.


The effects of stresses induced by the lamination of off-axis plies to 0-deg lamina on the development of damage during the fatigue loading of the 0-deg plies are discussed. The transverse normal stresses in the plane of the laminae and the laminate created by the laminating constraints when an axial force is applied to the laminate are calculated in terms of a differential Poisson ratio between the ply in question in the unconstrained and constrained states.


The study is based on measurements of the change in engineering stiffness values induced by the development of damage in composite laminates during quasi-static or cyclic (fatigue) loading. Results are presented for both notched and unnotched laminates. Compliance changes are found to be caused by damage events that bring about both global and local redistributions of stress. It is also found that the redistributions of stress determine the residual strength of the laminate. The quantitative link between compliance changes and fracture strength is the mechanics of the internal stress redistributions.


An attempt is made to give a comprehensive characterization of degradation in laminated composites under cyclic (fatigue) loading, based on the discovery of a “characteristic damage state” that forms independently of load history and is determined by laminae properties, orientation, and stacking sequence alone. The detailed nature of this state, its formation, and its influence on strength, life, and stiffness is discussed.


A simple analytical model, based on the concept that the constraining plies surrounding cracks through the thickness of a given ply or plies control the spacing of those cracks by controlling the surrounding stress state, appears to agree well with experimental data. The analytical model, which uses an equilibrium element approach in the present case, is sensitive to lamina and laminate elastic properties, flaw size, stacking sequence, and an interlaminar stress transfer distance which is estimated from
experimental observations. The analysis is easily extended to study flaw growth and plastic region formation.


76A22462

A phenomenological description of microfailure under monotonic and cyclic loading is presented, emphasizing the significance of material inhomogeneity for the analysis. Failure in unnotched unidirectional laminates is reviewed for the cases of tension, compression, shear, transverse normal, and combined loads. The failure of notched composite laminates is then studied, with particular attention paid to the effect of material heterogeneity on load concentration factors in circular holes in such laminates, and a “materials engineering” shear-lay type model is presented. The fatigue of notched composites is discussed with the application of a “mechanistic wearout” model for determining crack propagation as a function of the number of fatigue cycles.


84N29978#

A study was made of the relationship between stiffness, strength, fatigue life, residual strength, and damage of unnotched, graphite/epoxy laminates subjected to tension loading.


75A32660#

Early detection of fatigue damage in composite materials by nondestructive inspection (NDI) techniques has been demonstrated for glass/epoxy, graphite/glass/epoxy, and graphite/epoxy composites. Modulus and temperature were monitored and a correlation between them observed.


81A37130

The effects of constraint on the response of composite materials can be classified as (1) in-plane effects, and (2) through-the-thickness effects, with in-plane constraint being the principal contributor to changes in strength under quasi-static loading. It is also determined that the constraint situations that produce the greatest static strength do not minimize the extent of damage that develops under either static or cyclic loading. It is concluded that the mode and the extent of damage in notched and unnotched constrained plies is governed by the stress state in those plies.


86N14318#

The results are given of an investigation to determine the damage states which develop in graphite/epoxy laminates with center holes due to tension-tension cyclic loads, to determine the influence of stacking sequence on the initiation and interaction of damage modes and the process of damage development, and to establish the relationships between the damage states and the strength, stiffness, and life of the laminates. Two quasi-isotropic laminates were selected to give different distributions of interlaminar stresses around the hole. The laminates were tested under cyclic loads (R = 0.1, 10 Hz) at maximum stresses ranging between 60 and 95 percent of the notched tensile strength.


81A37139

Experiments performed to determine the effects of temperature and creep strain on the fatigue life of a graphite/epoxy composite laminate show that (1) sustained periods of static loading have significant retardation effects on the fatigue degradation rate of the laminated composite, and (2) cyclic loading with a lower frequency preceding higher frequency loading also prolongs the fatigue life. A creep crack
hypothesis is proposed that can provide reasonable interpretations for these experimental results.


Effects of load frequency on the fatigue behavior of notched laminated graphite/epoxy composites are investigated. Experimental results are obtained using four frequencies at three load levels. Temperature rises near the centered hole are also measured. A theoretical model based upon crack propagation in viscoelastic media is presented. The model is modified to account for the temperature effect.


Fatigue damage development in notched graphite/epoxy laminates was investigated in both compression and tension, with tested specimens being examined for damage type and location using light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, ultrasonic C-scan, and X-radiography. Delamination and ply cracking were found to be the dominant types of fatigue damage. Comparison of observed delamination locations with finite element calculations indicates that both interlaminar shear and peel stresses must be considered when predicting delamination.


Both tension and compression fatigue behaviors were investigated in four notched graphite/epoxy laminates. After fatigue loading, specimens were examined for damage type and location using visual inspection, light microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, ultrasonic C-scans, and X-radiography. Delamination and ply cracking were found to be the dominant types of fatigue damage. In general, ply cracks did not propagate into adjacent plies of differing fiber orientation. To help understand the varied fatigue observations, the interlaminar stress distribution was calculated with finite element analysis for the regions around the hole and along the straight free edge. Comparison of observed delamination locations with the calculated stresses indicated that both interlaminar shear and peel stresses must be considered when predicting delamination.


Load sequence effects on composite material fatigue behavior are due to the difference in residual strength when fatigue occurs, or the “boundary effect,” and the “material memory effect” due to previous loads. The present model, which allows the isolation of the effects of memory from those of boundary, has been investigated through a test program for graphite/epoxy laminates under high-low and low-high load sequences which generated statistical residual strength data. As predicted by the model, the memory effect is present.


A model for the prediction of loading sequence effects on the statistical distribution of fatigue life and residual strength in composite materials is generalized and applied to (0/90/45/-45)s graphite/epoxy laminates. Load sequence effects are found to be caused by both the difference in residual strength when failure occurs (boundary effect) and the effect of previously applied loads (memory effect). The model allows isolation of these two effects.


81A40532
A general analytical, phenomenological model is developed for characterizing fatigue damage accumulation in unnotched composite laminates, and experimental results are used to evaluate the model. The fatigue model, which is developed for various types of cyclic loadings, is based on the assumption that the residual strength reduction is a monotonically decreasing function of the fatigue life. Parameters are determined from baseline test data consisting of one set of residual strength data, one set of static strength data, and one set of constant amplitude fatigue life data.


A comprehensive version of an earlier fatigue and residual strength degradation model is proposed to predict the effect of load sequence on the statistical fatigue behavior of composite laminates.


A comprehensive fatigue and residual strength degradation model has been used to predict the effect of proof loads (or high loads) on the statistical fatigue behavior of composite laminates. The validity of the theoretical model is confirmed by the experimental test results. The correlation between the test results and the theoretical distributions of the fatigue life and the residual strength for composite specimens with or without the effect of proof loads is shown to be very good.


A three-parameter fatigue and residual strength degradation model has been proposed to predict statistically the fatigue behavior of composite laminae under axial shear loadings. The fatigue behavior includes the fatigue life and the fatigue damage expressed in terms of the residual strength degradation.

It is shown that the correlation between the theoretical predictions and the test results on the statistical distributions of the fatigue life and the residual strength is excellent.


A theoretical model to predict the effect of loading sequence on the statistical distributions of the fatigue life and the residual strength under n-stress levels of cyclic loading is derived on the basis of a three-parameter model. In particular, the dual stress fatigue cumulative damage is studied, showing that Miner’s sum (the cumulative damage sum at fatigue failure) is a statistical variable. It is proved theoretically that Miner’s sum is always greater than or equal to unity for the high-low load sequence, while it is always smaller than or equal to unity for the low-high load sequence, with the deviation from unity increasing as the difference between the high and low stress levels increases.


Experimental results are presented for the case of a flawed unidirectional lamina constrained by off-axis unflawed plies under static and fatigue loading. Flaw growth in the interior of the laminate, around the embedded flaw, was followed by nondestructive testing methods including video-thermographs and ultrasonic C-scan schemes.

The characteristics of thermally-induced transverse cracks in T300/5208 graphite-epoxy cross-ply and quasi-isotropic laminates were investigated both experimentally and analytically. The formation of transverse cracks and the subsequent crack spacing present during cool down to $-250^\circ\text{F}$ (116K) and thermal cycling between 250 and $-250^\circ\text{F}$ (116 and 394K) was investigated. The state of stress in the vicinity of a transverse crack and the influence of transverse cracking on the laminate coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) was predicted using a generalized plane strain finite element analysis and a modified shear lag analysis.

A majority of the cross-ply laminates experienced transverse cracking during the initial cool down to $-250^\circ\text{F}$, whereas the quasi-isotropic laminates remained uncracked.


A model for predicting the direction of crack growth in resin matrix composite materials is presented. The model is based upon the normal stress and the anisotropic tensile strength on arbitrary planes about the tip of a crack. The model is incorporated into a finite element solution which predicts energy release rates in addition to the direction of crack growth. Results are obtained for cracks in unidirectional off-axis slotted tensile coupons. Comparisons are made with other theories and experimental results.


Two dimensional and quasi-three dimensional, linear elastic finite element models for the prediction of crack growth characteristics, including crack growth direction, in laminated composite materials are presented. The modified crack closure method is used to predict the applied load level for crack extension, and two failure theories, modifications of the point stress and the Hashin failure criteria, are proposed to predict the direction of crack extension in composites.


The uniform double cantilever beam test and SEM are presently used for the characterization of Mode I delamination behavior in fiber-reinforced epoxy laminates. Delamination failure assumes forms that depend on ply orientation, test specimen geometry, and matrix toughness, but the calculated fracture energy is noted to be heavily dependent on fracture surface morphology. A material property concept that is independent of both test specimen geometry and the orientation of the plies constituting the delaminating interface is elucidated, through the definition of interlaminar fracture solely in terms of an interlaminar separation that includes no fiber breakage or pull-out. This value, which dissipates the lowest possible amount of energy during crack growth, is the controlling factor for laminate toughness.


An analytical model is developed to assess the compressive strength criticality of near-surface interlaminar defects in laminated composites. The delaminated region is elliptic in shape, separating a thick isotropic plate from a thin orthotropic layer whose material axes coincide with the ellipse axes. The growth conditions and growth behavior of this defect are studied by breaking the overall problem into an elastic stability problem and a fracture problem.


When low speed objects impact composite laminated plates, delamination may result. Under in-plane compression such delaminations may buckle and tend to enlarge the delaminated area which can lead to loss of global plate stability. This process is modelled here in a first attempt by a delaminating beam-column wherein the local delamination growth, stability, and arrest are governed by a fracture mechanics-based energy release rate criterion.

strain and generalized plane stress cases. The singular behavior of stresses at the crack tips and at the interfaces is studied. In each case the stress intensity factors are computed for various crack geometries.


Fracture and notch strength tests of graphite-epoxy composites showed that unidirectional layups generally exhibit longitudinal cracking before failure, whereas multidirectional layups fail transversely with little longitudinal cracking. A simple qualitative analysis suggested that the higher matrix shear stresses in unidirectional materials cause the longitudinal cracking, and that this cracking was responsible for the high toughness of unidirectional composites. In a series of comparative tests, the interlaminar strength of multidirectional composites was reduced by placing perforated Mylar films between laminae; tests on notched and slotted specimens showed that the interlaminar films promoted delamination and longitudinal cracking near the notches and that, as a result, toughness, notch strength, and impact strength were substantially increased.


The double cantilever beam (DCB) and the end notched flexure (ENF) specimens are employed to characterize MODE I and MODE II interlaminar fracture resistance of graphite/epoxy (CYCOM 982) and graphite/PEEK (APC2) composites. Sizing of test specimen geometries to achieve crack growth in the linear elastic regime is presented. Data reduction schemes based upon beam theory are derived for the ENF specimen and include the effects of shear deformation and friction between crack surfaces.


Compression failure mechanisms in unidirectional composites were examined. Possible failure modes of constituent materials are summarized and analytical models for fiber microbuckling are reviewed from a unified viewpoint. Due to deficiencies in available models, a failure model based on nonlinear properties and initial fiber curvature is proposed. The effect of constituent properties on composite compression behavior was experimentally investigated using two different graphite fibers and four different epoxy resins. The predominant microscopic scale failure mode was found to be shear crippling.


A large, comprehensive program is being conducted at Virginia Tech to study the effect of laminate thickness on the fracture strength of notched laminated composites. Part of this program has been the study of the characteristics and development of subcritical crack-tip damage prior to failure. The study has concentrated on the center-cracked tension specimen geometry. Subcritical crack-tip damage has been studied using enhanced X-ray radiography and the laminate deply technique.


The results of an extensive experimental investigation of the fracture behavior of notched graphite/epoxy laminates are presented. Twenty-seven laminates with different stacking sequences and laminate thicknesses have been studied. The data presented herein suggest that a damage tolerant design parameter exists that is relatively independent of ply stacking sequence and laminate thickness.


An anisotropic elasticity crack tip stress analysis is implemented using three crack extension direction criteria (the normal stress ratio, the tensor polynomial, and the strain energy density) to predict the direction of crack extension in unidirectional off-axis graphite-epoxy. The theoretical predictions of crack extension direction are then compared with experimental results for 15 deg off-axis tensile coupons with
center cracks. Specimens of various aspect ratios and crack orientations are analyzed. It is shown that only the normal stress ratio criterion predicts the correct direction of crack growth.


Experimental results are presented showing that the strength and toughness of finite width angle-ply laminates can be increased significantly by using an alternating layer stacking sequence as opposed to a clustered configuration. The ultimate tensile stress of an alternating ±θ laminate can be as much as 1.5 times that of a clustered configuration. Further, the toughness of the alternating layer configuration can be as much as 2.7 times that of the clustered configuration. These differences are explained analytically through consideration of the influence of layer thickness on the magnitude of the interlaminar shear stress and by examination of failed specimens.


Linear elastic stress distributions obtained from a refined finite element mesh are used in conjunction with the tensor polynomial failure criterion to predict the initiation of failure in symmetric, finite-width graphite-epoxy laminates under tensile loading. Results are presented for a wide variety of laminates.


Delamination of composite materials has been investigated with emphasis on the relationship between the engineering properties of the individual layers and edge effects. It is shown that interlaminar shear stresses are primarily a function of the mismatch in coefficients of mutual influence which can be as much as ten times greater than the mismatch in Poisson’s ratio. The mismatch in coefficients of mutual influence has a high peak value in the 10–15 deg range for ±θ laminates (where θ is the angle of fiber orientation measured from the axis of the coupon). This mismatch is reduced by a factor of two when the ±θ layers are interspersed between 0 and 90 deg layers. Application of the results to composite design is illustrated by an example.


The results of a failure analysis of finite width (±θ)s T300/5208 graphite-epoxy laminates subjected to thermal curing loads and applied tensile strain are presented. Stress distributions obtained from linear elastic and linear thermoelastic finite element stress analyses are used in conjunction with the tensor polynomial failure criterion to predict the mode and location of first failure in laminates with fiber angles ranging from 5° to 75°. It is shown that the mode of failure is predominantly interlaminar shear for small fiber angles, shifts to combined interlaminar normal, in-plane shear and in-plane normal for intermediate angles, and is primarily transverse tension for large fiber angles.


The magnitude of the maximum shear strain at the free edge of axially loaded composite laminates was investigated experimentally and numerically to ascertain the actual value of strain concentration in resin matrix laminates and to determine the accuracy of finite element results. Experimental results using Moiré interferometry show large, but finite, shear strain concentrations at the free edge of graphite-epoxy and graphite-polyimide laminates. Comparison of the experimental results with those obtained using several different finite element representations showed that a four node isoparametric finite element provided the best and most trouble free numerical results.

The general topics consist of stress analysis, mechanical behavior, and fractography/NDI of composite laminates. Papers are presented on a dynamic hybrid finite-element analysis for interfacial cracks in composites, energy release rate during delamination crack growth in composite laminates, matrix deformation and fracture in graphite-reinforced epoxies, and the role of delamination and damage development on the strength of thick notched laminates. In addition, consideration is given to a new ply model for interlaminar stress analysis, a fracture mechanics approach for designing adhesively bonded joints, the analysis of local delaminations and their influence on composite laminate behavior, and moisture and temperature effects on the mixed-mode delamination fracture of unidirectional graphite/epoxy.


The fracture behavior of a debonded zone of finite width with no longitudinal damage in the unidirectional ply is predicted and the solution is then extended to include longitudinal matrix yielding and splitting in the unidirectional ply at the crack tip. The shear-lag assumption is used to describe the shear transfer between fibers. The fracture behavior of the laminate is studied as a function of initial crack length, constraint ratio, and width of the debonded zone.


A static analysis is given of the problem of an elastic layer perfectly bonded, except for a frictionless interface crack, to a dissimilar elastic half-plane. The free surface of the layer is loaded by a finite pressure distribution directly over the crack. The problem is formulated using the two dimensional linear elasticity equations. Using Fourier transforms, the governing equations are converted to a pair of coupled singular integral equations. The integral equations are reduced to a set of simultaneous algebraic equations by expanding the unknown functions in a series of Jacobi polynomials and then evaluating the singular Cauchy-type integrals.


A quasi-three dimensional, nonlinear elastic finite element stress analysis of finite width composite laminates including curing stresses is presented. Cross-ply, angle-ply, and two quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy laminates are studied. Curing stresses are calculated using temperature dependent elastic properties that are input as percent retention curves, and stresses due to mechanical loading in the form of an axial strain are calculated using tangent moduli obtained by Ramberg-Osgood parameters. It is shown that curing stresses and stresses due to tensile loading are significant as edge effects in all types of laminate studies. The tensor polynomial failure criterion is used to predict the initiation of failure. The mode of failure is predicted by examining individual stress contributions to the tensor polynomial.


An equation was derived for the strain energy release rate, G, associated with local delamination growth from a matrix ply crack. The critical rate for edge delamination onset in graphite epoxy laminates was measured and used to predict local delamination onset strains. A simple technique for predicting strain concentrations in the primary load bearing plies near local delaminations was developed. These strain concentrations were responsible for reduced laminate nominal failure strains in laminates containing local delaminations. The influence of edge delamination and matrix crack tip delamination on laminate stiffness and strength was compared.


A laminated plate theory analysis is developed to calculate the strain energy release rate associated with edge delamination growth in a composite laminate. The analysis includes the contribution of residual thermal and moisture stresses to the strain energy released. The strain energy release rate, G, increased when residual thermal effects were combined.
with applied mechanical strains, but then decreased when increasing moisture content was included. A quasi-three-dimensional finite element analysis indicated identical trends and demonstrated these same trends for the individual strain energy release rate components.


Unnotched graphite/epoxy laminates, designed to delaminate at the edges under static and cyclic tensile loads, were tested and analyzed.


The onset and growth of delaminations in unnotched graphite epoxy laminates are described quantitatively. These laminates, designed to delaminate at the edges under tensile loads, were tested and analyzed. Delamination growth and stiffness loss were monitored nondestructively. A delamination resistance curve (R curve) was developed to characterize the observed stable delamination growth under quasi-static loading.


Fracture mechanics has been found to be a useful tool for understanding composite delamination. Analyses for calculating strain energy release rates associated with delamination growth have been developed. These analyses successfully characterized delamination onset and growth for particular sources of delamination. Low-velocity impact has been found to be the most severe source of composite delamination. A variety of test methods for measuring interlaminar fracture toughness are being developed to identify new composite materials with enhanced delamination resistance.


The edge stress problem for a ±45 deg graphite/epoxy laminate was examined. The reliability of the displacement formulated finite element method in analyzing the edge stress problem was investigated. Analyses of two well-known elasticity problems, one involving a stress discontinuity and one a singularity, showed that the finite element analysis yields accurate stress distributions everywhere except in two elements closest to the stress discontinuity or singularity. Stress distributions for a ±45 deg laminate showed the same behavior near the singularity found in the well-known problems with exact solutions. The displacement formulated finite element method appears to be a highly accurate technique for calculating interlaminar stress in composite laminates. The disagreement among the numerical methods was attributed to the unsymmetric stress tensor at the singularity.


A quasi-three dimensional finite element analysis was used to analyze the edge stress problem in four-ply composite laminates. The seven laminates that were considered belong to the laminate family where the outer ply angle is between 0 and 90 deg. Systematic convergence studies were made to explore the existence of stress singularities near the free edge. The present analysis appears to confirm the existence of stress singularities at the intersection of the interface and the free edge. The power of the stress singularity was the same for all seven laminates considered.

Stress distributions were calculated near a circular hole in laminates using a three-dimensional-finite element analysis. These stress distributions were presented three ways: through-the-thickness at the hole boundary, along radial lines at the 0/90 and 90/0 interfaces, and around the hole at these interfaces. The interlaminar normal stress and the shear stress distributions had very steep gradients near the hole boundary, suggesting interlaminar stress singularities. The largest compressive stress occurred at about 60 deg from the load axis. A simple procedure was introduced to calculate interlaminar stresses near the hole boundary. It used stresses calculated by an exact two-dimensional analysis of a laminate with a hole as input to a quasi-three-dimensional model. It produced stresses that agreed closely with those from the three-dimensional-finite element model.


The roles played by Mode I and Mode II strain-energy release rates in inducing delamination growth under static and fatigue loading were investigated, using T300/5208 graphite/epoxy specimens. Double cantilever beam specimens and cracked lap shear specimens were used for pure Mode I and mixed-mode tests, respectively. Fatigue-induced delamination growth was characterized by constant-amplitude fatigue tests at a minimum to maximum cyclic load ratio of 0.05 and a frequency of 10 Hz. During the tests, the maximum and minimum strain-energy release rates and the delamination growth rate were monitored.


The buckling of an elliptic delamination embedded near the surface of a thick quasi-isotropic laminate was predicted. The thickness of the delaminated ply group (the sublamine) was assumed to be small compared to the total laminate thickness. Finite-element and Rayleigh-Ritz methods were used for the analyses. The Rayleigh-Ritz method was found to be simple, inexpensive, and accurate, except for highly anisotropic delaminated regions. Effects of delamination shape and orientation, material anisotropy, and layup on buckling strains were examined.


Compressive failure mechanisms in quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy laminates were characterized for both unnotched and notched specimens and also following damage by impact. Two types of fibers and four resin systems were studied. For all material combinations, failure of unnotched specimens was initiated by kinking of fibers in the 0-degree plies. A major difference was observed, however, in the mode of failure propagation after the 0-degree ply failure. The strength of quasi-isotropic laminates in general increased with increasing resin tensile modulus. For the materials studied, however, the type of fiber had no effect on the notch sensitivity.


The complete solution structure associated with a composite delamination is determined. Fracture mechanics parameters characterizing the interlaminar crack behavior are defined from asymptotic stress solutions for delaminations with different crack-tip deformation configurations. A numerical method employing singular finite elements is developed to study delaminations in fiber composites with any arbitrary combinations of laminate, material, geometric, and crack variables. The special finite elements include the exact delamination stress singularity in its formulation. The method is shown to be computationally accurate, efficient, and operationally simple.

Stress singularities and complete solution structures associated with general composite delaminations are determined. For a fully open delamination with traction-free surfaces, oscillatory stress singularities always appear, leading to physically inadmissible field solutions. A refined model is introduced by considering a partially closed delamination with crack surfaces in finite-length contact. Stress singularities associated with a partially closed delamination having frictional crack-surface contact are determined and are found to be different from the frictionless-contact case.


The compressive behavior of T300/5208 graphite-epoxy laminates containing circular delaminations was studied to determine the flaw criticality of two types of implanted defects, Kapton bag and Teflon film, on several laminate configurations. Defect size was varied. Results are presented in the form of residual strength curves. The analytically predicted buckling loads show excellent agreement with experimental results and are useful in predicting failure mode transition.


The effect of laminate thickness on the interlaminar stresses in rectangular quasi-isotropic laminates under uniform axial strain was studied. Laminates from 8-ply to infinitely thick were analyzed. Thick laminates were synthesized by stacking (45/0/-45/90) ply groups, rather than grouping like plies. Laminates with and without delaminations were studied.


Instability-related growth of through-width delaminations in laminated coupons was investigated analytically and experimentally. In the analytical effort, a geometrically nonlinear finite-element stress analysis was used, and the numerical results were compared with exact solutions. In addition, measured lateral deflections of postbuckled through-width delaminations were compared with predicted deflections. Lateral deflections, stress distributions, and strain energy release rates were calculated for various delamination lengths, delamination depths, and applied loads.


The reliability of the displacement-formulated finite element method in analyzing the edge-stress problem of a composite laminate is investigated. The history of the edge-stress problem is reviewed, and two well-known elasticity problems, one involving a stress discontinuity and one a singularity, are analyzed. The finite element analysis in these problems yields accurate stress distributions everywhere except in two elements closest to the stress discontinuity or singularity. Stress distributions for a ±45 deg ply laminate near the singularity were similar to those of the two elasticity problems.


Delamination growth in compressively loaded composite laminates was studied analytically and experimentally. The configuration used was a laminate with an across-the-width delamination. An approximate super-position stress analysis was developed to quantify the effects of various geometric, material, and load parameters on strain-energy release rates.

Superposition techniques were used to transform the edge stress problem for composite laminates into a more lucid form. By eliminating loads and stresses not contributing to interlaminar stresses, the essential aspects of the edge stress problem are easily recognized. Transformed problem statements were developed for both mechanical and thermal loads. Also, a technique for approximate analysis using a two-dimensional plane strain analysis was developed.


A parametric study of postbuckled through-width delaminations in laminated coupons was performed. A finite element analysis was developed to analyze the coupons as a combination of linear and geometrically nonlinear components. Because most of the coupon configurations studied behave linearly, the mixed linear and nonlinear analysis greatly reduced computational costs. The analysis was verified by comparing numerical with exact solutions for simple hypothetical problems. In addition, measured lateral deflections of postbuckled through-width delaminations in laminated coupons were compared with predicted deflections.


An approximate analysis was developed to analyze the postbuckling behavior of through-width delaminations in a laminated coupon. The analysis contains two parameters which are determined using a finite element analysis. After calculating the parameters for a few configurations, the approximate analysis was used to analyze many other configurations. Lateral deflections and mode I strain-energy release rates obtained with the approximate analysis were compared with results from the finite element analysis. For the configurations analyzed, the approximate analysis agreed very well with the finite element results.


The effect of various parameters on instability-related delamination growth was studied. The configuration studied consisted of a thick composite laminate with a single through-width delamination located near one surface. Both mechanical and thermal loads were considered.


Efforts to investigate some of the theoretical bases for the dynamic fracture of graphite fiber reinforced composites are described. In particular, the initiation of unstable fracture in unidirectional cracked composites, dynamic crack propagation as modeled by orthotropic double cantilever beams, and interlaminar stresses for laminates having arbitrary stacking sequences are summarized.

**Environmental effects and flight service**


Progress on two programs to evaluate composite structural components in flight service on commercial helicopters is described. Thirty-six ship sets of composite components that include the litter door, baggage door, forward fairing, and vertical fin were installed on Bell Model 206L helicopters that are operating in widely different climatic areas. Results achieved from 14,000 hours of accumulated service on the 206L components, tests on an S-76 horizontal stabilizer after 1600 hours of service, tests on an S-76 tail rotor spar after 2300 hours service, and two years of ground based exposure of material coupons are reported.


Residual strength results are presented on four composite material systems that were exposed for three years at locations on the North American Continent. The composite systems are: (1) Kelvar-49 fabric/F-185 epoxy; (2) Kevlar-49 fabric/LRF-277 epoxy; (3) Kevlar-49 fabric/CE-306 epoxy; and (4) T-300 Graphite/E-788 epoxy.
Composite specimens configured for various mechanical property tests are exposed to environmental conditions on aircraft in scheduled airline service, on racks at major airports, and to controlled environmental conditions in the laboratory. Results of tests following these exposures will identify critical parameters affecting composite durability, and correlation of the data will aid in developing methods for predicting durability. Interim results of these studies show that mass change of composite specimens on commercial aircraft depends upon the regional climate and season, and that mass loss from composite surfaces due to ultraviolet radiation can be largely prevented by aircraft paint.

The effects of environmental exposure on composite materials are determined. The environments considered are representative of those experienced by commercial jet aircraft. Initial results have been compiled for the following material systems: T300/5208, T300/5209, and T300/934. Residual strength results are presented for specimens exposed for up to five years at five ground-level exposure locations and on airplanes from one airline.

The flight service experience of 111 graphite-epoxy spoilers on 737 transport aircraft and related ground based environmental exposure of graphite-epoxy material specimens are covered. Spoilers have been installed on 28 aircraft representing seven major airlines operating throughout the world. An extended flight service evaluation program of 15 years is presently underway. As of December 1984, a total of 2,092,155 spoiler flight hours and 2,954,814 spoiler landings had been accumulated by this fleet.

Flight service programs with advanced composites sponsored by NASA during the past 10 years are described. Approximately 2.5 million total composite component flight hours have been accumulated since 1970 on both commercial transports and helicopters. Design concepts with significant mass savings were developed, appropriate inspection and maintenance procedures were established, and satisfactory service was achieved for the various composite components. Ground and flight environmental effects on the composite materials used in the flight service programs supplement the flight service evaluation.

Flight service experience is reported for more than 140 composite aircraft components with up to 8 years service and almost two million successful component flight hours. Composite components are being evaluated on Boeing, Douglas, and Lockheed transport aircraft. Components are currently under development for service evaluation on Bell and Sikorsky helicopters. Design concepts and inspection and maintenance results are reported for com-
ponents currently in service. Results of flight, outdoor ground, and controlled laboratory environmental tests on composite materials used in the flight service programs are also presented.


80A27597#

The paper considers the use of composite components in commercial aircraft. NASA has been active in sponsoring flight service programs with advanced composites for the last 10 years, with 2.5 million total composite component hours accumulated since 1970 on commercial transports and helicopters with no significant degradation in residual strength of composite components. Design, inspection, and maintenance procedures have been developed.


82N16178#

The effects of environmental exposure on composite materials are studied. The environments considered are representative of those experienced by commercial jet aircraft. Results have been compiled for the following material systems: T300/5208, T300/5209, and T300/934. Specimens were exposed on the exterior and interior of Boeing 737 airplanes of three airlines, and to continuous ground level exposure at four locations. In addition specimens were exposed in the laboratory to conditions such as simulated ground-air-ground, weatherometer, and moisture.


79N17918#

The Task 1 (thirty-six-month) and Task 2 (twelve-month) exposures of composite materials to fuel and fluid environments are reported. Narmco T300/5209 (Task 1) shows no significant degradation. Slightly lower mechanical properties were obtained from fuel/water immersion exposure of this material. Kevlar 49/2544 (also Task 1) exhibits a significant drop in short-beam shear when exposed to fuel/water immersion. Task 2 materials (T300/5208, Kevlar 49 fabric/5209, and Kevlar 49/fibers) have not shown any significant mechanical property degradation.


81N16139#

The test program concentrates on three major areas: flight exposure, ground based exposure, and accelerated environmental effects and data correlation. Among the parameters investigated were: geographic location, flight profiles, solar heating effects, ultraviolet degradation, retrieval times, and test temperatures. Data from the tests can be used to effectively plan the cost of production and viable alternatives in materials selection.


80N17147#

The flight service experience of 111 graphite-epoxy spoilers on 737 transport aircraft and related ground-based environmental exposure of graphite-epoxy material specimens is reported. Spoilers were installed on 28 aircraft representing seven major airlines operating throughout the world. Over 1,188,367 spoiler flight hours and 1,786,837 spoiler landings were accumulated by this fleet. Tests of removed spoilers and ground-based exposure specimens after the fifth year of service indicate modest changes in composite strength properties. Two incidents of trailing edge delamination with subsequent core corrosion were observed. Based on visual, ultrasonic, and destructive testing, there has been no evidence of moisture migration into the honeycomb core and no core corrosion.


83N14170#

The effects of simulated lightning strikes and currents on aircraft bonded joints and access/inspection panels were investigated. Both metallic and composite specimens were tested. Tests on metal-fuel-feed-through elbows in graphite/epoxy structures were evaluated. Sparking threshold and residual strength of single lap bonded joints and sparking threshold of access/inspection panels and metal-fuel-feed-through elbows are reported.


85N29950
Flight service experience and in-service inspection results are reported for DC-10 graphite composite rudders during the third year of airline service.


The moisture absorption characteristics of two graphite/epoxy composites and their corresponding cured neat resins were studied in high humidity and water immersion environments at elevated temperatures. Moisture absorption parameters such as equilibrium moisture content and diffusion coefficient, derived from data taken on samples exposed to high humidity and water soak environments, were compared. Composite swelling in a water immersion environment was measured. Tensile strengths of cured neat resin were measured as a function of their equilibrium moisture content after exposure to different moisture environments. The effects of intermittent moderate tensile loads on the moisture absorption parameters of composite and cured neat resin samples were determined.


A series of cloth reinforced/resin composites were evaluated with a view of selecting commercially available materials which have potential for ease of processing, and which represent three upper temperature limits of 149°C, 204°C, and 288°C for long-term use. Twelve prepreg materials obtained from a commercial source were evaluated. The composite systems were subjected to isothermal aging at 178°C in air for time periods up to 600 hours. The effects of these isothermal aging conditions on the room temperature flexural strength and modulus are presented. The moisture absorption behavior after exposure to boiling water for 13 days and the effects of boiling water exposure on the flexural properties of these composite materials after 24 and 112 hours are also discussed.


Flexure and short beam shear specimens of a graphite epoxy and a graphite polyimide composite material were tested in an arc-tunnel environment. The materials were subjected to seven heating rates from 12.5 to 308 kW/sw m for test times from 5 to 1000 seconds. The temperature response of the specimens was measured and the strength degradation caused by the various heating environments was determined.


Interim results from a number of ongoing, long-term environmental effects programs for composite materials are reported. The flight service experience is evaluated for 142 composite aircraft components after more than five years and one million successful component flight hours. Ground-based outdoor exposures of composite material coupons after 3 years of exposure at five sites have reached equilibrium levels of moisture pickup which are predictable. Solar ultraviolet-induced material loss is discussed for these same exposures. No significant degradation has been observed in residual strength for either stressed or unstressed specimens, or for exposures to aviation fuels and fluids.


This publication is a composite of presentations given at the NASA Langley Research Center/FAA Technical Center “Lightning Effects on Future Aircraft Systems Workshop” held on November 4–6, 1981, at the NASA Langley Research Center. The presentations encompassed the full spectrum of lightning research from lightning phenomenology, lightning modeling, electromagnetic issues associated with composite materials, to the lightning/aircraft electromagnetic interaction analysis. Also included are a total of five presentations assessing the Digital System upset phenomena.
A total of 114 spoiler units were fabricated in a production shop environment, utilizing three graphite-epoxy material systems. The graphite-epoxy skins were laid up on production tooling using both mechanical and hand layup techniques. Inspection techniques utilized MRB type assessment in the absence of quality requirements. Each completed spoiler was subjected to ultrasonic inspection utilizing a multicolor recording system that documented each inspection result. In addition, one static test spoiler was sectioned after the test to examine the adhesive filleting to the honeycomb core. Visual examination of the cured adhesives showed excellent results.

The flight service experience of 110 graphite epoxy spoilers on 737 transport aircraft was reviewed. Several spoilers were installed on each of 27 aircraft representing seven major airlines operating throughout the world. A flight service evaluation program of at least 5 years is under way. As of April 30, 1977, a total of 766,938 spoiler flight hours and 1,168,090 spoiler landings were accumulated by the fleet. Based on visual ultrasonic and destructive testing, there was no evidence of moisture migration into the honeycomb core and no core corrosion.

Flight service evaluation of composite inboard ailerons on the L-1011 under Contract NAS1-15069 for a period of five years is discussed. No visible damage was observed on any of the composite ailerons, and no maintenance action has occurred on any of the composite parts except for repainting of areas with paint loss. Flight hours on the airline components at the time of inspection ranged from 8,787 to 10,804 hours, after approximately 3 years of service.

A study has been made of the effect of moisture absorption on the dynamic thermomechanical properties of a graphite/epoxy composite recently considered for building primary aircraft structures. Torsional braid analysis and thermomechanical analysis techniques were used to measure changes in the glass transition temperature and the initial softening temperature of T-300/5208 graphite/epoxy composites exposed to room temperature water soak.

The periodic testing and evaluation of graphite/epoxy and Kevlar/epoxy material systems, after subjecting test specimens to prolonged exposure to several laboratory-controlled environments deemed typical of normal aircraft operations, are discussed. It is noted that specimen immersion in water or water-based fluids resulted in the greatest effect on the mechanical properties tested. Also, the environmental fluids showed a tendency to affect Kevlar/epoxy
systems at an earlier exposure period than the graphite/epoxy systems. Results also indicate mechanical property strength retention generally being lower for the Kevlar/epoxy systems when compared to the corresponding graphite/epoxy systems in similar environments, after prolonged exposure.


The influence of surface and environmental thermal properties on the moisture absorption in fiber-reinforced polymeric-resin-matrix composite materials which have been subjected to convection and solar radiation was studied. Predicted moisture contents based on the conditions at the heated surface and the ambient air were compared for both short term and long term exposures over a wide range of values for emittance, solar absorptance, convective heat transfer coefficient, solar radiation, ambient temperature, and orientation of the surface with respect to the sun. The calculations showed that absorptance and heat transfer coefficients have significant effect on the moisture content.


The effects of variations in diffusion coefficients, surface properties of the composite, panel tilt, ground reflection, and geographical location on the moisture concentration profiles and average moisture content of composite laminates were studied analytically. A heat balance which included heat input due to direct and sky diffuse solar radiation, ground reflection, and heat loss due to reradiation and convection was used to determine the temperature of composites during atmospheric exposure.


The moisture absorption/desorption behavior of resin matrix composites was mathematically modeled by classical diffusion theory using an effective diffusion coefficient. Good agreement was found between calculated moisture content and published data for T300-5208 graphite fiber reinforced epoxy matrix composite. Weather Bureau data for Langley Air Force Base and Norfolk, Va., were used to calculate the amount of moisture that a T300/5208 composite panel would contain if exposed outdoors. Results obtained by using average monthly weather data for several high aircraft usage locations around the world suggest that, except for desert areas, geographical locations should have only minimal effect on the moisture absorption level reached in composites. Solar radiation data together with cloud and wind information were included in the analysis to estimate an effective temperature of the composite panel during ground exposure.

Materials development and processing


The factors which affect the impact resistance of laminating resin systems and yet retain equivalent performance with the conventional 450 K curing epoxy matrix systems in other areas were studied. Formulation work was conducted on two systems, an all-epoxy and an epoxy/bismaleimide, to gain fundamental information on the effects formulation changes have upon neat resin and composite properties.


Procedures for manufacturing metal clad graphite resin structural elements applicable to optical systems requiring precisely controlled thermal and mechanical properties are described.

Woven unidirectional graphite cloth with bands of fiberglass replacing the graphite in discrete length-wise locations was impregnated with epoxy resin and used to fabricate a series of composite tensile and shear specimens. The finished panels, with the fiberglass buffer strips, were tested. Details of the fabrication process are reported.


Flat and hat shaped specimens were pultruded from graphite/epoxy prepreg using equipment which cures the part simultaneous with continuous passage through a pneumatically actuated ceramic compaction and shaping die. Room temperature mechanical tests were performed on material trimmed from pultruded parts and the data were compared to tests of flat autoclave cured layups. Costs for future production runs of pultruded flat and hat shaped structural elements were estimated.


Tough, moisture resistant laminating resins for employment with graphite fibers were developed. The new laminating resins exhibited cost, handleability, and processing characteristics equivalent to 394 K (250°F) curing epoxies. The laminating resins were based on bisphenol A dicyanate and monofunctional cyanates with hydrophobic substituents. Toughening was accomplished by the precipitation of small diameter particles of butadiene nitrile rubber throughout the resin matrix.


The potential of cyanate resins as replacements for epoxy resins in composites with graphite fiber reinforcement was investigated in an effort to provide improved moisture resistance and toughness in laminating systems at a projected cost, handleability, and processing requirements equivalent to 400 K (260°F) curing epoxies. Monomer synthesis, formulation, blending, resin preparation, catalysis studies, prepreg preparation, laminate fabrication, and testing are discussed.


The wet pultrusion process shows promise of being a low-cost method for producing composite parts with constant cross section along the length. A cost analysis showed at least 80 percent cost reduction for the hat section and 40 percent for the flat panel by pultrusion over the conventional manual and automated layups.


The use of filament winding (FW) in the production of aerospace composite structures is examined. The FW process applies spools of fiber and prepreg tow or prepreg tape to a male mandrel; the process is more efficient and cost effective than metallic construction. The fibers used in FW and the curing process are explained. The reduced storage and fabrication costs that result from FW are discussed. The use of FW to produce a filament-wound case for a solid rocket motor and the substructure and skin of an aircraft fuselage is described. Areas which require further development in order to expand the use of FW are listed and discussed.


The development of a toughened resin for use with fibrous reinforcement suitable for commercial aircraft components is discussed with emphasis on the modification of an epoxy with an elastomer. It was determined that carboxy-terminated butadiene-acrylonitrile rubbers are not suitable for modifying Araldite MY720. An alternate liquid elastomer, an amine-terminated butadiene-acrylonitrile rubber, was found to be compatible with the same resin. Only marginal improvement in toughness was observed.

In order to improve solvent resistance of aromatic thermoplastic polymers, ethynyl-terminated aromatic sulfone polymers (ETS), sulfone/ester polymers (SEPE) containing pendant ethynyl groups, and phenoxy resin containing pendant ethynyl groups were synthesized. Cured polysulfones and phenoxy resins containing ethynyl groups on the ends or pendant on the molecules exhibited systematic behavior in solvent resistance, film flexibility, and toughness as a function of crosslink density. The film and composite properties of a cured solvent-resistant ETS were better than those of a commercially available solvent sensitive polysulfone. The study was part of a NASA program to better understand the trade-offs between solvent resistance, processability, and mechanical properties which may be useful in designing composite structures for aerospace vehicles.


A new technique for mixing solid curing agents into liquid epoxy resins using ultrasonic energy was developed. This procedure allows standard curing agents to be mixed without prior melting of the curing agent. It also allows curing agents with very high melt temperatures to be mixed without prior melting of the curing agent. It also allows curing agents with very high melt temperatures to be mixed without premature curing.


Bonded single overlap shear specimens were fabricated from Graphite/PEEK (Polyetheretherketone) composite adherends and titanium adherends. Six advanced thermoplastic adhesives were used for the bonding. The specimens were bonded by an electromagnetic induction technique producing high heating rates and high-strength bonds in a few minutes. Nondestructive evaluation of bonded specimens was performed ultrasonically by energizing the entire thickness of the material through the bondline and measuring acoustic impedance parameters. Destructive testing confirmed the unique ultrasonic profiles of strong and weak bonds, establishing a standard for predicting relative bond strength in subsequent specimens.


A newly formulated resin flow model for composite prepreg lamination process is reported. This model considers viscous resin flows in both directions perpendicular and parallel to the composite plane. In the horizontal direction, a squeezing flow between two nonporous parallel plates is analyzed, while in the vertical direction, a poiseuille type pressure flow through porous media is assumed. Proper force and mass balances have been made and solved for the whole system. The effects of fiber-fiber interactions during lamination are included as well. The unique features of this analysis are: (1) the pressure gradient inside the laminate is assumed to be generated from squeezing action between two adjacent approaching fiber layers, and (2) the behavior of fiber bundles is simulated by a Finitely Extendable Nonlinear Elastic (FENE) spring.


Efforts were directed to develop processing methods to make carbon fiber/thermoplastic fiber preforms that are easy to handle and drapeable, and to consolidate them into low-void content laminates. The objectives were attained with the development of the hybrid yarn concept, whereby thermoplastic fiber can be intimately intermixed with carbon fiber into a hybrid yarn. This was demonstrated with the intermixing of Celion 3000 with a Celanese liquid crystal polymer fiber, polybutylene terephthalate fiber, or polyetheretherketone fiber. The intermixing of the thermoplastic matrix fiber and the reinforcing carbon fiber give a preform that can be easily fabricated into laminates with low-void content. Mechanical properties of the laminates were not optimized; however, initial results indicated properties typical of a thermoplastic/carbon fiber composite prepared by more conventional methods.

Dynamic dielectric analysis has been used to study curing polymer systems and thermoplastics. Measurements have been made over a frequency range of six decades. This wide range of frequencies increases the amount of information which can be obtained. The data are analyzed in terms of the frequency dependence of the specific conductivity and the relaxation time, parameters which are characteristic of the cure state of the material and independent of the size of the sample.


Degradation of high performance polyimide precursor resins was investigated by measuring the molecular weight of the polymers in solution, using a membrane osmometer. It was found that polyimide precursor resins composed of BTDA and ODPA combined with DABP and MDA were unstable in DMAC. The degradation rate was found to depend upon the chemical nature of the isomeric diamine and the geometric structure about the amide linkage.


The most promising of a number of new addition-type polyimides and polyaromatic melamine (NCNS) resins were examined for use in high performance composite materials.


Rapid adhesive bonding (RAB) concepts utilize a toroid induction technique to heat the adhesive bond line directly. This technique was used to bond titanium overlap shear specimens with 3 advanced thermoplastic adhesives and APC-2 (graphite/PEEK) composites with PEEK film. Bond strengths equivalent to standard heated-platen press bonds were produced with large reductions in process time. RAB produced very strong bonds in APC-2 adherend specimens; the APC-2 adherends were highly resistant to delamination. Thermal cycling did not significantly affect the shear strengths of RAB titanium bonds with polyimide adhesives. A simple ultrasonic nondestructive evaluation process was found promising for evaluating bond quality.


The short-beam shear test is used widely by both manufacturers and researchers as a quality control
test in the production of materials and development of new material systems. There are, however, several limitations to the standard test method. This paper presents the results of short-beam shear tests on graphite-polyimide laminates and reports on stiffness-strength relationships and nondestructive evaluation methods which aid in the interpretation of the test data.


A variety of metallic and organometallic complexes to be used as potential additives for an epoxy used by the aerospace industry as a composite matrix resin were investigated. A total of 9 complexes were screened for compatibility and for their ability to accelerate or inhibit the cure of a highly crosslinkable epoxy resin. Methods for combining the metallic complexes with the resin were investigated, gel times recorded, and cure exotherms studied by differential scanning calorimetry. Glass transition temperatures of cured metal ion containing epoxy castings were determined by thermomechanical analysis. Thermal stabilities of the castings were determined by thermogravimetric analysis. Mechanical strength and stiffness of these doped epoxies were also measured.


The chemical compatibility of lithium with tows of carbon and aramid fibers and silicon carbide and boron monofilaments was investigated by encapsulating the fibers in liquid lithium and also by sintering. The lithium did not readily wet the various fibers. In particular, very little lithium infiltration into the carbon and aramid tows was achieved and the strength of the tows was seriously degraded. The strength of the boron and silicon carbide monofilaments, however, was not affected by the liquid lithium. Therefore lithium is not feasible as a matrix for carbon and aramid fibers, but a composite containing boron or silicon carbide fibers in a lithium matrix may be feasible for specialized applications.


An in situ diffuse reflectance-Fourier transform infrared technique was developed to determine infrared spectra of graphite fiber prepregs as they were being cured. A bismaleimide, an epoxy, and addition polyimide matrix resin prepregs were studied. An experimental polyimide adhesive was also examined. An analysis of the resulting spectra provided basic insights to changes in matrix resin molecular structure which accompanied reactions such as imidization and crosslinking. An endo-exothermal isomerization involving reactive end-caps was confirmed for the addition polyimide prepregs. The results of this study contribute to a fundamental understanding of the processing of composites and adhesives. Such understanding will promote the development of more efficient cure cycles.


The feasibility of using diffuse reflectance in combination with Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy to obtain information on cured graphite fiber reinforced polymeric matrix resin composites was investigated. Several graphite/epoxy, polysulfone, and polyimide composites exposed to thermal or radiation environments were examined. An experimental polyimide-sulfone adhesive tape was also studied during processing. In each case, significant changes in resin molecular structure were observed. These changes in molecular structure were correlated with previously observed changes in material properties providing new insights into material behavior.

Material properties

A standard specification for a selected class of graphite fiber/toughened thermoset resin matrix material was developed through joint NASA/Aircraft Industry effort. This specification was compiled to provide uniform requirements and tests for qualifying prepreg systems and for acceptance of prepreg batches. The specification applies specifically to a class of composite prepreg consisting of unidirectional graphite fibers impregnated with a toughened thermoset resin that produce laminates with service temperatures from -65°F to 200°F when cured at temperatures below or equal to 350°F. The specified prepreg has a fiber areal weight of 145 g/sq m. The specified tests are limited to those required to set minimum standards for the uncured prepreg and cured laminates, and are not intended to provide design allowable properties.


Experimental data for the thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, specific heat, and emittance of laminates of HTS/NR 150B2 and HTS/PMR 15 are presented. Measurements were made over the temperature range 116 K to 588 K.


A design allows test program was conducted on Celion 3000/PMR-15 and Celion 6000/PMR-15 graphite/polyimide composites to establish material performance over a 116 K (−250°F) to 589 K (600°F) temperature range. Effects of aging, thermal cycling, and moisture were also evaluated.


A design allows test program was conducted on a Celion 6000/LARC-160 graphite polyimide composite to establish material performance over a 116 K (−250°F) to 589 K (600°F) temperature range. Tension, compression, in-plane shear, and short beam shear properties were determined for uniaxial, quasi-isotropic, and ±45 deg laminates. Effects of thermal aging and moisture saturation on mechanical properties were also evaluated.


Material coupon tests were conducted to formulate design allows for T300/5208 graphite/epoxy unidirectional tape and bidirectional fabric composites. This paper gives a description of the tests conducted, representative ply level and laminate test data, and results of the statistical analysis. The design allows for tension and compression strength are given and include the effect of notches, impact damage, temperature extremes, and moisture absorption.


The effect of static tensile load on the thermal expansion of Gr/PI composite material was measured for seven different laminate configurations. A computer program was developed which implements laminate theory in a piecewise linear fashion to predict the coupled nonlinear thermomechanical behavior. Static tensile load significantly affected the thermal expansion characteristics of the laminates tested. This effect is attributed to a fiber instability micromechanical behavior of the constituent materials. Analytical results correlated reasonably well with free thermal expansion tests (no load applied to the specimen). However, correlation was poor for tests with an applied load.

in each case. Polynomial equations were fitted by the method of least squares to the stress-strain data to determine average curves. Values of Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, derived from polynomial coefficients, were compared with laminate analysis results.


A comparative evaluation of some of the mechanical properties of woven graphite-epoxy composites is discussed in this report. The types of weaves selected are plain, satin, and tri-directional. The composites made of these fabrics have been compared to composites made from unidirectional tapes under static and fatigue loading.


Analyses of graphite/polyimide laminates have shown that the thermomechanical strains cannot be separated into mechanical strain and free thermal expansion strain. Elastic properties and thermal expansion coefficients of unidirectional graphite/polyimide specimens were measured as a function of temperature to provide inputs for the analysis. The experimental results demonstrated the effects predicted by the analysis, namely, dependence of thermal expansion coefficients on load and anisotropy of thermal expansion under load.


The goal of this program was to characterize advanced composite systems before and after exposures to simulated supersonic cruise environments for real times of up to 50,000 hours. Fatigue data for specimens tested at various temperatures and stress ratios are presented. The changes in properties and the degradation mechanisms during high temperature aging are discussed and illustrated using metallographic and fractographic techniques. Initial results of long term flight simulation tests are presented and compared with wearout model predictions based on accelerated flight simulation exposures.


The 116–394 K temperature range elastic constants, ultimate strengths, and thermal expansion behavior of T300/5208 graphite/epoxy laminates of various layup types have been determined. It is noted that most properties exhibit nearly linear temperature dependencies, although the transverse modulus and axial thermal expansion vary nonlinearly with temperature, and change in value by an order of magnitude over the present temperature range.


The effects of repetitive thermal cycling on the thermal deformation of graphite-fiber-reinforced polyimide laminates are investigated. Unsymmetric and unidirectional laminate specimens were cycled in an oven between room temperature and 180° or 315°C five times, and temperature and deformation were recorded as a function of time in order to measure thermal deformation.

The effects of repetitive thermal cycling on the temperature-thermal deformation relation of graphite-polyimide were determined. A piecewise linear theory, based on classical lamination theory and using the variation of mechanical and thermal expansion properties with temperature, was compared with the experimental results.


Thermal expansion data for several composite materials, including generic epoxy resins, various graphite, boron, and glass fibers, and unidirectional and woven fabric composites in an epoxy matrix, were compiled. A discussion of the design, material, environmental, and fabrication properties affecting thermal expansion behavior is presented. Test methods and their accuracy are discussed. Analytical approaches to predict laminate coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) based on lamination theory and micromechanics are also included. A discussion is included of methods of tuning a laminate to obtain a near-zero CTE for space applications.


Implementation of metal and resin matrix composites into supersonic vehicle usage is contingent upon accelerating the demonstration of service capacity and design technology. Because of the added material complexity and lack of extensive service data, laboratory replication of the flight service will provide the most rapid method of documenting the airworthiness of advanced composite systems. A program in progress to determine the time-temperature-stress capabilities of several high temperature composite materials includes thermal aging, environmental aging, fatigue, creep, fracture, and tensile tests as well as real time flight simulation exposure. The program has two parts. The first includes all the material property determinations and aging and simulation exposures up through 10,000 hours. The second continues these tests up to 50,000 cumulative hours. Results are presented of the 10,000 hour phase, which has now been completed.


Thermal effects on tensile strengths of advanced composite systems have been determined for exposure time of 100 to 50,000 hours (5.7 years). Exposures were conducted at both ambient and reduced pressures at two temperatures for each composite. At the completion of the various aging periods, specimens were removed from the specially constructed aging furnaces, visually examined, and tensile tested at elevated temperature. After tensile testing, many of the thermal aging specimens were examined using a scanning electron microscope. Results of these studies are presented, and the changes in properties and the degradation mechanisms during high-temperature aging are discussed and illustrated using metallographic techniques.


Tests were performed to evaluate the effect of a wide range of variables including matrix properties, interface properties, fiber prestressing, secondary reinforcement, and others on the ultimate compressive strength of Kevlar 49/epoxy composites. In addition, a theoretical study was conducted to determine the influence of fiber anisotropy and lack of perfect bond between fiber and matrix on the shear mode microbuckling.


A study has been conducted to characterize a state-of-the-art graphite/polyimide composite system by determining mechanical and thermophysical properties of selected laminates over a temperature range of –250°F to 600°F. The material studied was Celion 3000/PMR-15. Material property data
obtained from testing included tension, compression and shear strengths, and coefficient of thermal expansion.


Efforts were made to design experiments to study the wetting behavior of carbon fibers with various finish variants and their effect on adhesion joint strength. The properties of composites with various fiber finishes were measured and compared to the base-line properties of a control. It was shown that by tailoring the interphase properties, a 30% increase in impact toughness was achieved without loss of mechanical properties at both room and elevated temperatures.


Experimental results are presented for the elastic and strength properties of T300/5208 graphite-epoxy at room temperature, 116 K (−250°F), and 394 K (+250°F). Results are presented for unidirectional 0, 90, and 45 degree laminates, and angle-ply laminates.


The influence of elevated and cryogenic temperatures on the elastic moduli and fracture strengths of several C6000/PMR-15 and C6000/NR-15082 laminates was measured. Tests were conducted at −157°C, 24°C, and 316°C (−250°F, 75°F, and 600°F). Both notched and unnotched laminates were tested. The average stress failure criterion was used to predict the fracture strength of quasi-isotropic notched laminates.


This investigation was concerned with tension, compression, and short beam shear coupon testing of large samples from three different material suppliers to determine their statistical strength behavior. Statistical results indicate that a two parameter Weibull distribution model provides better overall characterization of material behavior for the graphite-epoxy systems tested than does the standard normal distribution model that is employed for most design work.


New analytical techniques and a processability laminate have been used in the development of a material specification for 350°F curing epoxy-graphite materials. The development of the specification required the evaluation of prepregs which had variations in their processing behavior that were detected only in production. Chemical techniques were used to analyze the prepregs and establish limits on the concentrations of the various chemical constituents. A batch acceptance test laminate was designed to determine suitability of prepregs for production usage. The new specification requires that the processability laminate be ultrasonically and micrographically inspected for voids and porosity.


The thermal expansion of three epoxy-matrix composites, a polyimide-matrix composite, and a borosilicate glass-matrix composite, each reinforced with continuous carbon fibers, has been measured and compared.

An experimental study to determine the effects of thermal cycling on residual mechanical properties of graphite/polyimide composite has been conducted. Interlaminar shear, flexure, and compression strengths were measured at room temperature and 316°C on unidirectional and quasi-isotropic laminates subjected to 150 and 500 thermal cycles between -156°C and 316°C.


85A141318

Annealed, hot pressed, and melt-quenched PEEK specimens have been analyzed by wide-angle X-ray diffraction. The analysis suggests, in part, that structural studies based on the reported similarity between the structure of PEEK and that reported for poly(p-phenylene oxide) are valid and may be extended to a structure more in keeping with the chemical structure of the material.


86N12258#

The Iosipescu shear test method was used to measure the in-plane and interlaminar shear properties of four T300 graphite fabric/934 epoxy composite materials. Different weave geometries tested include an Oxford weave, a 5-harness satin weave, an 8-harness satin weave, and a plain weave with auxiliary warp yarns. Both orthogonal and quasi-isotropic layup laminates were tested. In-plane and interlaminar shear properties were obtained for laminates of all four fabric types.


86N15349#

The mechanical properties of four candidate neat resin systems for use in graphite/epoxy composites are characterized. This includes tensile and shear stiffnesses and strengths, coefficients of thermal and moisture expansion, and fracture toughness. The neat resins tested are Hexcel HX-1504, Narmco 5245-C, American Cyanamid CYCOM 907, and Union Carbide ERX-4901A (MDA). Results are compared with those obtained for four other epoxy resins tested in a prior program, i.e., Hercules 3502, 2220-1, and 2220-3, and Ciba-Geigy Fibredux 914, as well as with available Hercules 3501-6 data.


85N13911#

A detailed evaluation of one untoughened epoxy baseline resin and three toughened epoxy resin systems was performed. The Hercules 3502, 2220-1, and 2220-3, and Ciba-Geigy Fibredux 914 resin systems were supplied in the uncured state by NASA-Langley and cast into thin flat specimens and round dogbone specimens. Tensile and torsional shear measurements were performed at three temperatures and two moisture conditions. Coefficients of thermal expansion and moisture expansion were also measured. Extensive scanning electron microscopic examination of fracture surfaces was performed, to permit the correlation of observed failure modes with the environmental conditions under which the various specimens were tested. A micromechanics analysis was used to predict the unidirectional composite response under the various test conditions using the neat resin experimental results as the required input data.

Test methods


83N31730#

Several toughened resin systems are evaluated to achieve commonality for certain kinds of tests used to characterize toughened resin composites. Specifications for five tests were standardized; these test standards are described.


82A16995

Moiré interferometry by reflection has been demonstrated using a real reference grating of 1200 lines/mm. The method is shown to be well adapted to thermal environments. Thermal expansion coefficients of graphite-epoxy composites have been measured with high precision over a wide range from nearly zero to 3300 microstrains in the temperature range of 297-422 K. Random errors characterized by one standard deviation can be as small as one microstrain.

An experimental technique for precise measurement of the thermal response of fiber-reinforced composite material uses Moiré interferometry with fringe multiplication which yields a sensitivity of 833 nm (32.8 μm) per fringe. Results from the technique are compared with those obtained from electrical resistance strain gages, and also those predicted from classical lamination theory.


An experimental technique for the precise measurement of the thermal response of both sides of a laminated composite coupon specimen uses Moiré interferometry with fringe multiplication which yields a sensitivity of 833 nm (32.8 μm) per fringe. The technique is shown to be capable of producing the sensitivity and accuracy necessary to measure a wide range of thermal responses.


A biaxial method for performing inplane shear tests of materials using a shear frame is described. Aluminum plate and sandwich specimens were used to characterize the uniformity of shear strain imparted by the biaxial method of loading as opposed to the uniaxial method. The inplane stiffening effect of aluminum honeycomb core was determined. Test results for (±45) graphite-epoxy laminates are presented. Some theoretical considerations of subjecting an anisotropic material to a uniform shear deformation are discussed.


Quality assurance methods for graphite-epoxy prepregs were developed. Liquid chromatography, differential scanning calorimetry, and gel permeation chromatography were investigated. The chromatography and calorimetry techniques were all successfully developed as quality assurance methods for graphite-epoxy prepregs. The liquid chromatography method was the most sensitive to changes in resin formulation.


Three methods for compression testing coupons of filament-reinforced polymer-matrix composite materials are evaluated, to identify the sensitivity of the test techniques to laminate, specimen, and test parameters. A “wedge-grip” compression fixture, a face-supported compression fixture, and an end-loaded coupon fixture are described. Specimens of 12.5, 25, and 50-mm widths, 8, 16, and 24-ply thicknesses, and of various fiber orientations were used to test the “wedge-grip” compression fixture and the face-supported fixture; the end-loaded coupon fixture was tested using 16-ply specimens. Compressive strain-stress, strength, and modulus data obtained with the fixtures and evaluations showing the effects of all the test parameters are presented. One of the conclusions asserts that the “wedge-grip” compression fixture provides good stress-strain data to failure for unidirectional and quasi-isotropic laminates.


The possibility of acoustic emission detection in composites using embedded optical fibers as sensing elements was investigated. Optical fiber interferometry, fiber acoustic sensitivity, fiber interferometer calibration, and acoustic emission detection are reported.

The very high sensitivity of Moiré interferometry has permitted the present edge effect experiments to be conducted at a low average stress and strain level, assuring linear and elastic behavior in the composite material samples tested. Sensitivity corresponding to 2450 line/mm Moiré was achieved with a 0.408 micron/fringe. Simultaneous observations of the specimen face and edge displacement fields showed good fringe definition despite the 1-mm thickness of the specimens and the high gradients, and it is noted that the use of a carrier pattern and optical filtering was effective in these conditions. Edge effects and dramatic displacement gradients were confirmed in angle-ply composite laminates.


Materials were selected and fabrication procedures developed for orthotropic birefringent materials. An epoxy resin (Maraset 658/558 system) was selected as the matrix material. Fibers obtained from style 3733 glass cloth and type 1062 glass roving were used as reinforcement. Unidirectional, angle-ply, and quasi-isotropic laminates of two thicknesses and with embedded flaws were fabricated. The matrix and the unidirectional glass/epoxy material were fully characterized. The density, fiber volume ratio, mechanical, and optical properties were determined.


This report presents the results from an experimental and analytical investigation of the stress distributions occurring in a rail shear test. The effects of non-uniform stresses induced by differential thermal expansion, rail flexibility, and specimen aspect ratio on measured shear modulus and ultimate strength of composite laminates are shown. A two-dimensional linearly elastic finite element model was used to analytically determine how various geometric parameters influenced the magnitude and distribution of inplane normal and shear stresses.


The results of visual and ultrasonic nondestructive tests (NDT) on a DC-10 rudder constructed of Thornel 300/5208 graphite-epoxy are presented. A viscous couplant was used for both contact pulse-echo ultrasonics and the Fokker bondtester. Attention is given to the stiffness of cohesive bond structures and to possible delamination.


The influence of specimen thickness on the fracture toughness of two laminates and three specimen geometries was investigated. As thickness increased the toughness decreased and approached an asymptotic value that was dependent upon the type of laminate but was practically independent of specimen geometry. Enhanced X-ray photographs and removal of an outside ply revealed that most of the delaminations were surface effects.


Ultrasonic attenuation data measured by the pulse-echo technique have been obtained versus load for two graphite-epoxy laminates and are presented. The attenuation-load data display distinct changes at load values associated with the initiation of transverse cracks in the weakest plies and with the knee in the bilinear stress-strain curve.

The buffer rod technique for measuring attenuation in thin specimens is modified here to apply to specimens having intermediate thicknesses and high attenuation. The described procedure, which requires only one accessible surface of the material, was used to determine the initial attenuation values of ultrasonic waves in short beam shear specimens of graphite-polyimide composite material. It is shown that there is good correlation between the initial attenuation values and the shear strengths of the specimens determined by the standard short beam shear test method.


The apparent attenuation which would result if certain damage states (transverse cracks and delaminations) are introduced into a graphite/epoxy laminate is investigated. Experimental data for two different laminates are presented which show changes in the apparent attenuation of about 1 dB. These changes generally occur at loads which correspond to the range predicted for the formation of the damage. The predicted changes in the attenuation for several simple and common damage states are well within the range of experimental values.


The off-axis tensile test was examined experimentally to obtain actual displacement fields over the surface of graphite/polyimide coupon specimens. The experimental results were compared with approximate analytical solutions. An optical method of high sensitivity Moiré interferometry was used to determine the actual displacements to high precision.


The theory of a phase insensitive receiver based on acousto-electric effect is presented along with experimental characteristics of a CdS acousto-electric converter (AEC). Since the AEC is nearly phase insensitive, it is ideal for measurements in inhomogeneous materials and/or materials with irregular flatness and parallelism. Through transmission, ultrasonic C-scan data of phantom flaws demonstrates a significant improvement in flaw characterization with an AEC over that of a conventional transducer. In addition, measurements with conventional transducers in anisotropically stressed metal samples are shown to lead to grossly inaccurate results due to phase sensitivity. Various other measurements are presented with data contrasting conventional transducers with an AEC in specific NDE applications.


Most ultrasonic measurements of materials involve the generation of an acoustic wave and the propagation of that wave from a transducer through a coupling medium to a specimen under test. After interacting with the specimen, the wave propagates through the coupling medium to a receiving transducer and is converted to an electrical signal. In this paper, the role that the receiving transducer plays in ultrasonic measurements is examined. The phase-sensitive nature of conventional receiving transducers has, for the most part, been neglected in nondestructive evaluations. This is shown to lead to significant data misinterpretation. A new acoustoelectric transducer (AET) has been developed which is phase insensitive. Comparative data obtained with both conventional and AET transducers are presented and discussed. The AET is shown to produce more accurate measurements for the cases investigated.

The Iosipescu (1967) test method, in conjunction with a finite element analysis of anisotropic, unidirectionally reinforced composite specimens, can be used to derive composite shear strength values despite the small size of the samples used. When such a specimen is loaded parallel to the fiber direction, fracture occurs by shear within a narrow region near the center of the specimen; this is consistent with the maximum shear area determined by finite element analysis. The resulting fracture surface, as observed, is characteristic of shear failure, occurring either within the matrix or at the fiber-matrix interface.


The stresses in transparent glass-epoxy plates loaded by a steel pin through a hole were determined by photoelasticity. The stresses around the hole edge, across the net section, along the shear out line, and on the centerline below the hole for quasi-isotropic, unidirectional, and angle ply plates are outlined. Stresses in an isotropic comparison specimen are also presented. Stress concentration factors for several locations around the plates are tabulated. The experimental apparatus and the experimental technique are discussed. The isochromatic and isoclinic fringe patterns for the four plates are shown. A description of the necessary photoelastic theory is appended.


The accuracy of orthotropic photoelasticity was studied. The study consisted of both theoretical and experimental phases. In the theoretical phase a stress-optic law was developed. The stress-optic law included the effects of residual birefringence in the relation between applied stress and the material's optical response. The experimental phase had several portions. First, it was shown that four-point bending tests and the concept of an optical neutral axis could be conveniently used to calibrate the stress-optic behavior of the material. Second, the actual optical response of an orthotropic disk in diametral compression was compared with theoretical predictions. Third, the stresses in the disk were determined from the observed optical response, the stress-optical law, and a finite-difference form of the plane stress equilibrium equations. It was concluded that orthotropic photoelasticity is not as accurate as isotropic photoelasticity. This is believed to be due to the lack of good fringe resolution and the low sensitivity of most orthotropic photoelastic materials.


Two optical techniques to measure the thermal expansion of fiber-reinforced composites are discussed. These techniques are Moiré interferometry and Fizeau interferometry. The pertinent features of each setup are presented and the preparation of the composite specimens discussed. Thermal expansion measurements in the range 116 to 422 K for 0 deg, 90 deg, and quasi-isotropic graphite-epoxy composite laminates are presented.


The mixed mode interlaminar fracture toughness is obtained for the two thermoplastic matrices UDEL P1700 polysulfone and ULTEM polyetherimide by means of edge delamination tensile (EDT) tests on unnotched, eleven-ply graphite fiber reinforced composite specimens. A novel method is used to obtain the stiffness parameter employed in the closed form equation, decreasing the number of stiffness measurements required and simplifying the calculations.


For ultrasonic testing in composites, a signal processing tool is identified that can significantly enhance the sharpness of ultrasonic waveforms and provide clearer pictures of the nature of the material.
flaw. The technique artificially improves the resolution of the system to discrete events by pulse shaping the measured waveform based on the signal from a reference. The optimum pulse shape operator is determined from a least-squares method in the z-domain.


85A30247#

The usefulness of the end-notched flexure (ENF) test for measuring G(IIc) for toughened composites was evaluated. Calculations were made using the measured flexural compliance from the ENF test and the measured axial modulus. Tests were conducted on three different composite materials, using laminates with two different span lengths and insert sizes. The error associated with neglecting nonlinear terms in the displacement-curvature relationship was analyzed to demonstrate the influence of specimen geometry on G(IIc) measurement. It is concluded that G(IIc) measurement may vary with the method of calculation, span length, or insert thickness, but these effects are minor compared to the large differences in measurements obtained for different materials. Hence, the ENF test is a valid one for screening materials for improvements in interlaminar shear fracture toughness.


82N23553#

The off-axis tensile test was examined experimentally to obtain actual displacement fields over the surface of graphite/polyimide coupon specimens. The experimental results were compared with approximate analytical solutions and generated finite element results. An optical method of high sensitivity Moiré interferometry was used to determine the actual displacements to high precision. The approximate analytical solution and the finite element results compare very favorably with the measured centerline displacements in the test section, and the finite element displacement fields provide excellent agreement with the Moiré displacements throughout the specimen.


85N32151#

Various configurations of edge delamination tension test specimens, of both brittle (T300/5208) and toughened-matrix (T300/BP907) graphite reinforced composite laminates, were manufactured and tested.


82A39473

A simple test method for the measurement of delamination resistance is assessed through its application to 11-ply graphite-epoxy laminates. Comparison of these results with those of width-tapered double cantilever beam (WTDCB) test data shows a similar strain energy release rate, establishing the accuracy of the novel method. Both tests are found to be needed, however, for the quantitative characterization of interlaminar fracture toughness.


82N12142#

In-service inspection methods for graphite-epoxy composite structures on commercial transport aircraft are determined. Graphite/epoxy structures, service incurred defects, current inspection practices and concerns of the airline and manufacturers, and other related information were determined by survey. Based on this information, applicable nondestructive inspection methods are evaluated and inspection techniques determined.


79N32277#

Seventy-nine graphite/polyimide compression specimens were tested to investigate experimentally the IITRI test method for determining compressive properties of composite materials at room and elevated temperatures (589 K (600°F)). Minor modifications were made to the standard IITRI fixture and
a high degree of precision was maintained in specimen fabrication and load alignment.


This paper reports the development of two new nondestructive techniques for precise determination of the nature and extent of complex damage and the consequent redistribution of stress in composite materials during quasi-static and cyclic or dynamic loading. The two methods incorporate video-thermography and four-component tensor elastic modulus determination. The experimental and analytical aspects of these two methods are discussed and data are presented.


Compression testing of composite materials is affected by the manner in which the compressive load is introduced. Two such effects are studied in this paper: (a) the constrained edge effect, in which transverse expansion of the edges is prevented while the axial load is introduced, and (b) nonuniform gripping, as manifested by inplane bending of the test specimen. The principle of minimum complementary energy is used to develop an analytical model that quantifies these two effects upon the measured elastic properties of laminated composites. Numerical results are presented for selected high-strength graphite/epoxy composites.


Acoustic emissions were monitored for crack extension across and parallel to the fibers in a single ply and multiply laminates of graphite/epoxy composites. Spectrum analysis was performed on the transient signal to ascertain if the fracture mode can be characterized by a particular spectral pattern. The specimens were loaded to failure in a tensile machine. Visual observations were made via either an optical microscope or a television camera. The results indicate that several types of characteristics in the time and frequency domain correspond to different types of failure.


The thermal expansion behavior of graphite/epoxy laminates between 116 and 366 K was investigated using the Priest interferometer concept. The design, construction, and use of the interferometer, along with the experimental results generated, are described. The experimental program consisted of 25 tests on 25.4 mm and 6.35 mm wide, 8 ply quasi-isotropic T300-5208 graphite/epoxy specimens and 3 tests on a 25.4 mm wide unidirectional specimen. Experimental results are presented for all tests along with a discussion of the interferometer's limitations and some possible improvements in its design.


An experimental study is reported in which a nondestructive technique involving the use of a transparent fiberglass-epoxy composite birefringent material has been used to investigate compression failure mechanisms in graphite-epoxy laminates. It is shown that the birefringency and transparency of the fiberglass-epoxy material permit regions of high stress to be located and the mechanisms of local failure propagation to be identified within the laminate. The material may also be useful for studying stress fields and for identifying failure initiation and propagation mechanisms in a wide variety of composite-structure problems.

The sandwich beam in a four-point bending compressive test method for advanced composites is evaluated. Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were obtained for graphite/polyimide beam specimens tested at 117 K, room temperature, and 589 K. Tensile elastic properties obtained from the specimens were assumed to be equal to the compressive elastic properties and were used in the analysis. Strain gages were used to record strain data. A three-dimensional finite-element model was used to examine the effects of the honeycomb core on measured composite mechanical properties. Results of the analysis led to the following conclusions: (1) a near uniaxial compressive stress state existed in the top cover and essentially all the compressive load was carried by the top cover; (2) laminate orientation, test temperature, and type of honeycomb core material were shown to affect the type of beam failure; and (3) the test method can be used to obtain compressive elastic constants over the temperature range 117 to 589 K.


The response and failure of a ±45s class laminate were studied by transparent fiberglass epoxy composite birefringent material. The birefringency property allows the laminate stress distribution to be observed during the test and also after the test if permanent residual stresses occur. The location of initial laminate failure and of the subsequent failure propagation is observed through its transparency characteristics. Experimental results are presented.


A technique was developed which has the potential of providing information on the moisture content as well as its depth in the specimen. This technique was based on the dependence of positron lifetime on the moisture content of the composite specimen. The positron lifetime technique of moisture determination and the results of the initial studies are described.


Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2), a semicrystalline polymer exhibiting piezoelectricity, is presently used as a sensing transducer in acoustic emission (AE) monitoring of several different composite laminate materials in order to obtain both quasi-static and fatigue loading results. AE signals obtained from PVF2 transducers are compared with those obtained by standard AE sensors. It is noted that PVF2 transducers may, through the application of spectral signal analysis, be able to distinguish between two distinct failure modes which have been observed in two composite laminates of the same material, but employing different lamina stacking sequences.


A technique for monitoring the change in secant stiffness of composite specimens during cyclic-fatigue loading computes the secant modulus every five seconds. A resettable peak-valley detector, which captures and holds the maximum and minimum values of an input analog signal, is used in conjunction with a multichannel data acquisition unit. This detector is also used in conjunction with an analog switch to halt the cycling of the specimen after a certain degradation of stiffness develops for the application of NDE techniques. Results for a T300/5208 graphite-epoxy specimen are presented in the form of a stiffness versus number of cycles curve.


A high precision Fizeau type, laser interferometer dilatometer system has been developed for low-expansion composite materials. The strain resolution is about 1 microstrain. The system is automated to operate over a large temperature range and record data during the test in real time. A technique has been developed to reduce the fringe data in real time to length changes. The dilatometer system is
described and thermal expansion measurements for several fiber-reinforced and particle filled composites are presented.


Finite element models were used to study the effects of notch angle variations on the stress state within an Iosipescu shear test specimen. These analytical results were also studied to determine the feasibility of using strain gage rosettes and a modified extensometer to measure shear strains in the test specimen. Analytical results indicate that notch angle variations produced only small differences in simulated shear properties. Both strain gage rosettes and the modified extensometer were shown to be possible shear strain transducers for the test method.

Joints and cutouts


Scarf joints with small scarf angles are especially sensitive to stiffness mismatch between adherends and to adherend tip bluntness. Pre-assembly breakage of an adherend tip where it is only a few microns thick can cause significant reduction in joint strength. Mathematically, the reason for such sensitivity is that the solutions to the governing differential equation develop boundary layer character when the scarf angles are small. The boundary layers are regions with large adhesive stresses. Experimental strength data for laminated composite adherends agree with the results of this analysis.


Results of an experimental program to develop several types of graphite/polyimide (GR/PI) bonded and bolted joints for lightly loaded flight components for advanced space transportation systems and high speed aircraft are presented.


Stresses were calculated for finite size orthotropic laminates loaded by a frictionless steel pin in a circular hole of the same diameter. The calculations were based on finite element analyses for six laminates. Stress concentration factors, based on nominal bearing stress, were determined for wide ranges of the ratios of width to diameter $w/d$ and edge distance to diameter $e/d$.


In the present simple analysis method for bolt hole clearance stresses in mechanically fastened joints, an inverse formulation is used with a finite element analysis. Conditions along the bolt hole contact arc are specified by displacement constraint equations. The method was applied to a single fastener clearance-fit joint with typical clearance values, for the cases of a rigid, frictionless bolt and a quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy laminate. Results indicate that the contact arc, as well as the peak stresses around the hole (and their locations), was strongly influenced by the clearance. After a minor initial nonlinearity, peak stresses varied linearly with applied load. Clearance levels were found to have only a minor influence on overall joint stiffness.


The methods for predicting the strength of composite laminates with fastener holes are reviewed for the cases of unloaded as well as loaded holes. Three categories of methods are discussed: (1) the hole-boundary stress (HBS) methods which compare the peak stresses and the laminate strength; (2) the linear elastic fracture methods (LEFM) which assume cracks emanating from the hole and predict failure when the stress intensity factor for a crack equals the laminate fracture toughness; and (3) two different two-parameter (TP) methods: the average-stress
(ASTP) method, which predicts failure when the average stress over a distance from the hole equals the laminate strength; and the point-stress (PSTP) Whitney-Nuismer (1974) approach, which predicts failure when the stress near the hole equals the material strength. The PSTP is relatively accurate and is by far the most widely used of all the prediction methods. However, for large ranges of variables and cases, the current strength predictions may not always be accurate.


84N32436#

Quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy laminates (T300/5208) were tested under bolt bearing loads to study failure modes, strengths, and failure energy. Specimens had a range of configurations to produce failures by the three nominal failure modes: tension, shearout, and bearing. Radiographs were made after damage onset and after ultimate load to examine the failure modes. Also, the laminate stresses near the bolt hole were calculated for each test specimen configuration and then used with a failure criterion to analyze the test data.


83N16787#

Standard single lap, double lap, and symmetric step lap bonded joints of Celion 3000/PMR-15 graphite/polyimide composite were evaluated. Composite-to-composite and composite-to-titanium joints were tested at 116 K (−250°F), 294 K (70°F), and 561 K (550°F). Joint parameters evaluated were lap length, adherend thickness, adherend axial stiffness, lamina stacking sequence, and adherend tapering. Tests of advanced joint concepts were also conducted to establish the change in performance of preformed adherends, scalloped adherends, and hybrid systems. Special tests were conducted to establish material properties of the high temperature adhesive, designated A7F, used for bonding.


83N16786#

The design, analysis, and testing performed to develop four types of graphite/polyimide (Gr/PI) bonded and bolted composite joints for lightly loaded control surfaces on advanced space transportation systems that operate at temperatures up to 561 K (550°F) are summarized.


81N17176#

The primary mode of moisture ingress into bonded composite joints is determined using a nuclear probe for deuterium (NPD) to measure the localized D2O content along the length of the adhesive (FM-300 and EA-9601) and through the thickness of bonded composite specimens. Calculated diffusivities and NPD measured equilibrium moisture contents are used to predict the moisture profiles along the length of the adhesives as a function of exposure time, temperature, and relative humidity. These results are compared with the observed moisture profiles to evaluate the extent of enhanced edge diffusion.


82N26712#

Attempts to develop a whole-field, high sensitivity optical technique for measurement of load-induced changes of thickness of composite plates are described. Graphite-epoxy plates of quasi-isotropic layup were used as test specimens. Changes of thickness of three plates, each with a central hole of different size, were measured as a function of applied compressive loads.


82A20978

Previously developed computer programs for analyzing stepped-lap adhesive-bonded joints and doublers have been modified to permit the inclusion of variable adhesives as well as nonuniform adherends. The new version of the analysis program is described with reference to examples illustrating the effects of load redistribution around flaws and porosity.

All-graphite-epoxy laminates and hybrid graphite-glass/epoxy laminates were tested. The tests encompassed a range of geometries for each laminate pattern to cover the three basic failure modes—net section tension failure through the bolt hole, bearing, and shearout. Static tensile and compressive loads were applied. The analysis methods developed here for single bolt joints are shown to be capable of predicting the behavior of multi-row joints.


Stresses were calculated for finite-width orthotropic laminates with a circular hole and remote uniaxial loading using a two-dimensional finite element analysis with both uniform stress and uniform displacement boundary conditions. Five different laminates were analyzed. Computed results are presented for selected combinations of hole diameter/sheet-width ratio \( d/w \) and length-to-width ratio \( l/w \).


This study addresses the issue of adjusting the proportion of load transmitted by each hole in a multiple-hole joint so that the joint capacity is a maximum. Specifically two-hole-in-series joints are examined. The results indicate that when each hole reacts 50% of the total load, the joint capacity is not a maximum. One hole generally is understressed at joint failure. The algorithm developed to determine the load proportion at each hole which results in maximum capacity is discussed. The algorithm includes two-dimensional finite-element stress analysis and failure criteria. The algorithm is used to study the effects of joint width, hole spacing, and hole to joint-end distance on load proportioning and capacity.


The effects of pin elasticity, clearance, and friction on the stresses in a pin-loaded orthotropic plate are studied. The effects are studied by posing the problem as a planar contact elasticity problem, the pin and the plate being two elastic bodies which interact through contact. Coulomb friction is assumed, the pin loads the plate in one of its principal material directions, and the plate is infinite in extent. A collocation scheme and interaction, in conjunction with a complex variable series solution, are used to obtain numerical results.


Presented are the results of a series of tests initiated to obtain baseline data on the load-carrying capacity of bolted joints designed to carry large loads. A total of 100 tests were conducted on three different specimen configurations. The specimens were fabricated from a T300/5208 fiber/resin system in a quasi-isotropic layup. The results presented indicate that for a given ratio of specimen width to hole diameter, the specimens with the smaller holes sustained a higher net-section tensile stress before failure. In addition, for a given ratio of specimen width to hole diameter, the thinner specimens withstood a higher net-section stress. No attempt has been made to correlate the results with theoretical predictions.


The stress distribution in two hole connectors in a double lap joint configuration was studied. The following steps are described: (1) fabrication of photoelastic models of double lap-double hole joints designed to determine the stresses in the inner lap; (2) assessment of the effects of joint geometry on the stresses in the inner lap; and (3) quantification of difference in the stresses near the two holes.

Birefringent glass-epoxy and a numerical stress separation scheme are used to compute the stresses in the vicinity of a pin-loaded hole. The radial and circumferential stresses at the hole edge and the net section and shear-out stresses are computed. The numerical and experimental results are compared with the computed stresses. The fixture used to load the connector is discussed and typical isochromatic and isoclinic fringe patterns are presented. The stress-separation scheme is briefly discussed.


The study deals with composite bolted joints, specifically those required to transmit primary loads. Consideration is given to the ultimate load capacity of quasi-isotropic bolted joint specimens as a function of the width of the joint, the diameter of the bolt, the joint thickness, and the number of bolts. Emphasis is placed on the effect of adding a second bolt, in tandem, on the load capacity of the joint.


Strain data from a series of bolted joint tests are presented. Double lap-double hole, double lap-single hole, and open hole tensile specimens were tested and the strain gage locations, load strain responses, and load axial displacement responses are presented.


An analytical and experimental investigation was undertaken to determine if the adhesive debond initiation stress could be predicted for arbitrary joint geometries. The analysis was based upon a threshold total strain-energy-release rate concept. Two bonded systems were tested: T300/5208 graphite/epoxy adherends bonded with either EC-3445 or FM-300 adhesive. The approach described herein predicts the maximum stress at which an adhesive joint can be cycled yet not debond.


Graphite-epoxy bolted joint specimens were designed and fabricated. These specimens were to be representative of a side-of-body wing skin splice with a 20-year life expectancy in a commercial transport environment. Preliminary tests were performed to determine design values of bearing and net tension stresses. Based upon the information developed, a three-fastener-wide representative wing skin splice was designed for a load of 2627 KN/m (15,000 lbf/in.). One joint specimen was fabricated and tested at NASA. The wing skin splice failed at 106 percent of design ultimate load. This joint design achieved all static load objectives. Fabrication of six specimens, together with their loading fixtures, was completed, and the specimens were delivered to NASA LaRC.


An experimental study of cracked-lap-shear specimens was conducted to determine the influence of adherend stacking sequence on debond initiation and damage growth in a composite-to-composite bonded joint. Specimens consisted of quasi-isotropic graphite/epoxy adherends bonded together with either FM-300 or EC 3445 adhesives. The stacking sequence of the adherends was varied such that 0 deg, 45 deg, or 90 deg plies were present at the adherend-adhesive interfaces. Fatigue damage initiated in the adhesive layer in those specimens with 0 deg, 45 deg, or 90 deg plies were present at the adherend-adhesive interfaces. Fatigue damage initiated in the adhesive layer in those specimens with 0 deg and 45 deg interface plies. Damage initiated in the form of ply cracking in the strap adherend for the specimens with 90 deg interface plies. The fatigue-damage growth was in the form of delamination within the composite adherends with 50 deg and 45 deg plies next to the adhesive, while debonding in the adhesive resulted for the specimens with 0 deg plies next to the adhesive.

The performance of mechanically fastened composite joints was studied. Specifically, a single-bolt connector was modeled as a pin-loaded, infinite plate. The model that was developed used two dimensional, complex variable, elasticity techniques combined with a boundary collocation procedure to produce solutions for the problem. Through iteration, the boundary conditions were satisfied and the stresses in the plate were calculated. Several graphite-epoxy laminates were studied. In addition, parameters such as the pin modulus, coefficient of friction, and pin-plate clearance were varied. Conclusions drawn from this study indicate (1) the material properties (i.e., laminate configuration) of the plate alter the stress state and, for highly orthotropic materials, the contact stress deviates greatly from the cosinusoidal distribution often assumed; (2) friction plays a major role in the distribution of stresses in the plate; (3) reversing the load direction also greatly affects the stress distribution in the plate; (4) clearance (or interference) fits change the contact angle and thus the location of the peak hoop stress; and (5) a rigid pin appears to be a good assumption for typical material systems.


The concept which inputs initial free edge interlaminar damage to the differences in material properties among adjacent laminae is presently extended to the case of curved free edges through interpretation in terms of differences in the shear and elongation strains among adjacent laminae. Attention is given to both material property differences and laminate strain spatial distributions at the hole edge. Since a large strain level and a small difference in material properties are found to be as damaging as a small strain and large difference, interlaminar damage will probably begin at a circumferential location other than the net section. These findings are further explored in view of a second extension, using the edges replication technique to record damage at a curved free edge.


The specific objectives were (1) to ascertain the feasibility of predicting fatigue failure of an adhesive in a primary bonded composite structure by incorporating linear elastic crack growth behavior; and (2) to ascertain if acoustic emission and/or compliance measurement techniques can be used to detect flaws. The validation of a proposed fatigue life prediction methodology was sought through the use of aluminum butt and scarf joint and graphite/epoxy butt joint specimens in a constant amplitude fatigue environment.


The fatigue damage mechanism of composite-to-composite adhesively bonded joints was characterized. The mechanics of the possible modes of fatigue damage propagation in these joints when subjected to constant amplitude cyclic mechanical loading were investigated.


A combined experimental and analytical investigation of an adhesively bonded composite joint was conducted to characterize the fracture mode dependence of cyclic debonding. The system studied consisted of graphite/epoxy adherends bonded with EC 3445 adhesive. Several types of specimens were tested to provide the cyclic debond growth rate measurements under various load conditions: mode I,
mixed modes 1 to 2, and mostly mode 2. This study shows that the total strain-energy-release rate is the governing factor for cyclic debonding.


80A35067#

The paper studies the influence of hole quality on the structural behavior of composite materials. Static and fatigue pin bearing and compression test results are presented and discussed. These results show that a hole chipout defect reduces static and cyclic endurance characteristics.


80N26664#

Testing procedures and data reduction and interpretation techniques were established for a program to study the mechanical behavior of bolted joints at room temperature, −157°C (−250°F), and 315°C (600°F). The load transfer characteristics, from one bolt to another, in double-bolt joints were investigated by examining data generated in previous investigations. From the results, it appears the increase in load-carrying capacity by adding a second bolt in tandem can be predicted.


76A16557

The design, fabrication, static test, and fatigue test of both tension and compression graphite-epoxy candidates for a wing splice representative of a next-generation transport aircraft were the objectives of the reported research program. A single-scarf bolted joint was selected as the design concept. Test specimens were designed and fabricated to represent an upper-surface and a lower-surface panel containing the splice. The load spectrum was a flight-by-flight random-load history including ground-airground loads.


75N32503#

Bolted specimens representative of both upper and lower wing surface splices of a transport aircraft were designed and manufactured for static and random load tension and compression fatigue testing including ground-air-ground load reversals. The specimens were fabricated with graphite-epoxy composite material. Multiple tests were conducted at various load levels and the results were used as input to a statistical wearout model. The statically designed specimens performed very well under highly magnified fatigue loadings.


86N12255#

A combined experimental-analytical investigation was conducted to characterize the cyclic failure mechanism of a simple composite-to-composite bonded joint. The cyclic debond growth rates were measured.


84N26053#

An analytical and experimental investigation was conducted on bonded composite single-lap joints with the adherends preformed to reduce the angle between the line of action of the applied in-plane force and the bondline. A classical closed-form solution was used to analyze the composite joints with various preform angles and overlap lengths. The adherends of the test specimens were preformed before bonding and during the layup and curing process. Static tests were conducted for preform angles of 0, 5, 10, and 15 deg and overlap lengths of 0.75, 1.75, 2.75, and 3.75 in. A limited fatigue study was conducted for specimens with a 2.75-in. overlap and a preform angle of 5 deg. Results of the analysis showed that preforming the adherends of bonded composite single-lap joints significantly reduced the shear and peel stress concentrations in the adhesive. Experimental results showed that preforming the adherends significantly increased their static and fatigue strength and thus increased the load level for which bonded composite single-lap joints can be designed.

107
An experimental investigation has been conducted to determine the effect of stitching on the static and fatigue failure load of bonded composite single lap joints. The variables considered in the static tests included adherend thickness, overlap length, stitch spacing, and number of rows of stitches. A limited fatigue program was conducted for one configuration to compare the fatigue life of stitched and unstitched joints. Up to a 38 percent improvement in static failure load and an order of magnitude increase in fatigue life compared with unstiffened results are obtained by a single row of stitches near the end of the overlap. Additional rows of stitching or different stitch spacing has little effect on static joint failure load. Thicker adherends and larger overlap length result in larger improvements in static failure load with stitching.

An equation for bolt clampup relaxation for transient temperature-moisture (T-M) conditions was derived starting with a relaxation equation for steady state conditions and then using an incremental time approach that exploits the superposition principle for linear viscoelasticity. The resulting equation uses the initial T-M condition (at the time of clamping), the T-M history after clamping, and elastic clampup coefficients for temperature and moisture changes. The clampup equation was used to calculate the changes in clampup occurring in a T300/5208 graphite/epoxy joint exposed to a one-year history of temperature and moisture. Two cases were considered: one was a dry joint exposed to a relatively humid environment and the other was a nearly saturated joint exposed to an arid environment.

Eighteen bonded joint test specimens representing three different designs of a composite wing chord-wise bounded splice were designed and fabricated using current aircraft industry practices. Three types of joints (full wing laminate penetration, two side stepped; mid thickness penetration, one side stepped; and partial penetration, scarfed) were analyzed using a state-of-the-art elastic joint analysis modified for plastic behavior of the adhesive.

Sixteen ply, quasi-isotropic laminates of Celanese Celion 6000/PMR-15 and Celion 6000/LARC-160 with a fiber orientation of (0/45/90/-45) were evaluated. Tensile and open hole specimens were tested at room temperature to establish laminate tensile strength and net tensile strength at an unloaded bolt hole. Double lap joint specimens with a single 4.83-mm (0.19 in.) diameter bolt torqued to 1.7 N-m (15 lbf-in.) were tested in tension at temperatures of 116 K (-250°F), 297 K (75°F), and 589 K (600°F). The joint ratios of w/d (specimen width to hole diameter) and e/d (edge distance to hole diameter) were varied from 4 to 6 and from 2 to 4, respectively. The
effects of joint geometry and temperature on failure mode and joint stresses are shown.


The results of an experimental study to provide long-term durability data on detailed full-scale graphite/epoxy wing-skin joint designs under environmental exposure and cyclic loading associated with commercial transport aircraft are reported. The specimens consisted of a single-row bolt configuration fabricated from T300/5208 and a double-row bolt configuration fabricated from T300/5209. The unpainted specimens were exposed to the outdoor environment under a sustained tensile load, and at yearly intervals, they were subjected to fatigue loading. Experimental results showed a slight reduction in residual tensile strength for both graphite/epoxy joints under the exposure times and fatigue loadings reported.


Data are presented for the static and viscoelastic performance of Celion 6000/PMR-15 graphite/polyimide composite bolted joints over the 21 to 315°C temperature range.


Experimental results from an investigation which examines the combined effects of temperature, joint geometry, and out-of-plane constraint upon the response of mechanically fastened composite joints are presented. Data are presented for simulated mechanically fastened joint conditions in two laminate configurations fabricated from Hercules AS/3501-6 graphite-epoxy. Strength and failure mode results are presented for the test temperatures of 21°C, 121°C, and 177°C and for a range of the geometric parameters W/D and e/D from 3.71 to 7.43 and 1.85 to 3.69, respectively. A hole diameter D of 5.16 mm was utilized for all tests.


The complex failure behavior exhibited by bolted joints of graphite/epoxy (Hercules AS/3501) was investigated for the net tension, bearing, and shearout failure modes using combined analytical and experimental techniques. Plane stress, linear elastic, finite element methods were employed to determine the two dimensional state of stress resulting from a loaded hole in a finite width, semi-infinite strip. The stresses predicted by the finite element method were verified by experiment to lend credence to the analysis.

Impact dynamics and acoustics.


The experimental and analytical efforts being undertaken to investigate the response of composite and aluminum structures under crash loading conditions were reviewed. A Boeing 720 airplane was used in the controlled-impact demonstration test. Energy absorption of composite materials, the tearing of fuselage skin panels, the friction and abrasion behavior of composite skins, and the crushing behavior and dynamic response of composite beams were among the topics addressed.


Results of a study on the energy absorption characteristics of selected composite material systems are presented and the results compared with aluminum. Composite compression tube specimens were fabricated with both tape and woven fabric prepreg using graphite/epoxy, Kevlar/epoxy, and glass/epoxy. Chamfering and notching one end of the composite tube specimen reduced the peak load at initial failure without altering the sustained crushing load and prevented catastrophic failure. Static compression and vertical impact tests were performed on 128 tubes.


75N23568#
Conceptual nacelle designs for wide-bodied and for advanced-technology transports were studied with the objective of achieving significant reductions in community noise with minimum penalties in airplane weight, cost, and operating expense by the application of advanced composite materials to nacelle structure and sound suppression elements. Nacelle concepts using advanced liners, annular splitters, radial splitters, translating centerbody inlets, and mixed-flow nozzles were evaluated and a preferred concept selected. A preliminary design study of the selected concept, a mixed flow nacelle with extended inlet and no splitters, was conducted and the effects on noise, direct operating cost, and return on investment determined.


Noise transmission through flat, angular, fiber-reinforced composite panels was investigated experimentally and analytically. A modal decomposition technique was used to obtain solutions to the governing differential equation of motion. Experimental modal analysis was performed in order to confirm the theoretical results. The test specimens were cross-ply and angle-ply composite panels made of various concentrations of fiberglass, graphite, or aramid fibers embedded in epoxy resin. The experimental results showed good agreement with the theoretical calculations. Graphs of the transmission loss characteristics of the different composite panels are provided.


A three-phase investigation was conducted to compare the friction and wear response of aluminum and graphite-epoxy composite materials when subjected to loading conditions similar to those experienced by the skin panels on the underside of a transport airplane during an emergency belly landing. The second phase involved abrading I-beam stiffened skins on an actual runway surface over the same range of pressures and velocities used in the first phase. In the third phase, large stiffened panels which most closely resembled transport fuselage skin construction were abraded on a runway surface. This report presents results from each phase of the investigation and shows comparisons between the friction and wear behavior of the aluminum and graphite-epoxy composite materials.


84N17175#

Friction and wear behavior was determined for small skin specimens under abrasive loading conditions typical of those occurring on the underside of a transport airplane during emergency belly landing.


80A52724

A mathematical model is presented for the transmission of an oblique plane sound wave into a laminated composite circular cylindrical shell. Numerical results are obtained for geometry typical of a narrow-body jet transport. Results indicate that from the viewpoint of noise attenuation a laminated composite shell does not appear to offer any significant advantage over an aluminum shell. However, the transmission loss of a laminated composite shell is sensitive to the orientation of the fibers and this suggests the possibility of using a laminated composite shell to tailor the noise attenuation characteristics to meet a specific need.


84N10911#

An analytical model was developed for the field-incidence transmission loss of an orthotropic or laminated composite infinite panel with layers of various noise insulation treatments. The model allows for four types of treatments, impervious limp septa, orthotropic trim panels, porous blankets, and air spaces, while it also takes into account the effects
of forward speed. Agreement between the model and transmission loss data for treated panels is seen to be fairly good overall. In comparison with transmission loss data for untreated composite panels, excellent agreement occurred.


A composite panel program was initiated to study the effects of some of the parameters that affect noise reduction of these panels. The fiber materials and ply orientation were chosen to be variables in the test program. It was found that increasing the damping characteristics of a structural panel will reduce the vibration amplitudes at resonant frequencies with attendant reductions in sound. Test results for a dynamic absorber, a tuned damper, are presented and evaluated.


A new diagnostic method which permits the separation and prediction of the fully coherent airborne and structureborne components of the sound radiated by plates or thin shells has been developed. Analytical and experimental studies of the proposed method were performed on plates constructed of both conventional and composite materials. The results of the study indicate that the proposed method can be applied to a variety of aircraft materials, could be used in flight, and has fewer encumbrances than the other diagnostic tools currently available.


Computer programs were developed for the prediction of large amplitude random responses in isotropic and laminated composite rectangular thin plates. The mathematical formulations of the programs are reported. The programs have been used for determining root-mean-square (RMS) strains for test panels at various acoustic excitations.


The noise transmission loss characteristics of 28 flat, fiber reinforced, composite panels and 4 aluminum panels, with dimensions of 24.1 cm by 40.6 cm, have been experimentally investigated in the NASA Langley Research Center noise transmission loss apparatus. To support the acoustic data, modal frequencies and modal damping for several mode shapes of each of the test panels were extracted experimentally. The transmission loss of composite panels is compared with that of aluminum panels of equal critical shear load.


The noise reduction characteristics of general aviation type, flat, double-wall structures were investigated. The experimental study was carried out on 20-by-20-inch panels with an exposed area of 18 by 18 inches. A frequency range from 20 to 5000 Hz was covered. The experimental results, in general, follow the expected trends.


The experimental noise attenuation characteristics of flat, general aviation type, multilayered panels are discussed. Experimental results of stiffened panels, damping tape, honeycomb materials, and sound absorption materials are presented. Single degree-of-freedom theoretical models were developed for sandwich-type panels with both shear resistant and non-shear resistant core material. The concept of Helmholtz resonators used in conjunction with dual-pane windows in increasing the noise reduction over a small range of frequency was tested. It is concluded that the stiffening of the panels increases the low frequency noise reduction.

The results are summarized from recent NASA-sponsored studies of advanced acoustic-composite nacelles. These studies were conducted with the objective of achieving significant reductions in community noise and/or fuel consumption with minimum penalties in airplane weights, cost, and operating expense. The results indicate that the use of composite materials offers significant potential weight and cost savings and results in reduced fuel consumption and noise when applied to nacelles. The most promising concept for realizing all of these benefits was a long duct, mixed flow acoustic-composite nacelle with advanced acoustic liners.


Experimental techniques for determining the extensional and bending stiffness characteristics for symmetric laminates are presented. Vibrational test techniques for determining the dynamic modulus and material damping are also discussed. Partial extensional stiffness results initially indicate that the laminate theory used for predicting stiffness is accurate. It is clearly shown that the laminate theory can only be as accurate as the physical characteristics describing the lamina, which may vary significantly. It is recommended that all of the stiffness characteristics in both extension and bending be experimentally determined to fully verify the laminate theory. Dynamic modulus should be experimentally evaluated to determine if static data adequately predicts dynamic behavior. Material damping should also be ascertained because laminate damping is an order of magnitude greater than found in common metals and can significantly affect the displacement response of composite panels.


An analytical model was developed to predict the noise levels inside propeller-driven aircraft during cruise at $M = 0.8$. The model was applied to three study aircraft with fuselages of different sizes (wide body, narrow body, and small diameter) in order to determine the noise reductions required to achieve the goal of an A-weighted sound level which does not exceed 80 dB. The model was then used to determine noise control methods which could achieve the required noise reductions. Two classes of noise control treatments were investigated: add-on treatments which can be added to existing structures, and advanced concepts which would require changes to the fuselage primary structure. Only one treatment, a double wall with limp panel, provided the required noise reductions. Weight penalties associated with the treatment were estimated for the three study aircraft.


The acoustical treatment mass penalties required to achieve an interior noise level of 80 dBA for high speed, fuel efficient, propfan-powered aircraft are determined. The prediction method used is based on theory developed for the outer shell dynamics and a modified approach for add-on noise control element performance. The present synthesis of these methods is supported by experimental data. Three different sized aircraft are studied, including a widebody, a narrowbody, and a business sized aircraft.


Theoretical and experimental results from a study of noise transmission properties of large unstiffened panels which simulated aircraft outer skins and interior trim are reported. The investigation was performed to define the effects of composite structures on fuselage noise transmission relative to the transmissivity of aluminum structures. One-third octave band measurements were obtained in a two-room facility for measuring transmission loss. Center frequencies of at least 100 Hz were used, and 14 different composite panels, including samples of Kevlar, fiberglass, and graphite, were examined.

This paper presents an analytical study of double wall laminate cylindrical shell response to random loads. A soft viscoelastic core with dilatational modes included is used. The theory of laminate shells is simplified by assumptions similar to those in the Donnell-Mushtari development for isotropic shells. Modal solutions of simply supported shells are obtained. Modal frequencies and deflection response spectral densities are determined. It is found that this approach allows for easy parametric evaluation and that by proper selection of dynamic parameters, viscoelastic core characteristics, and fiber reinforcement orientation, vibration response can be reduced.


Graphite/polyimide composite materials exhibit high performance, low weight, and good thermal-oxidative stability, making them promising candidates for Space Shuttle applications. However, no single material is excellent in all respects: processability, thermal-oxidative stability, toughness, and mechanical properties. This paper describes the development of hybrid matrix composite laminates that combine the attributes of two polyimide resins, NR150B2 and LaRC 160, while avoiding their drawbacks. High quality laminates were fabricated from each resin system, and hybrid laminates were successfully co-cured, evaluated, and optimized.


A modification to the addition polyimide, LaRC-160, was prepared to improve tack and drape and increase prepreg out-time. The essentially solventless, high viscosity laminating resin is synthesized from low-cost liquid monomers. The modified version takes advantage of a reactive, liquid plasticizer which is used in place of solvent and helps solve a
The major problem of maintaining good prepreg tack and drape.


A study was conducted to assess the merits of using graphite/polyimide, NR-150B2 resin, for structural applications on advanced space launch vehicles.


The effects the processing parameters of pressure, temperature, and time have on the quality of continuous graphite fiber reinforced thermoplastic matrix composites were quantitatively assessed by defining the extent to which intimate contact and bond formation has occurred at successive ply interfaces. Two models are presented predicting the extents to which the ply interfaces have achieved intimate contact and cohesive strength.


A summary is given of the in-house and contract work accomplished under the CASTS Project. In July 1975 the CASTS Project was initiated to develop graphite fiber/polyimide matrix (GR/PI) composite structures with 589 K (600°F) operational capability for application to aerospace vehicles. Major tasks include: (1) screening composites and adhesives, (2) developing fabrication procedures and specifications, (3) developing design allowables test methods and data, and (4) design and test of structural elements and construction of an aft body flap for the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle which will be ground tested. Portions of the information are from ongoing research and must be considered preliminary. The CASTS Project was scheduled to be completed in September 1983.


The polyimide from BTDA 1,6-hexanediamine and m-phenylenediamine was selected from a prior study for the present study. Methods to prepare prepreg which would provide low-void composites at low molding pressures from the thermoplastic polyimide were studied. Cresol solutions of the polyimide were applied to a balanced weave carbon fabric.


Technology developed under the Composites for Advanced Space Transportation System Project is reported. Specific topics covered include fabrication, adhesives, test methods, structural integrity, design and analysis, advanced technology developments, high temperature polymer research, and the state of the art of graphite/polyimide composites.


LaRC-160 polyimide was modified with a high temperature peroxide catalyst, USP-138, in an attempt to reduce the final cure temperature to below 316°C. This effort was directed at obtaining a material for 177°C use that would cure at similar temperatures to a high performance epoxy while still maintaining the good moisture resistance of a polyimide material.


Advanced fabrication processes and adhesive bonding methods have been developed for the fabrication of full-scale fiberglass-polyimide honeycomb stiffened HTS-1 graphite/PMR-15 polyimide panels that meet the design criteria for an upper wing panel of the NASA YF-12 aircraft. Detailed manufacturing, bonding, and autoclave cure procedures are presented.

83A23636

Tooling concepts and manufacturing techniques are examined as part of the structural development of graphite/polyimide composite material systems for the Space Shuttle Orbiter and other space transportations systems.


82N22315#

The development and demonstration of manufacturing technologies for the structural application of Celion graphite/LARC 160 polyimide composite material are discussed. Process development and fabrication of demonstration components are discussed.


81A20852

High-temperature polymers now being developed as adhesives and composite matrices are reviewed, including aromatic polyimides, polybenzimidazoles, polyphenylquinoxalines, nadic end-capped imide oligomers, maleimide end-capped oligomers, and acetylene-terminated imide oligomers. The mechanical properties of laminates based on these resins are reported together with preliminary test results on the adhesive properties for titanium-to-titanium and composite-to-composite lap shear specimens.


82A15875

A series of acetylene-terminated phenylquinoxaline (ATPQ) oligomers of various molecular weights were prepared and subsequently chain extended by the thermally induced reaction of the ethynyl groups. The processability and thermal properties of these oligomers and their cured resins were compared with that of a relatively high molecular weight linear polyphenylquinoxaline (PPQ) with the same chemical backbone. The ATPQ oligomers exhibited significantly better processability than the linear PPQ but the PPQ displayed substantially better oxidation stability. Adhesive (Ti/Ti) and composite (graphite filament reinforcement) work was performed to evaluate the potential of these materials for structural applications.


79A20832

The synthesis, polymerization, and laminate properties of two dicyanates, copolymers thereof, and a dicyanamide were studied. The effect of humidity aging (322 K (49°C), 95% relative humidity) and also aging at 505 K (232°C) in circulating air on the RT and elevated temperature properties of HT-S and T-300 unidirectional laminates was determined.


79A15536#

Investigation was made into the reproducibility of PMR polyimide/graphite prepreg reinforcement and the influence of these variabilities on processing characteristics and final composite properties. The purpose of these investigations was to establish specification controls and limits of acceptance/rejection on incoming materials. Prepreg samples were chemically analyzed and the results compared to the processing and property results of the resulting composites. The findings from these comparisons are discussed.

The chemistry, processing, and laminate properties of NCNS-13P resin are described. The effects on graphite fiber laminates of temperature, oxidative aging, water absorption, and humidity-temperature aging were determined. Glass laminates were evaluated for fire resistance and smoke and toxic gas evolution under flaming conditions.


Chemical and rheological evaluation techniques were developed for polyimide composite matrix resins. LARC 160 (AP-22), LARC 160 (Curithane 103), PMR 15, and FISO2 resins were investigated. Liquid and solid state rheological techniques were used to develop processing parameters, and woven graphite reinforced laminates were successfully fabricated using these processing parameters.


A method for co-curing NR150B2 and LaRC 160 prepregs into hybrid composites was developed. The processing characteristics and the properties of the hybrid composites were compared with those of laminates fabricated from the individual component prepregs. Resin forms were selected and optimized and a new NR150 formulation was investigated. Quality control techniques were evaluated and developed, high quality laminates were fabricated from both individual resin systems, and hybrid laminates were successfully co-cured. Optimum hybrid forms were investigated and several novel approaches were explored. An optimum hybrid system was developed that utilizes a LaRC curing schedule but shows no degradation of mechanical properties after aging 500 hr in air at 260°C.


Celion 6000/PMR-15, Celion 6000/LARC-160, and Celion 6000/RK-99 graphite/polyimide were aged in circulating air ovens at temperatures of 202°, 232°, 260°, and 288°C for various times, up to 15,000 hours. The relative thermal-oxidative stability from highest to lowest is as follows: PMR-15, LARC-160, RK-99, Celion 6000/PMR-15, and Celion 6000/LARC-160 laminates retained at least 80 percent of their initial flexural strengths for the duration of aging at each temperature. Celion 6000/RK-99 laminates exhibited a 20 to 50 percent loss of flexural strength at all aging temperatures. All three graphite/polyimide laminate materials degraded preferentially at the specimen edge perpendicular to the fibers.
the observed properties of the laminates. The study indicates that the useful life of unrestrained unidirectional graphite/V378A laminates is 10,000 hours or greater at 177°C to 232°C and 2,000 hours at 260°C.


The effects of temperature changes upon the stresses and strains in composite laminates having carbon fibers in a polyimide matrix were evaluated. Composites having laminae in which there were nonlinear stress-strain relations for stresses transverse to the fibers and for axial shear stresses were treated. Material properties were considered to be temperature dependent. Separately, effects of laminae viscoelastic response were also treated. The results suggest that, for this material, nonlinearities due either to stress or time dependent effects do not appear to be of major practical importance for conventional high temperature composite structures.


A linear thermoplastic polyimide, LARC-TPI, has been characterized and developed for a variety of high-temperature applications. In its fully imidized form, this new material can be used as an adhesive for bonding metals such as titanium, aluminum, copper, brass, and stainless steel. LARC-TPI is being evaluated as a thermoplastic for bonding large pieces of polyimide film to produce flexible, 100% void-free laminates for flexible circuit applications. The further development of LARC-TPI as a potential molding powder, composite matrix resin, high-temperature film, and fiber is also discussed.


A polymer system has been prepared which has the excellent thermoplastic properties generally associated with polysulfones and the solvent resistance and thermal stability of aromatic polyimides. This material, with improved processability over the base polyimide, can be processed in the 260°C–325°C range in such a manner as to yield high quality, tough unfilled moldings; strong, high-temperature-resistant adhesive bonds; and well consolidated, graphite-fiber-reinforced moldings (composites). The unfilled moldings have physical properties that are similar to aromatic polysulfones which demonstrates the potential as an engineering thermoplastic. The adhesive bonds exhibit excellent retention of initial strength levels even after thermal aging for 5000 hours at 232°C. The graphite-fiber-reinforced moldings have mechanical properties which makes this polymer attractive for the fabrication of structural composites.


A new addition polyimide, LaRC-160, based on liquid monomers has been prepared. The essentially solventless prepreg retains good drape and tack. Unidirectional HT-S composites were fabricated and tested before and after aging at temperatures between 505 K and 589 K (450°F and 600°F). Excellent retention of mechanical properties was realized after 2000 hours at 547 K (525°F). This material should be a candidate for solventless prepregging due to the liquid nature of the monomeric mixture.


The addition polyimide, LARC-160, which was originally synthesized from low cost liquid monomers as a laminating resin in ethanol, was prepared as a solventless, high viscosity, neat liquid resin. The resin was processed by hot-melt coating techniques into graphite prepreg with excellent tack and drape. Comparable data on graphite reinforced laminates made from solvent-coated and various hot-melt coated prepreg were generated. LARC-160, because of its liquid nature, can be easily autoclave processed to produce low void laminates. Liquid chromatographic fingerprints indicate good reaction control on resin scale ups. Minor changes in monomer ratios were also made to improve the thermal aging performance of graphite laminates.

80A34755

The work included establishing controls on the polymer, the prepreg, composite fabrication, and quality assurance, as well as fabrication of structural elements to demonstrate the developed materials and processes. The fabricated structures were hat sections, I-beam sections, honeycomb sandwich structures, and molded graphite-reinforced fittings. The graphite/PMR-15 polyimide system was shown to be well suited for use in the 55–600°F temperature range; the processing techniques developed were proved and found potentially useful for other commercially available systems.

**Materials and structures for helicopters.**


77N24097#

The development of a frame/stringer/skin fabrication technique for composite airframe construction was studied as a low cost approach to the manufacture of large helicopter airframe components. A center cabin section of the Sikorsky CH-53D was selected for evaluation as a composite structure. The design, as developed, is composed of a woven Kevlar-49/epoxy skin and graphite/epoxy frames and stringers. Bolted composite channel sections were selected as the optimum joint construction.


75N33031#

The development of a frame/stringer/skin fabrication technique for composite airframe construction was studied as a low cost approach to the manufacture of large helicopter airframe components. A center cabin section of the Sikorsky CH-53D helicopter was selected for evaluation as a composite structure. The design, as developed, is composed of a woven Kevlar-49/epoxy skin and graphite/epoxy frames and stringers. To support the selection of this specific design concept a materials study was conducted to develop and select a cure compatible graphite and Kevlar-49/epoxy resin system, and a foam system capable of maintaining shape and integrity under the processing conditions established. The materials selected were Narmco 5209/Thornel T-300 graphite, Narmco 5209/Kevlar-49 woven fabric, and Stathane 8747 polyurethane foam.


83N15361#

Stress analysis of the Advanced Attack Helicopter (AAH) composite main rotor blade root end lug is described. The stress concentration factor determined from a finite element analysis is compared to an empirical value used in the lug design. The analysis and test data indicate that the stress concentration is primarily a function of configuration and independent of the range of material properties typical of Kevlar-49/epoxy and glass/epoxy.


77N10044#

Experimental and analytical investigations were conducted to evaluate a bearingless helicopter rotor concept.


86N12259#

A static and dynamic finite element analysis was conducted on a U.S. Army OH-58 composite tail boom and compared with test data. To determine the effect of using measured material properties, static and dynamic finite element analyses were conducted for three fiber-volume conditions of 45, 48, and 50 percent. The static and dynamic model with the 45-percent fiber-volume graphite skins gives the closest agreement with test data.


83X10290#
The application of advanced materials and structural concepts to rotorcraft was assessed. State-of-the-art, potential benefits, problem areas, and technology requirements of advanced composites and metals for civilian and military helicopters are presented.


This paper presents the technical background for including environmental effects in the design of helicopter composite structures. This effort was supported by test results of components and panels having up to four years of field exposure. Full-scale static and fatigue tests were conducted on composite components removed from S-76 helicopters used in commercial operations in the Gulf Coast region of Louisiana. Small scale tests were conducted using coupons removed from panels exposed to the outdoor environment in Stratford, Connecticut, and West Palm Beach, Florida. Moisture levels were compared with predicted values. Mechanical test results were compared to initial certification tests for component strength and to baseline laboratory coupon testing.


Studies on the Bell Helicopter 540 Rotor System of the AH-1G helicopter were performed. The stiffness, mass, and geometric configurations of the Bell blade were matched to give a dynamically similar prestressed composite blade. A multi-tube, prestressed composite spar blade configuration was designed for superior ballistic survivability at low life-cycle cost.


Utilization of the new lightweight, high-strength, aerospace structural-composite (filament/matrix) materials, when specifically designed into a new aircraft, promises reductions in structural empty weight of 12 percent at recurring costs competitive with metals. A structural empty-weight reduction of 12 percent was shown to significantly reduce energy consumption in modern high-performance helicopters.


Design concepts were developed for the two most difficult joint areas in the transmission support area of the airframe. Three coupons of the bolted joint of the transmission frame/beam to the main rotor transmission and the beam/frame (web) intersection were statically tested. The transmission attachment joint analysis correlation with test results was excellent in that the analytical predictions were within twelve percent of test results. The beam/frame web (shear) intersection static tests showed problem areas with bond strength to the woven graphite material and induced tensile (peel) stresses. Using a film adhesive, instead of relying on the matrix bond alone, resulted in meeting the design ultimate load with a small margin of safety. The projected weight reductions using these joint concepts and all composite structures are 26 percent for the frames and 30 percent for the transmission beams.


An evaluation is presented of the critical structural components of a composite bearingless main rotor. The basic concept utilizes a flexbeam made of composite material to accommodate the flap, lag, and pitch motions of a rotor blade. The program is involved primarily with the design structural analysis, fabrication, and large scale structural testing of the critical flexbeam component which interfaces with the rotor shaft and rotor blades with simple bolted attachments.


Studies were conducted to conceptually design and analyze a composite structures rotor (CSR) for the Rotor Systems Research Aircraft (RSRA). In addition a development plan was prepared outlining the steps required to deliver a flightworthy CSR to the government for flight evaluation.


An assessment of composite helicopter structures, exposed to environmental effects, after four years of commercial service is presented. This assessment is supported by test results of helicopter components and test panels which have been exposed to environmental effects since late 1979.


The development of theoretical rotor blade structural models for designs based upon composite construction is discussed. Care was exercised to include a number of nonclassical effects that previous experience indicated would be potentially important. A model, representative of the size of a main rotor blade, is analyzed in order to assess the importance of various influences. The findings of this model study suggest that a classical type theory is adequate. The potential of elastic tailoring is dramatically demonstrated.


This paper describes a mathematical investigation of the crash-impact responses of an all-composite helicopter cockpit section incorporating an energy absorbing concept and one of conventional aluminum construction, using the Grumman DYCAST finite-element nonlinear structural dynamics computer program.


The flight service components for the Bell Model 206L JetRanger helicopter are examined. The components were placed in service in the Continental United States, Canada, and Alaska. The status of 34 sets of components is discussed. Approximately 27,500 flight hours were accumulated on the components as of August 1, 1983. Three sets of components and one-fifth of the exposure coupons were returned and tested. The results are given. The overall behavior of the components and associated problems are discussed.


A composite wing extension was designed for a typical general aviation aircraft to improve lift curve slope, dihedral effect, and lift to drag ratio. Advanced composite materials were used in the design to evaluate their use as primary structural components in general aviation aircraft. Extensive wind tunnel tests were used to evaluate six extension shapes. The extension shape chosen as the best choice was 28 inches long with a total area of 17 square feet. Subsequent flight tests showed the wing extension's predicted aerodynamic improvements to be correct. The structural design of the wing extension consisted of a hybrid laminate carbon core with outer layers of Kevlar—laid up over a foam interior which acted as an internal support.


Improvements in performance and fuel efficiency are evaluated for five new configurations of a six place, single turboprop, business airplane derived from a conventional, aluminum construction baseline aircraft. Results show the greatest performance gains for enhancements in natural laminar flow. A conceptual diesel engine provides greater fuel efficiency but reduced performance. Less significant effects are produced by the utilization of composite materials construction or by reconfiguration from tractor to pusher propeller installation.

Guidelines for research on composite materials directed toward the improvement of all aspects of their applicability for general aviation aircraft were developed from extensive studies of their performance, manufacturability, and cost effectiveness. Specific areas for research and for manufacturing development were identified and evaluated. Inputs developed from visits to manufacturers were used in part to guide these evaluations, particularly in the area of cost effectiveness. Throughout, the emphasis was to direct the research toward the requirements of general aviation aircraft, for which relatively low load intensities are encountered, economy of production is a prime requirement, and yet performance still commands a premium.


An assessment is presented of the performance gains and economic impact of the integration in general aviation aircraft of advanced technologies, relating to such aspects of design as propulsion, natural laminar flow, lift augmentation, unconventional configurations, and advanced aluminum and composite structures. All considerations are with reference to a baseline mission of 1300-nm range and 300-knot cruise speed with a 1300-lb payload, and a baseline aircraft with a 40-lb/sq ft wing loading and an aspect ratio of 8. Extensive analytical results are presented from the NASA-sponsored General Aviation Synthesis Program. Attention is given to the relative performance gains to be expected from the single-engined baseline aircraft’s use of a low cost general aviation turbine engine, a spark-ignited reciprocating engine, a diesel engine, and a Wankel rotary engine.


The prospects for significantly increasing the fuel efficiency and mission capability of single engine business aircraft through the incorporation of advanced propulsion, aerodynamics, and materials technologies are explored. It is found that turbine engines cannot match the fuel economy of the heavier rotary, diesel, and advanced spark reciprocating engines. The rotary engine yields the lightest and smallest aircraft for a given mission requirement and also offers greater simplicity and a multifuel capability. Great promise is also seen in the use of composite material primary structures in conjunction with laminar flow wing surfaces, a pusher propeller, and conventional wing-tail configuration. This study was conducted with the General Aviation Synthesis Program, which can furnish the most accurate mission performance calculations yet obtained.


An investigation was conducted to identify candidate technologies and specific developments which offer greatest promise for improving safety, fuel efficiency, performance, and utility of general aviation airplanes. Interviews were conducted with general aviation airframe and systems manufacturers and NASA research centers. The following technologies were evaluated for use in airplane design tradeoff studies conducted during the study: avionics, aerodynamics, configurations, structures, flight controls, and propulsion. Based on industry interviews and design tradeoff studies, several recommendations were made for further high payoff research. The most attractive technologies for use by the general aviation industry appear to be advanced engines, composite materials, natural laminar flow airfoils, and advanced integrated avionics systems. The integration of these technologies in airplane design can yield significant increases in speeds, ranges, and payloads over present aircraft.

**Repair methods**


This study examined the effects of varying certain important geometric parameters on the stresses in an adhesive repair of a thin composite laminate. The repair, a planar scarf joint with a doubler, was studied using finite element methods at scarf angles of 6 deg and 12 deg, damage lengths between 2.5 mm
and 25 mm, and doubler overlaps between 10 mm and 40 mm. Finite element models also showed that significant stress peaks occur at the ends of the scarf joint adhesive, similar to shear lag phenomena in lap joints. A bending model of the planar scarf joint with a doubler, based on mechanics of materials theory, was also developed.


Research and development programs were initiated to develop repair processes and techniques specific to Celion/LARC-160 GR/PI structures with emphasis on highly loaded and lightly loaded compression critical structures for factory type repair. Repair processes include cocure and secondary bonding techniques applied under vacuum plus positive autoclave pressure. Viable repair designs and processes are discussed for flat laminates, honeycomb sandwich panels, and hat-stiffened skin-stringer panels. The repair methodology was verified through structural element compression tests at room temperature and 315°C (600°F).


The program objective is to develop and validate repair procedures for composite structures which are adaptable to commercial airline maintenance operations. Questions concerning the design and the fabrication of repairs are discussed, taking into account a vertical fin cover panel, a wing cover panel, and a vertical fin spar. The test results indicate that the use of graphite patch repairs, either precured bonded or employing cure-in-place, is satisfactory for the repair of lightly loaded and highly loaded parts. The use of bolted repairs is satisfactory for lightly loaded structural components. The repair of composite substructures can be accomplished using comparable approaches to those evaluated for skin cover repairs in many previous programs.


The NASA Langley Research Center has developed bonding concepts for aerospace composite materials which employ induction heating to directly apply heat to the bond line and/or adherends without simultaneously heating the entire structure, supports, and fixtures of a bonding assembly. These methods have demonstrated bonding process time reductions of two to three orders of magnitude, by comparison with conventional press molding. Attention is presently given to rapid adhesive bonding for lap shear specimens for aerospace panel bonding or field repair, as well as for the field repair requirements of metallic and advanced polymeric matrix composite structures.


Composite defect sensitivity and airline damage experience and repair capabilities were surveyed. Repair concepts were screened. Repair of subelement specimens is discussed.


The first phase of the program included a survey of airline damage experience and airline maintenance and repair capabilities for composite structures. A survey was also conducted for available data on composite damage tolerance. The second phase of the program evaluated various depot and field level repairs ranging from precured bonded graphite flush patches to mechanically attached aluminum patches. Based on airline survey results, the emphasis was on field repairs. The results verified the effectiveness of field type repairs for lightly loaded composite structure.

**Space applications.**


A procedure for fabricating graphite/epoxy tubing with an aluminum foil inner and outer wrap was developed. The aluminum foil provides a vapor barrier, significantly improves the thermal conductivity, and provides an excellent thermal control surface.


A procedure for fabricating graphite/epoxy column elements used in the construction of large space platforms is described. Dry fiber is wound on a tapered aluminum mandrel in the LMSC vertical winding machine, and resin is injected between the mandrel and an outer sleeve. The winding and injection take place at elevated temperature to minimize the thermal expansion problems that arise in curing a tube on an aluminum mandrel when the end fittings are integrally wound.


The effects of 1 MeV electron radiation on the thermal expansion characteristics of two graphite-reinforced resin matrix composite systems were studied. Specimens of both graphite/epoxy (T300/5208) and graphite/polyimide (C6000/PMR15) were irradiated. Dynamic mechanical analyses were performed to study changes in resin chemistry. Thermal expansion results indicate that radiation did produce permanent residual strains in the graphite/epoxy. However, no permanent changes in the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) were observed. No permanent residual strains or changes in the CTE attributable to radiation were observed for the graphite/polyimide specimens.

A structural element concept is described which permits achievement of weight critical payloads for space shuttle. These columns are highly efficient structural members which could be the basic building elements for very large, space truss structures. Parametric results are presented which show that untapered cylindrical columns result in volume limited payloads on the space shuttle and that nestable, tapered columns easily eliminate this problem.


by a three point bending test. Effects were small; both electron radiation up to 5000 Mrad and gamma radiation up to 350 Mrad resulted in slight increases in both stress and modulus.


79A43305

In-vacuo ultraviolet and gamma radiation exposure tests were utilized in a study aimed at the identification of radiation damage mechanisms in composite materials, with the objective of predicting the long-term behavior of composite structures in a space environment at geosynchronous orbit. Physical and chemical methods of polymer characterization were utilized for the study of composite matrix degradation, in conjunction with GC/MS techniques for the analysis of volatile by-products.


83A16807#

Attention is given to degradation mechanisms for graphite/polysulfone and graphite/epoxy laminates exposed to ultraviolet and high-energy electron radiation in vacuum up to 960 equivalent sun hours and 10 to the 9th rads, respectively. The materials showed good electron radiation stability as indicated by the low G values for gas formation and no evidence of mechanical property changes. Quantum yields for gas formation indicate poor stability to ultraviolet radiation. Mechanical property measurements did not show significant changes up to 960 ESH, with the possible exception of P1700/C6000. The main products of irradiation were identified as hydrogen and methane, along with high levels of CO and CO2.


85N33168#

As NASA enters the definition phase of the space station project, one of the important issues to be considered is structural material selection. The complexity of the space station and its long life requirement are two key factors which must be considered in the material selection process. Both aluminum and graphite/epoxy are considered as potential structural materials. Advantages and disadvantages of these materials with respect to mechanical and thermal considerations, space environment, manufacturing, and cost are discussed.


83N19806#

This report presents results of a series of truss assembly tests conducted to evaluate a mobile work station concept intended to mechanically assist astronaut manual assembly of erectable space trusses. The tests involved assembly of a tetrahedral truss beam by a pair of test subjects with and without pressure (space) suits, both in Earth gravity and in simulated zero gravity (neutral buoyancy in water). The beam was assembled from 38 identical graphite-epoxy nestable struts, 5.4 m in length with aluminum quick-attachment structural joints. Struts and joints were designed to closely simulate flight hardware.


80N11226#

The Bethe-Bloch stopping power relations for inelastic collisions were used to determine the absorption of electron and proton energy in cured neat epoxy resin and the absorption of electron energy in a graphite/epoxy composite. Absorption of electron energy due to bremsstrahlung was determined. Electron energies for 0.2 to 4.0 MeV and proton energies from 0.3 to 1.75 MeV were used. Monoenergetic electron energy absorption profiles for models of pure graphite, cured neat epoxy resin, and graphite/epoxy composites are reported. A relation is determined for depth of uniform energy absorption in a composite as a function of fiber volume fraction and initial electron energy.


78N33480#

The general mass characteristics of long lightly loaded columns or space applications are investigated by studying four column concepts. The first is a simple tubular column, the second is a three longeron
A lattice type structural panel concept which exploits the unidirectional character of filamentary advance composite materials is described. This lattice has potential for application where stiff lightweight structures are needed such as large area panels for space satellites. Formulae are presented to calculate the panel weight and plate bending stiffness. This analysis indicates that structures with significantly lighter weight than conventional minimum gauge sandwich construction can be fabricated.

An elastomer-toughened epoxy-graphite composite system (CE339/T300) was evaluated for its potential durability in the space radiation environment. The physical and chemical response of this system was characterized following exposure to radiation doses equivalent to 20 to 30 years in geosynchronous orbit using 1 MeV electrons. The results show that electrons generate extensive crosslinking embrittlement of the matrix. This embrittlement results in chemical and mechanical property changes that would limit the service life of this epoxy system in some space structure applications.

A study has been made of the changes in the mass, thickness, and flexural properties of initially wet and dry specimens of graphite/epoxy composite material due to the equivalent of eight weeks of exposure to nonionizing space environmental parameters. The parameters were near and middle solar UV irradiance, high vacuum, and temperature. The flexural properties were not affected by the exposures. Changes occurred to the mass, dimensions, and surface morphology of the specimens which varied with individual and combined parameter exposures. The combined UV and elevated thermal environment had synergistic effects on the properties of the specimens.
Research efforts at NASA Langley to characterize the durability of composite materials which are candidates for use as components on various space hardware systems are reviewed. The material applications include large space structures, antennas, cables, thermal control coating, solar reflectors, and satellite power systems.

**Carbon fiber risk assessment**


As part of a Federal study of the potential hazard associated with the use of carbon fibers, NASA assessed the public risk associated with crash fire accidents of civil aircraft. The NASA study projected a dramatic increase in the use of carbon composites in civil aircraft and developed technical data to support the risk assessment. Personal injury was found to be extremely unlikely. In 1993, the year chosen as a focus for the study, the expected annual cost of damage caused by released carbon fibers is only $1000. Even the worst-case carbon fiber incident simulated (costing $178,000 once in 34,000 years) was relatively low-cost compared with the usual air transport accident cost. On the basis of these observations, the NASA study concluded that exploitation of composites should continue, that additional protection of avionics is unnecessary, and that development of alternate materials specifically to overcome this problem is not justified.


A number of modifications were added to a facility to make it specifically applicable for composite material screening tests. Most significant was the development of hardware for trapping fibers released during testing and isolating them for quantitative measurement. Capability was added for increasing test section velocities and increasing the range of air/fuel ratios available from very rich to very lean. A provision was added for agitation of the test specimen and the combustion gases by a pulsating gas supply.


The national risk associated with the accidental release of free carbon/graphite fibers from composite materials used in commercial aircraft is considered. Available jet transport aircraft accident data, domestic and foreign, are included. These data, in conjunction with the projected use of composite materials, can be used to predict the amount of carbon fiber released due to fire accidents at airports in the United States.


This report describes the work performed by the Naval Surface Weapons Center on tests conducted for NASA Langley Research Center for a series of burn/blast tests with various graphite-reinforced composite materials and aircraft components. These tests were a continuation of a series requested by NASA, and, as in previous tests, information concerning the effects of fire and/or explosion upon aircraft structural composite materials and size distribution and dissemination patterns of released fiber materials for risk analyses was obtained.


The potential damage to electrical equipment caused by the release of carbon fibers from burning commercial airliners is assessed in terms of annual expected costs and maximum losses at low probabilities of occurrence. A materials research program to provide alternate or modified composite materials for aircraft structures is reviewed.


The paper considers the potential for damage from the accidental release of conductive carbon fibers from aircraft composites. The electrical conductivity of carbon and graphite fibers has led to
electrical equipment damage from the inadvertent release of virgin fibers into the atmosphere; an accidental release of carbon fibers from filamentary composites from the burning of crashed commercial airliners could damage electrical and electronic equipment. The experimental and analytical results by NASA of the methods of assessing the extent of potential damage in terms of costs are presented; the NASA materials research program to provide alternate or modified composites to overcome electrical hazards of carbon composites in aircraft structures is described.


81N17171#

The possible effects of free carbon fibers on aircraft avionic equipment operation, removal costs, and safety were investigated. Possible carbon fiber flow paths, flow rates, and transfer functions into the Boeing 707, 727, 737, and 747 aircraft and potentially vulnerable equipment were identified. Probabilities of equipment removal and probabilities of aircraft exposure to carbon fiber were derived.


81N11113#

The statistical problems of airborne carbon fibers falling onto electrical circuits were idealized and analyzed. The probability of making contact between randomly oriented finite length fibers and sets of parallel conductors with various spacings and lengths was developed theoretically. The probability of multiple fibers joining to bridge a single gap between conductors or forming continuous networks is included. From these theoretical considerations, practical statistical analyses to assess the likelihood of causing electrical malfunctions were produced. The statistics obtained were confirmed by comparison with results of controlled experiments.


80N32439#

Graphite fibers released from composites during burning or an explosion caused shorting of electrical and electronic equipment. Silicon carbide, silica, silicon nitride, and boron nitride were coated on graphite fibers to increase their electrical resistances. Resistances as high as three orders of magnitude higher than uncoated fiber were attained without any significant degradation of the substrate fiber. An organo-silicone approach to produce coated fibers with high electrical resistance was also used.


79N18074#

Carbon fiber (CF) composites are being used to an increasing extent in commercial aircraft, due to their excellent structural properties. Since carbon fibers are highly conductive, a potential risk was identified in the event that an aircraft with CF composite structures is involved in an accidental fire. If carbon fibers are released from the fire, they could disperse in the atmosphere and eventually cause damaging short circuits in electronic equipment at remote locations. This phenomenon could conceivably result in economic losses. The purpose of this study was to assess the risks presented to the nation as a whole by the use of CF composites in commercial aircraft, in terms of the potential economic losses from air carrier accidents.


80N26394#

The vulnerability of a power distribution system in Bedford and Lexington, Massachusetts, to power outages as a result of exposure to carbon fibers released in a commercial aviation accident in 1993 was examined. Possible crash scenarios at Logan Airport based on current operational data and estimated carbon fiber usage levels were used to predict exposure levels and occurrence probabilities. The analysis predicts a mean time between carbon fiber induced power outages of 2300 years with an expected annual consequence of 0.7 persons losing power.
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The burn and burn/explode effects on aircraft structures were examined in a series of fifteen outdoor tests conducted to verify the results obtained in previous burn and explode tests of carbon/graphite composite samples conducted in a closed chamber and to simulate aircraft accident scenarios in which carbon/graphite fibers would be released.


Composites containing carbon and graphite fibers can release fibers into the atmosphere during a fire. This release can potentially cause failure in some types of electrical equipment. Reduced fiber dispersion during and after combustion will reduce risks. Epoxidized char forming systems were synthesized which will react with commercially available surface treated carbon fiber. Fibers modified with these char formers retained adhesion in a specific epoxy matrix resin. Small scale combustion testing indicates that using these char-former-modified fibers in laminates will help to reduce the dispersion of fibers resulting from exposure to fire without sacrificing resin to fiber adhesion.


An assessment of the risk associated with accidents involving aircraft with carbon fiber composite structural components is examined. The individual fiber segments cause electrical and electronic equipment to fail under certain operating conditions. A Monte Carlo simulation model was used to compute the risk. Aircraft accidents with fire, release of carbon fiber material, entrainment of carbon fibers in a smoke plume, transport of fibers downwind, transfer of some fibers into the interior of buildings, failures of electrical and electronic equipment, and economic impact of failures are discussed. Risk profiles were prepared for individual airports and the Nation. The vulnerability of electrical transmission equipment to carbon fiber incursion and aircraft accident total costs are investigated.


A realistic release of carbon fibers was established by burning a minimum of 45 kg of carbon fiber composite aircraft structural components in each of five large scale, outdoor aviation jet fuel fire tests. This release was quantified by several independent assessments with various instruments developed specifically for these tests. The most likely values for the mass of single carbon fibers released ranged from 0.2 percent of the initial mass of carbon fiber for the source tests (zero wind velocity) to a maximum of 0.6 percent of the initial carbon fiber mass for dissemination tests (5 to 6 m/s wind velocity). Footprints of downwind dissemination of the fire released fibers were measured to 19.1 km from the fire.


A method was developed for characterizing the number and lengths of carbon fibers accidentally released by the burning of composite portions of civil aircraft structure in a jet fuel fire after an accident. Representative samplings of carbon fibers collected on transparent sticky film were counted from photographic enlargements with a computer aided technique which also provided fiber lengths.


The vulnerability of electronic equipment to damage by carbon fibers released from burning aircraft type structural composite materials was investigated. Tests were conducted on commercially available stereo power amplifiers which showed that the equipment was damaged by fire released carbon fibers but not by the composite resin residue, soot, and products of the combustion of the fuel associated with burning the carbon fiber composites. Results indicate that the failure rates of the equipment exposed to the fire released fibers were consistent with predictions based on tests using virgin fibers.

A Poisson type model was developed and exercised to estimate the risk of economic losses through 1993 due to potential electric effects of carbon fibers released from United States general aviation aircraft in the aftermath of a fire. Of the expected 354 annual general aviation aircraft accidents with fire projected for 1993, approximately 88 could involve carbon fibers. The average annual loss was estimated to be about $250 (1977 dollars) and the likelihood of exceeding $107,000 (1977 dollars) in annual loss in any one year was estimated to be at most one in ten thousand.


A risk assessment was conducted to estimate the potential losses through 1993 due to the usage of carbon fiber (CF) composites in U.S. motor vehicles, including automobiles and trucks. Motor vehicle fires could conceivably release minute carbon fibers which might disperse in the atmosphere, penetrate buildings or enclosures, and cause damaging shorts to electronic equipment. Of a total estimated 310,000 vehicle fires per year in the U.S., approximately 94,000 could potentially release carbon fibers. The expected loss was $5,567 per year (1977 dollars), and the likelihood of exceeding $500,000 in annual losses was estimated to be at most one in ten thousand.


Thin coatings, 5 to 10 wt. percent, were applied to PAN-based carbon fibers. These coatings were intended to make the carbon fibers less electrically conductive or to cause fibers to stick together when a carbon fiber/epoxy composite burned. The effectiveness of the coatings in these regards was evaluated in burn tests with a test rig designed to simulate burning, impact, and wind conditions which might release carbon fibers.


The chemical vapor deposition of boron carbide and silicon carbide on graphite fibers to increase their electrical resistance was studied. Silicon carbide coatings were applied without degradation of the mechanical properties of the filaments. These coatings typically added 1000 ohms to the resistance of a filament as measured between two mercury pools. When SiC-coated filaments were oxidized by refluxing in boiling phosphoric acid, average resistance increased by an additional 1000 ohms; in addition resistance increases as high as 150 K ohms and breakdown voltages as high as 17 volts were noted. Data on boron carbide coatings indicated that such coatings would not be effective in increasing resistance and would degrade the mechanical properties.


Quantitative estimates were developed of micron carbon fibers released during the burning of graphite composites. Evidence was found of fibrillated particles which were the predominant source of the micron fiber data obtained from large pool fire tests. The fibrillation phenomena were attributed to fiber oxidation effects caused by the fire environment. Analysis of propane burn test records indicated that wind sources can cause considerable carbon fiber oxidation. Criteria estimates were determined for the number of micron carbon fibers released during an aircraft accident. An extreme case analysis indicated that the upper limit of the micron carbon fiber concentration level was only about half the permissible asbestos ceiling concentration level.


Graphite fibers are good electrical conductors and fibers released into the environment during a fire create a possible hazard to electrical equipment. Several graphite-epoxy hybrids were exposed to a fire and simulated explosion and their graphite fiber retention characteristics were examined. Several low melting-temperature glasses which wet and clump
graphite fibers and a glass/graphite fabric which reduced impact damage were identified as promising hybridizing components to minimize graphite fiber release.


Free graphite fibers released into the environment from resin matrix composite components, as a result of fire and/or explosion, pose a potential hazard to electrical equipment. An approach to prevent the fibers from becoming airborne is to use hybrid composite materials which retain the fibers at the burn site. Test results are presented for three hybrid composites that were exposed to a simulation of an aircraft fire and explosion.

Langley summaries and overviews


Several of the key material technology needs that were identified for large space structures are outlined. They include lightweight structural materials, materials durability in the space environment, and some special aspects of materials fabrication technology. Examples of current materials research directed toward large space structures are described. Additional research needs and opportunities are noted. A short bibliography is included of selected references that describe large space structural concepts and related technology needs in detail.


Trends and programs currently underway on the national scene to improve the structural interface in the aircraft design process are discussed. The application of advanced fibrous composites, improved methods for structural analysis, and continued attention to important peripheral problems of aeroelastic and thermal stability are among the topics considered.


Recent developments indicate that there may soon be a revolution in aerospace structures. Increases in allowable operational stress levels, utilization of high-strength, high-toughness materials, and new structural concepts will highlight this advancement. Improved titanium and aluminum alloys and high-modulus, high-strength advanced composites, with higher specific properties than aluminum and high-strength nickel alloys, are expected to be the principal materials. Significant advances in computer technology will cause major changes in the preliminary design cycle and permit solutions of otherwise too-complex interactive structural problems and thus the development of vehicles and components of higher performance. The energy crisis will have an impact on material costs and choices and will spur the development of more weight-efficient structures. There will also be significant spinoffs of aerospace structures technology, particularly in composites and design/analysis software.


A review of results from ongoing research to investigate the effects of low-velocity impact on the compressive strength of graphite-epoxy structures is presented. Extensive tests have been conducted on sandwich beams, laminated plates, and stiffened panels. Conditions for failures were investigated by impact tests on statically loaded test specimens. The effects of compression load intensity were such that lightly loaded graphite structures (such as aircraft secondary structures) were insensitive to impact damage. In more heavily loaded structures (such as wing panels), however, appreciable reductions in compressive strength occurred. The implications of the tests for structural design are discussed by comparing panel masses for designs where ultimate strains have been reduced due to impact considerations with the masses of designs with higher ultimate strains. Finally, preliminary test data is presented to show the possibility of improvements in damage tolerance achievable by using an alternate matrix material.
The application of composites in aerospace vehicle structures is reviewed. Research and technology program results and specific applications to space vehicles, aircraft engines, and aircraft and helicopter structures are discussed in detail. Particular emphasis is given to flight service evaluation programs that are or will be accumulating substantial experience with secondary and primary structural components on military and commercial aircraft to increase confidence in their use.

Selected component and systems optimizations were conducted for three major areas of fighter aircraft design: aerodynamic configuration, propulsion system, and structural concepts and materials. An air defense study, including a mission analysis and sizing of an interceptor configuration, was conducted. These conceptual design activities extend a previous study of advanced supersonic cruise military aircraft. The resultant interceptor configuration has a takeoff gross weight of 58,700 lb to perform a Mach 2.0 intercept at a mission radius of 1000 nautical miles.

The failure mechanisms, design lessons, and test equipment employed by NASA in establishing the airworthiness and crashworthiness of aircraft components for commercial applications are described. The composites test programs have progressed to medium primary structures such as stabilizers and a vertical fin. The failures encountered to date have been due to the nonyielding nature of composites, which do not diffuse loads like metals, and the presence of eccentricities, irregular shapes, stiffness changes, and discontinuities that cause tension and shear.

NASA research and development on advanced aeronautical structures technology related to flight safety is reviewed. The effort is categorized as research in the technology base and projects sponsored by the Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Project Office. Base technology research includes mechanics of composite structures, crash dynamics, and landing dynamics. The ACEE projects involve development and fabrication of selected composite structural components for existing commercial transport aircraft. Technology emanating from this research is intended to result in airframe structures with improved efficiency and safety.

Research is currently focused on the development of tough resins and high strain fibers in an effort to gain improved damage tolerance. Moderate success has been achieved with the development of new resins such as PEEK and additional improvements look promising with new thermoplastic resins. Development of innovative materials forms such as 2-D and 3-D woven fabrics and braided structural sub-elements is also expected to improve damage tolerance and durability of composites hardware. The new thrust in composites is to develop low cost manufacturing and design concepts to lower the cost of composite hardware. Processes being examined include automated material placement, filament winding, pultrusion, and thermoforming.

The use of advanced composites for space structures is reviewed. Barriers likely to limit further applications of composites are discussed and highlights of research to improve composites are presented. Developments in composites technology which could impact spacecraft systems are reviewed to identify technology needs and opportunities.

Conference Documents
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Progress in the development of technology for advanced composites in commercial aircraft is discussed. Commercial airframe manufacturers demonstrated technology readiness and cost effectiveness of advanced composites for secondary and medium primary components and initiated a concerted program to develop the data base required for efficient application of safety-of-flight wing and fuselage structure. Composites technology development programs are reviewed. Topics discussed include: damage tolerance and failsafe testing of the DC-10 composite vertical stabilizer; theory and analysis for optimization of composite multirow bolted joints; design and test of large wing joint demonstration components; and joints and cutouts in fuselage structure.


The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Composite Primary Aircraft Structures Program has made significant progress in the development of technology for advanced composites in commercial aircraft. Papers were presented on the following topics: (1) advanced composites on Boeing commercial airplanes; (2) composite wing panel durability and damage tolerance technology development; (3) design development of heavily loaded wing panels; and (4) pressure containment and damage tolerance in fuselage structure.


Papers and working group summaries are presented which address composite material behavior and performance improvement. Topic areas include composite fracture toughness and impact characterization, constituent properties and interrelationships, and matrix synthesis and characterization.


Technology generated by NASA and specifically associated with advanced conventional takeoff and landing transport aircraft is reported. Topics covered include aircraft propulsion; structures and materials; and laminar flow control.


The use of fibrous composite materials in the design of aircraft and space vehicle structures and their impact on future vehicle systems are discussed. The topics covered include flight test work in composite components, design concepts and hardware, specialized applications, operational experience, and certification and design criteria. Contributions to the design technology base include data concerning material properties, design procedures, environmental exposure effects, manufacturing procedures, and flight service reliability. By including composites as baseline design materials, significant payoffs are expected in terms of reduced structural weight fractions, longer structural life, reduced fuel consumption, reduced structural complexity, and reduced manufacturing cost.


The scope and status of the effort to assess the risks associated with the accidental release of carbon/graphite fibers from civil aircraft are presented. Vulnerability of electrical and electronic equipment to carbon fibers, dispersal of carbon fibers, effectiveness of filtering systems, impact of fiber induced failures, and risk methodology are among the topics covered.


Papers are presented dealing with structural dynamics; structural synthesis; and the nonlinear analysis of structures, structural members, and composite structures and materials. Applications of mathematics and computer science are included.


Proceedings from a conference on engineering advances are presented, including materials science, fracture mechanics, and impact and vibration testing. The tensile strength and moisture transport of laminates are also discussed.

The NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program was designed to develop technology for advanced composites in commercial aircraft. Research on composite materials, aircraft structures, and aircraft design is presented herein. The following parameters of composite materials were addressed: residual strength, damage tolerance, toughness, tensile strength, impact resistance, buckling, and noise transmission within composite materials structures.


The following topics were presented at a conference on the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Composite Primary Aircraft Structures Program: manufacturing technology for large aircraft composite primary structures (fuselages) and composite wing structures, damage tolerance of composites, and improved design for military aircraft through the use of composite structures in the design.


Various aspects of the application of composite materials to aircraft structures are considered. Failure prediction techniques, buckling and postbuckling research, laminate fatigue analysis, damage tolerance, high temperature resin matrix composites, and electrical hazards of carbon fiber composites are among the topics discussed.


The risks associated with the use of carbon fiber composites in civil aircraft are discussed along with the need for protection of civil aircraft equipment from fire-released carbon fibers. The size and number of carbon fibers released in civil aircraft crash fires, the downwind dissemination of the fibers, their penetration into buildings and equipment, and the vulnerability of electrical/electronic equipment to damage by the fibers are assessed.


Composites technology development programs are reviewed. Topics discussed include strength and hygrothermal response of L-1011 vertical fin components; composite wing fuel containment and damage tolerance; impact dynamics and acoustical transmission in fuselage structure; and transport wing technology development.


Papers were presented on technology developed in current research programs relevant to welding, bonding, and fastening of structural materials required in fabricating structures and mechanical systems used in the aerospace, hydrospace, and automotive industries. Topics covered in the conference included equipment, hardware, and materials used when welding, brazing, and soldering, mechanical fastening, explosive welding, use of unique selected joining techniques, adhesives bonding, and nondestructive evaluation. A concept of “The Factory of the Future” was presented, followed by advanced welding techniques, automated equipment for welding, welding in a cryogenic atmosphere, blind fastening, stress corrosion resistant fasteners, fastening equipment, explosive welding of different configurations and materials, solid-state bonding, electron beam welding, new adhesives, effects of cryogenics on adhesives, and new techniques and equipment for adhesive bonding.
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Abstract

Composites research conducted at the Langley Research Center during the period from 1975 to 1986 is described, and an annotated bibliography of over 600 documents (with their abstracts) is presented. The research includes Langley basic technology and the composite primary structures element of the NASA Aircraft Energy Efficiency (ACEE) Program. The basic technology documents cited in the bibliography are grouped according to the research activity such as design and analysis, fatigue and fracture, and damage tolerance. The ACEE documents cover development of composite structures for transport aircraft.